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POISON AND

FOR THE MILLION.

Bangor, Oct. 26.—The arrest of Albert F.
Sears ami Colby Moore, charged with having
destroyed the office of Ur. Hall at Monson,
last summer, and the subsequent confession
of Sears, lias brought to light what appears

Tlie Hall,
Tlie Stair,
Tlie Parlor,
Tlie Sitting Room,
The Dining Room,
The Chamber
or Oilcloth for the
Kiteheu,

to be a startling succession of crimes.
At
the time of the explosion no theory could be
advanced for the deed, and Ur. Hall shrewdly put the matter out of the public mind by
saying that he suspected no one and that, in
bis opinion, the explosion was caused by
gases generated from the chemicals in the
office during the extremely warm weather,
the doctor having been absent In Boston at
the time and the building closed for several

Is offered by

B. A. Atkinson & Go.,
AT THE

Cor. Pearl and Middle Sts.,

days.

Soon after the excitement attending this
affair had subsided, Ueputy Sheriff Stone
made a seizure of liquors which were in the
possession of Moore. A day or two later
Stone received a|letter, purporting to come
from an adjoining town but in a handwriting which strangely resembled that of Sears,
in which threats were made that if the liquor
just seized was not returned his house would
share the fate of Hall’s office.
One year ago this man Moore, suspecting a
man of stealing liquor from him is
charged
with having prepared a pint of rum into
which he put a dose of poison,and'u few
days
later sold it to his intended victim who took
itlhome for his sick wife. Tho woman drank
of it and for some time hung between life

I*OIlTl>A!\D,
Here it; one of the finest carnet floors in the
United States with a stock of

Velvet, Body Brussels,
Tapestry Brussels,
All Wool, Cotton and Wool,
and Cotton and Hemp

OARPETS.
f.V11,'."'yards of goods from tlie popular
mills: Hoxbury.Eoweu. Bigelow, Higgins, Park,
Gold Medal, etc., selected with great care, and
which we shall offer at prices that will astonish
everybody.
Come

in the Morning, Noon, Afternoon
Evening Cp 10 0 O’clock.

or

and deatli but finally recovered.
Wild! Moore was asked Mnnilnv
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and Se#s were brought to Bangor today by
High Sheriff Martin of Piscataquis county
and Supt. Jackson of the Monson railroad,

One of the many f r.o productions of Eeldings Bros.
& Co.'s immense Silk Mills, whose nama alone
is a sufficient guarantee for excellence.
good*
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THE TREACHEROUS BIRCH.

One-half Ounce Balls for 35 c!s.
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FITZGERALD’S.
Full

Men

Drowned Ir. Creat Pond.

Ellsworth, Oct. 25.—Oakman Jordan of
Ellsworth, and Mr. Bragg of Great Pond
Plantation, in crossing Great Pond, Sunday,

SILK,

in a birch canoe, were upset and drownod.
Bragg’s body was found within ten feet of
the shore.
Jordan’s bodv has not been
found. Jordan wns moving into the woods
*
for his winter’s work.

if la many knitter*.

Price 25 cts. per lixtlf-ouncc Balls,
it within the reach of all, (hereby enato enjoy the luxeryr of Silk
Hosery, Mitts, etc., at a trifling expense.

placing

bling consumers

Remember these fine goods In all Shades and Colo

MAINE.
s.

Accident at Farmington.
Farmington, Oct. 25.—Depot Master Foss,
of the Sandy River railroad, while unloading freight this morning, slipped and fell,
striking the back of his head on a car iron.

—CAN UK HAD AT—

FITZGERALD’S

He was taken up insensible and
a critical condition at his home.

Durant Block, Congress St.
Sole Agent* for the new method of Index
*
Stamping.

Cathedral,)

Teacher of Organ and Pianoforte,
ICO Pxirk
of t

Sired, Cily.

suffered from fire such calamities as have
lately befallen Eastport and Farmington;
and yet with all this warning the only
apparatus for extinguishing fires consists of

sndtf
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lies in

Belfast, Oct. 25.—At the call of the
Mayor and Council a mass meeting of the
citizens of Belfast was held at the Opera
House Saturday evening to consider the advisability of constructing water works for
the city. On Tuesday the people will vote
pro or con at the polling places of the different wards. In 1805 and again in 1873 Belfast

WALTERGOOLD,
I,uke’n

now

Belfast Realizes Her Condition.

ot‘t22sn-eedtf

(Organim St,

1,0

up in the town and it is thought this was
Moore’s way of taking revenge on his enemies. It is a State Prison offence.
Moore

KNITTING SILK.
Thc*r

If

could take human life, he said his rule was
never to have words with any
man, but
added that he could cut the throat of any
enemy and smile in his face. Sears is not so
hard. He is poor and has a large family and
was led into the commission of the crime
by
the promise of dollars.
Several other buildings have been blown

A Tower of Strength combined
with Elasticity, Long Fibre,
Fine Lustre & Fast Color.
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tanks, which

Clairvoyant and Botanic Physician

nearly fail in dry weather,
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Rockland, Oct. 23.—The schooner Emma
L. Gregory lost overboard a seaman named
Fred Clough, Saturday evening, between
this port and Cape Cod.

Man Lost Overboard.

MEDICAL KOOMM

ST^ PORTLAND, ME.

Dr. Heed treats all chronic diseases that Uesh ts
belt'to; all cases that are stiven up as Incurable

by

the

allopathic

and

homoeopathic physicians.

1

will lake their case to treat and cure them. I find
about four-flfths of the cases given up to die can
be cured. Examination at a distance by letter.
wim uieir
one 2-cent

iuii name

ana

pi ace
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Death of a Venerable Shaker.

Lewiston, October 25.—Elder Nehemiah
Trull, of the Poland Shaker Society, is dead,
aged 71.

resiaenee ana

stamp and $2.00. Examination at the
office $1, and consultation free.
Ofl»«
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Health Laws of the State.

aptOSDtf

m.

Augusta, Oct. 25.—An adjourned meeting
of the State Board of Health was held at
the Secretary’s office today.
Nearly the
whole time of the meeting was employed in

Parlor Furniture.
B. A. Atkinson & Go.

discussion regarding the changes which are
needed in the present health laws of the
State. The draft of a new act amendatory
to our present law was discussed at considerable length, and will receive further
careful consideration. The Secretary briefly

Are Just iu receipt of a handsome new line of

gave an account of his work since the last
quarterly meeting, and of his visits to Allen’s
Corner, Leering, East Madison, Canton,
Brunswick, Bar Harbor, Norway, Boothbay,

hitherto unheard-of prices. Now is the time
buy for easli or >/i down and the balance Dy the
week or month.
We shall offer tills month Hair Cloth l’arlor
Suits, 7 pieces complete, lor $36; $8 dfcwn, balance $4 per month or $1 per week.
Plush Parlor Suits, full 7 nieces, Embossed Mo
hair, at $46 and $60 per set. Terms, $10 down
and the balance $5 ner month or .*1.25 per week.
Crushed Mohair Plush Parlor Suits, conihlnaiioii
of colors, for Just $65 and upwards.
Terms. *10
down, balance $5 per month. And besides these
we have lower priced and higher priced goods,
over 00 styles to select from.
Come and see the goods. Open every evening.
Electric Eights on three floors. Elevator to every
floor.
at
to

Cor. Pearl and

Gorham, Lewiston, Van Buren, Burnham,
other places. The meeting adjourned to meet on the 29th of November.

and

Augusta, Oct. 25.—The committee ap-

pointed

to raise funds for the Eastport
sufferers, in their final report tonight, show
that $1,630.75 has been raised by Augusta.

Boston, Mass., Oct. 25.—The fund for the
aid of the Eastport sufferers in tills city now

Streets,

Middle

aggregates $3,334.91.
Lewiston, Oct. 25.—Auburn’s subscription for Eastport has been increased to over
$1100 today.
The State Fair Premiums.
Lewiston, Oct. 23.—The State Fair
trustees will meet in Auburn Thursday to
arrange for funds to pay the premiums.

Telephone 07 A.

B. A. ATKINSON & CO.
ISAAC C. ATKINSON, Manager.
OCf8
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THE

WEATHER.

A Bath Schooner Abandoned.

Washington. Oct. 26.
The indications for Maine, New Hampshire and Vermont are generally fair
weather, colder and a slight cold wave.

Bath, Oct. 25.—The Morses

Portland, Me., Oct. 26, 1886.
__|7A M | 3PM |11 I'M
Barometer. 30279 30.134 30.1 GO
Thermometer. 38.0
60.6
47.6
Dew Point. 33.1
42.1
144.3
73.0
188.0
Humidity. 82.0
Wind. SW
SW
ISW
10
14
Velocity. 7
Threat Clear
Weather.|Kair
Mean dally bar...8(h 1911 Maximum ;t her. .60.8
Minimum ther....34.2
Mean daily tlier..46.4
Max. vel. wind. 15 SW
Mean daily d’w pt.39.8
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Meandaily hum....81.0
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Eastport. Me 30.10
Portland. Me 30.16
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Philadelphia. 30.23
Washington.. 30.22
Nortolk, Va. 130.21
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New Orleans! 30.20
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Cleveland... 30.88
Detroit. 30.47
Alpena,Mich 80.69

Marquette... 30.68
dilcago ills. 80.49

Milwaukee. 30.66
Duluth, Minn 30.1 8
Si.Paul,Minn 30.66
St. Louis. Mo 80.42
Leavenworth 30.63
Omaha. Neb. 80.66
Yankton.30.62
St. Vincent..130.60
llismarck,Du 30.67
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North Platte 20.62
Denver, Col.. 130.66
El Paso, Tex. 30.30
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Sergeant, Signal Corps, U.

S. A.

In Chicago.

Pa.,

exploded

Saturday night,

the building and scattering destruction in every direction. lour men were
badly hurt.
The Dartmouth foot hall team will play
Phillips Academy team at Andover on
at
Thursday, the Institute of Technology
Boston on Friday, and the Harvards at

wrecking

Clear

Lt
Lt {Clear
Lt Clear

Pleuro-Pneumonia

M. Bartholdi will receive the freedom of
the city of New York tomorrow, and in the
the
evening will he given a reception at and
Academy of Music. Various public
other buildings are being decorated in preparation for Thursday’s celebration.
The boiler of J. C. Fisher’s steam mill at

!Fair

Clear
ILt Rain
,Ltltaln
clear
Clear
Clear
(Clear
Clear

city.

Chicaoo, Oct. 23.—The State Live stock
Commissioners, replying to the delegation of
cattle owners, today declined to make the
State responsible for the appraisal or slaughtering of auy quarantined distillery cattle
till sufficient funds were placed at the disposal of the commission by the legislature.
Sixteen cattle at the Phoenix distillery were
slaughtered by the owners today under the
inspection of the State veterinary. All were
pronounced well, and the meat will be sold
The carcass of a cow that died
tomorrow.
during the night at the Phoenix, was spirited away before the veterinary had a chance
to decide the cause of her death.
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Bath, Oct. 18.—Hiram Cornish of North
Batli has sued Sagadahoc county for $5,000
damages received by being thrown out of
his wagon by the horse breaking through a
plank in Bay Bridge, while returning from
tlie Topsbam Fair.

at all stations.

Place ot

Little Doubts that the Fires were In-

cendiary.
Villains Attempt to Burn
West

Cambridge on Saturday.

llomer J. KamsdelL ex-register of wills of
the District of Columbia, and for many years
a prominent Washington newspaper correspondent, is dangerously ill.

Tlie counsel for the condemnea Anarchists
of Chicago have for the present, at least,
abandoned the project to move for a new
I hey announce
: trial before Judge Garry.
that they will go to the Supreme Court.
of
Harrison,
Chicago, has
Mayor Carter

I

been nominated for Congress.

Buildings

In

Farmington.

The Citizens

Taking Measures
pair Their Losses.

to Re-

A Modest Hint that Help Would

be

Acceptable.

tion of the country. He was also one of a
select committee of ;I3 to wh'ch was referred
so mucli of the President’s
message as related to the then disturbed state of the country. In 1801 he was appointed colonel of the
first New Hampshire regiment and served
three months. For 25 years as one of the

leading lawyers of New Hampshire, he was
engaged in many noted trials and was prominent on the stump for tlie Republican party. In 1872 he was a warm supporter of
Horace Greeley.
FROM WASHINGTON.

The Losses
a

Likeiy

to Amount to Half

Million Dollars.

Fabmingtoit, Oct. 25—No sooner had the
people got over the demoralization caused by
the great lire of Friday than vague rumors of
suspicious characters being in town with
mischievous intent, caused great “Uneasiness,
and bands of sturdy men, armed with axehandles und heavy canes, have been parading the streets, stopping all strangers who
happened to be out late, and requiring them
to give a satisfactory account of themselves.
Last night, about 10 o’clock, a man came
from West Farmington with a report that
two suspicious looking characters had been
seen about town.
Upon this information being received, A. T. Moor, at the head of half
a

dozen athletic young men, started for West

After passing over Centie
Farmington.
bridge, the pnrty separated, each man taking
a different route.
As Mr. Moor was passing
up the main street of West Farmington lie
was startled by the sudden appearance of a
villainous looking man hiding under a dump
cart by the side of the road. Mr. Moor dealt
the fellow a blow over the back of the head
with the butt end of a heavy cane, but be-

yond staggering the man for a moment it
seemed to have no effect, and the supposed
incendiary started down the street toward
the

bridge,

at the same time uttering a peculiar cry ns he ran.
Mr. Moor was after him
in hot pursuit, and was on the point of grasping him, when his attention was attracted by
lire
flashing up from behind the barn
*litf

Moor
and

\l.-

at
once
hastened

II

XV

T

..n

abandoned
toward

the
the

w*.

chase,
Lowell

property. When near it, another man started
up from a crouching posture at the side of
the road, and sped away in the direction
taken by his confederate.
The fire was
quickly put out and further investigation

revealed the fact that there were materials
for setting fire to the store of J. W. Hines
piled up against the clapboards. The shavings and kindling wood were saturated with

kerosene oil. The place where the incendiaries tried to start the fire is a regular
tinder,
box and if the fire had once started,
could have saved the business part of West

nothing'

Farmington
morning two

from total destruction. This
men were arrested near the
Maine Central Railroad station, but on giving a satisfactory |ccount of themselves
were allowed to depart.
It is not thought that the fiends who tried
last night to set the fires in West Farmington

had anything to do with starting the great
fire of Friday, but that their design was
probably to draw the attention jf the Farmington people to West Farmington and then
plunder the town of Farmington.It is said this morning that at least $10,000 worth of personal
property has been
stolen or burned in the town. Safe epeners
for the various manufacturers have been at
work since early this morning, and up to JO
o’clock had opened half a dozen of the largest. All books and valuable papers came
out in good condition.
The fireproof vault
of the People’s Trust Company was also opened and found in excellent condition.
John A. Stoyell, in whose barn the fire
originated, will claim $11,000 damages from
the Sandy River Railroad Company and will
sue for the same unless it is paid.
The underwriters arrived Monday after“VUU

UUU
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loss, it is predicted, will be nearly half

a million.
Tlie committee of 20 on ways and means
chosen at yesterday’s meeting organized today with I. W. Merrill, president; J. W.

Fairbanks, treasurer; J. II. Thompson, secretary and S. Clifford Belcher, and C. B.
Cragin, auditors. The committee also organized a relief corps of members of the several religious societies to relie/e those not
connected with the churches, as follows:
Congregational—J. p. Thwlng.
Methodist—HeV. L. H. Bean.
Baptist—A. 8. Higgs.
Un Ital ian—George B. Cragin,
Catholic—Father J. F. Hurley.
Free Baptist—John H. Hobiiison.
It was also voted that the merchants on
the ways and means committeo be a committee to ascertain from the merchants burned
out what aid the committee can furnish
them. The president was directed to call
the selectmens’ attention to their duty In regard to a fire inquest, and it was voted to
employ Deputy Sheriff Alonzo Sylvester to
look up the stolen property. The secretary
was instructed to draw up a petition to the
selectmen to call a town meeting. A meeting
of the ladies will be held tomorrow to make
bedding for destitute families.
Assurances accumulate that the busiuess
portion of the town will be speedily rebuilt.
C. W. Keyes has already engaged masons,
etc., for building on the site of the Arcade
Block.
The old county building on the

Long and Short Hauls.
Washington, Oct. 25—The Supreme
Court rendered its decision today in the case
of the Wabash, St. Louis <fc Pacific railroad
cjmpany, plaintiffs in erroragainst thelpeople of tlie State of Illinois, The specific allegation was that the railroad company
charged Elder & McKinney 15 cents per hundred pounds for transporting goods from
Peoria to New York City, and on the same
day charged Isaac Daily & Swannell 25 cents
per hundred pounds for the same class of
goods from Gilman, 111., to New York.
Gilman is H6 miles nearer than Peoria to New
lork. The discrimination, it was alleged,
was in
violation of the law of Illinois,
which prohibits any charge for tlie transportation of passengers or freight within the
State of Illinois proportionally greater than
would be charged for the transportation of
passengers or like classes of freight over
greater distance of the same road.
Tlie gist
of the discussion is contained in the concluwhich
is as follows:
sion,
When it Is attempted to apply to transportation
through an cutlre series of States a principle of

this kind, and each one of the States, or of a half
dozen States, shall attempt to establish, each its
transportation, and methods to prevent
discrimination In rates, the deleterious Influence
upon the freedom of commerce among States, ami
upon the transportation of goods through these
States, cannot he even estimated. This soecles
of regulation is one which must he, If established
at all,
of
a
general and national character, and cannot be safely and wisely remitted to local rules and local regulations.
W e think it is clear from what has
already been
said, that If there is to oe a regulation of com-

rates of

merce. :is \vt*

think

wa Ii»va

iiMiimiKiruimi

it

ia

and as tlie Illinois court concedes It to be, It
must be of that national character; the regulation
can
only appropriately be by general rules and
principles which demand that ft should he done
by the Congress of the United States under the
commercial clause of the constitution.
The judgment of the Supreme Court of
Illinois, which was adverse to the railroad,
is reversed, and the case is
remanded to
that court for further proceedings in conwith
the
above
formity
opinion.
Tlie opinion was by Justico Miller.
Jus-

tice Bradley delivered

a

dissenting opinion

in which tlie Chief Justice and Justice Gray
concurred.
In this opinion it is conceded that Congress might, if it saw tit, regulate the matter
under consideration; but not
done
so, it is held that the State does not lose its
power to regulate charges of its own railroads in its own territory,
simply because
tlie goods or persons transported nave been
brought from, or aie destined to points beyond the State borders.

having

Prohibition in Alaska.

Washington*, Oct. 25.—Secretary Endicott
lias informed the Treasury Department, in
regard to the action of the commanding

officer of tlie division of the Pacific ill
issuing permits to land liquors in different
parts of Alaska, that hereafter no permit
will he issued by tlie War Department for
the introduction of liquor’ into Alaska, except for use for medicinal, mechanical or
scientific purposes. The collector of customs
at Sitka, Alaska, lias been notified accordingly. He is instructed, however, to permit
the entry of wines for sacramental uses
upon tlie presentation of proof that it is intended for no other purpose.
What Will it Amount To?
11

Commissioner Miller has directed an investigation to be made of the charges that
W. S. Schofield, deputy collector of internal
revenue of the First Pennsylvania district,
lias, with the consent and approval of Collector Frederick Gcrker, been levying politi
cal assessments amounting to ;t per cent, of
their salaries from tlie employe* of tlie
revenue

service.

One of the French Princes

Expected
Capital.
Prince Louise Jerome Bonaparte, who is
now travelling in this country and will soon
visit Washington, is a grandson of Jerome
Bonaparte, who married Miss Betsy Patterat the

son.

His

grandmother

Catherine of
Wurtemburg, whom Jerome, at the command
of His brother, the great Napoleon, subsequently married. The mother of the young
prince is a sister of Humbert, king of Italy.
For this reason,
representatives of the
Ttntinn

m

< >nwn ni.

*

3

..

was

tl. 3..

nn.,ni._.

1.

*1...

lead in showing him courtesies.
As France
is now a republic and he is an imperialist
scion, the diplomatic and consular r spresentatives of France in the United States are
estopped from paying him the least attention, or indeed from appearing at any entertainment or reception where lie is present.
He will, however, of course not suffer for attention while in Washington or anywhere
else in the United States.
Mr. Cleveland’s Plans.

President Cleveland will leave for New
York Wednesday afternoon, accompanied by
Secretaries Bayard, Endieott and Whitney,
and
net.

possibly liy

other members of his CabiHe will review the procession in New
York Thursday, at 10 a. m_ attend the
ceremonies
at
Bedloe’s
Island, at 2 p.
m.; and after their close, will return to

Washington

as

directly

as

possible.

Tho Man Who Nominated Cleveland
Rewarded.
The President has appointed Daniel N.
Lockwood of Buffalo to the United States
District Attorney for the Northern district
of New York, in place of Martin 1. TownMr. Lockwood will accept
send, removed.
the office.
A few days ago the President
wrote to Mr. Loekwood, asking him whether
ins name could be considered in making an
appointment. The reply conveyed an ex-

pression of Mr. Lockwood’s willingness to
be regarded as a candidate, and to accept the
position if offered to him.

MR.

A

the Chronicle and Journal newspapers are
already fitting up new offices.
The following circular has been issued by
authority of the committee on ways and
:

Fakmington, Me., Oct, 25, 1880.
Gentlemen:—Doubtless you liave heard ol the
calamity that has betallen Farmington. As a result ol the conflagration several families
re
homeless and in great distress.
At a citizens
meeting held last evening in Music Hall, it was
voted to have a relief committee.
Said committee have invited the several traders of the town to
with lirms that they deal with, asking
correspond
them if they would like to contribute any assistance. As we have no desire to make a general
public appeal, we have simply to say that If you
feel kindly disposed and able to assist us, any
sum that you may send will he
gratefully received. If you have already sent a donation to any
trader here, please Inform 11s.
The

Episcopal Conference.

Chicago, Oct.

25.—The general

conven-

tion of the Protestant Episcopal church this
morning listened to the report of ihe Chairman of the Committee of
Evangelistic Work
I)r. Courtney urging that some provision be
made to carry on and promote this form of
church work. The committee was continued until the next general convention.
The House of Deputies then resumed consideration of the plan of liturgical revision
as reported by the joint committee.
The
House of Bishops signified its concurrence
in all but unimportant suggested changes.
Xlie House of Deputies then proceeded to
vote upon the remaining eighty one alterations and additions in the Book id Common
Prayer. J he vote on each resolution was
generally overwhelmingly in favor of the
changes. As a result “Beuedicus”
111 the order for
morning prayet is inserted
in the full form.
In the rubric prefixed to
tho Apostles creed it is permitted to
use, instead of the words “Hedesoended into hell”,
the words ‘He went into the
place of departed spirits.
In the Apostles’ creed, the
word again” is inserted after the word

proposed

.,rose1h.the order lor evening prayer
magnificat and “nunc dimittls” are inserted. In the litany there is inserted “that it
may please thee to send fortli laborers into
thine harvest we beseech.” In the comiuunloii service, when more than one celebration
is had the same
day, the saying of the decalogue may be omitted at the earlier service,
provided the whole office be used once that

NOVEL THEORY.

day.

Death

of the

Attorney General of
New Hampshire.
CongoitD, N. II., Oct. 25.—Hon. Mason W.
I appan, attorney general of New Hampshire
died at his home at midnight, lie was stricken with
apoplexy, and remained in a semihis

conscious condition up to the time ol
death. Mr. Tappan was CO years old.
lie was born at Newport.
His father,
\\ eare Tappan, was a prominent lawyer ami
anti-slavery man. Mason was finely educaHe
ted and chose the profession of law.
served in the legislature in 1853-’54 and in the
the
latter year was elected to Congress by

Pittsburg. Pa., Oet. 25.—Chambers Miller of Sewiekley, believes that natural gas
is confined iu the earth ill a fluid state; and
has just filed a caveat for a patent which is
designed to conduct this fluid to the surface
and into receptacles for its preservation.
If
this theory should prove correct, it will be
the greatest discovery of the age, as the fluid brought to the surface and confined at the
pressure oi, say wju pounds to the square
inch, could he utilized to an inconceivable
extent.
A
for instance,
locomotive,
with a few gallons of fluid would have a supply of fuel suflicient to run from Pittsburg
to Chicago, and an ocean steamer would require only a few barrels to make a trip to
Europe. The test of the theory will in all
propablllty be made at an early day.
NEW HAMPSHIRE POLITICS.
The First Democratic Enthusiasm of
the Season.

Plymouth, X

11., Oct. 25.—The Demorousing meeting hero tonight.

crats held a
Colonel Cogswell, candidate for governor;
Hon. C. F. Stone, chairman of the State committee, and Hon. A. S. Batchellor, candidate
for councillor, were present and addressed
the meeting.
Doveh, X. II., Oct. 25.—Rev. Luther F.
McKinney, Democratic candidate for Congress in tile First District, and I). J. McGillieuddy. Esq., of Lewiston, Me., addressed a
large Democratic rally in the City Opera
House tonight.
Nashua, N. H., Oct. 25.—At the city caucus of the Democracy this evening, Mayor
James 11. Toller was unanimously renominated.
_

Fearful Deed of an Insane Man.

West Randolph, Vt., Oct. 25.—Cassius
Morse, aged 20, sou of liana P. Morse, a
well-known farmer residing about a mile
from West Randolph, struck F. M. Davis on
the head with an axe at the Brecken stable
this morning, splitting his head. He died in
about two hours.
Young Morse was infane
and had been in the asylum at Brattieboro,
and later in o.ie at Concord, N. 11. He went
Concord

last

OCTOBER

BLAINE IN THE WEST.

Speaks to the Students
College Life.

He

A Reception at
rations

Pittsburg

of IHIs

Prepafor More Speaking.
and

Washington, Penn., Oct. 25.-Janies G.
was present at the
assembling of the
students of Washington and Jefferson college this morning, by invitation of the trustees and faculty. He was accompanied by
his uncle, John H. Ewing, now 90 years old.

In his address of welcome President Moffat
referred to the latter as the oldest living
graduate, and to Mr. Blaine as the most distinguished. Being invited to give some
reminiscences of his own college life. Mr.
Blaine thanked President Moffat for his allusion to Mr. Ewing but took exception to
the praise of himself. The cordial reception
he had received had moved him deeply, he
said,and the recollections which rushed upon
him as he- stood there almost stopped his
power of speech. He always regarded the
college as his great benefactor and protector, the agency which had given to him
through life the influences which have at all
times been of inestimable service to him.During his college days, from 1843 te 1847. the
great artery of travel was the National Road
connecting the East and West, and this gave

the students frequentopportunities to see and
hear many of the eminent public men of that
era. among them Mr.
Clay, Col. Benton,
Richard M. Johnson and John J. Chittenden. Mr. Blaine referred with pleasure to
the old college associates, and after speaking
feelingly of the faculty of his college days,
he said in closing: “I nope you will profit by
all the advantages you enjoy here today, and
I hope that 39 years after
your graduation
you may look back to our alma mater witli
the affection and gratitude which I this

morning feel.”

Pittsbubg, Pa., Oct. 23.—Hon. James G.
Blaine arrived here at 2 o’clock this after<1

uuue unveil vu me reaiucuce

of Chairman B. F.

Jones, of the National
Republican Committee, on Irwin Avenue,
This
Allegheny.
evening a ^private reception was tendered to him. which was an elegant affair. But on account of the trin ahead
of him for tomorrow, it was necessarily

Tomorrow morning Mr. Blaine starts

on

Ms tour through the anthracite coal regions.
Then he goes to New York where, it is said,
he will speak in behalf of Theodore Roosevelt.

LABOR TROUBLES.
The Maine Ship Carpenters In

De-

troit.
New York, Oct. 25.—The World of this
morning has a special from Detroit Mich.,
which says that when the eight hour move-

ment was at its height last May, the employes of the Detroit Dry Dock Company,
controlling three ship yards in AVayne coun-

ty, struck for a shorter day. A compromise
was affected, but
frequently since then the
company has had differences with its men,
the chief point of complaint on the part of
the employers being that the men had driven
work to other Michigan yards, where wages
W’ere lower.
A week ago ship carpenters were taken
from Maine. They were promised the highest wages and it w as claimed on the part of
the company that the reason for the attempt
to change their workmen was the fact that
the Maine ship carpenters were able to do
about one-fifth more work per day than the
Detroit men.
Last Friday the Knights of Labor, to
which both the Detroit and Maine ship carpenters belong paid the Maine men, $1000 to
leave the county. Learning this the Detroit
dry dock company sub-let $100,000 of work,
all it had on hand, to R. W. Lynn of Gibralt?

iw,

uuunwy,
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business, keeping open only the iron
ship yard at Wyandotte, to finish work on
hand which no other company in Michigan

has the plant to do.
Dry Dock Company officials say that the
work they lost, previous to the closing of the
other two ducks because of a discrimination
against them in matter of wages, would
have amounted to $50,000.
About 500 men
are thrown out of woik by the closing of the

yards.
The

Engineers

Think Their

ments Too

Assess-

Large.

spring

so

much

improved that, with young Davis as attendant and companion, it was believed that he

would recover. They had worked together
on tlie farm all summer and Morse was so
much improved that Davis was to leave today for Winehenden, Mass., where he was
going into business.
Death of Mrs. A. T. Stewart.
New Yoke, Oct 25.—Mrs. Cornelia M.
Stewart, widow of the late dry goods merchant A. T. Stewart, died suddenly at her
home in this citv this morning.
The funeral will lie held Thursday afternoon from her late residence, on IMtli street
and Fifth Avenue.
Rev. Arthur Brooks, of
the Church of In samation, will offlciate.The
services at the house will be brivate. The
remains will be taken to Garden City for interment.

Ceronimo’s Retreat*
Pensacola, Fla., Oct. 25—Geronimo ariv-

ed today, and is confined witli fourteen
other warriors at Fort Pickens, on Santa

Rosa Island, opposite Pensacola.

Irrepressible Rudzinski Again.
Milwaukee, Wis., Oct. 25— Considerable
excitement was created here last night, by

the wild actions of u mob of roughs who succeeded in breaking up a Democratic mass
meeting early in the evening. They went to
a hall and were addressed
by Alderman
Itudziuski, who obtained some notoriety during the labor riot last spring. He showed
the crowd pictures of Polish insurrectionists
who have been put to death in’tlie past and
made an incendiary speech.
The people left ftudzinski’s hall in a body
and went to the school house, where John

Black,

One Thousand Idle for One.

them.

From the Town Farm to Affluence.
St. Jounsbuby, Vt, Oct. 25—Frederick

Josline, of this place, has received back
pay amounting to over $10,000, and a pension
of $72 per month during the rest of his life.
Josline enlisted from this towu in the 11th

Vermont regiment and lost his eye sight
from the effects of rheumatism contracted in
the army. After leaving the army he went
to Montreal, where he was a licensed beggar
for several years. He afterwards came back
here, and was supported by the town and
Chamberlin Post G. A. It. Ten years ago
Elisha May, an attorney here, took hold of
his case and has nroseanted it to a successful
end. This is believed to be the largest pension obtained in Vermont, and in a day
raises the man from pauperism to affluence.
Josline has awlfe and four children.
Another American

Notes.

The milkmen employed by the Plio nix distillery cattle owners in Chicago have gone

lively strike

took plyce at
Peoria,! Illinois, yesterday. Car drivers on
the Central City Horse railroad lines, embracing four out of the live lines in Peoria
struek. Their stools had been removed by
order of the company and they were compelled to stand from 10 to 17 hours a day. At
2 o’clock in the afternoon the company gave
in.
The striking journeymen in the employ of
thirteen masters in New York City have returned to work under the rules of the Master Plumber’s Association.
Tills break reduces the attendance at the daily meetings
of the strikers by 50 men.

Flag,
Boston, Oct. 25.—The Boston ship, Brown
now
at
the New York & New
Brothers,
lying
England docks, lias been sold on German account, and will join the large fleet of Ameri-

can-built vessels now under the German flag.
She was built in Newburyport ten years ago.
mwuupvi.wuiuil

Doings

the

of the Professors.

Boston, Oct. 25.—At 2 o’clock this afterat the United States Hotel, the board

noon,

of visitors of Andover Theological Seminary
began the hearing which will ultimately lead
to the decision of the question concerning
the soundness of the theological doctrines
taught at Andover. The case will be followed with interest by the entire Christian
world. Dr.
Seelye presided. Judge E.
Rock wood Hoar and Judge Asa French
for
the
appeared
complainants, and ex-Oovernor Gaston andj Professor Dwight of the
University Law School were counsel for the
professors. The day was devoted to the discussion of the question of the board’s Jurisdiction in the premises, the arguments being
completed this evening. The session will be
resumed tomorrow.
Bartholdi Arrives In New York.
Nkw York, Oct. 25,-Sculptor Bartholdi,
M. de Lesseps and the other French guests,
who arrived at quarantine late last evening,
slept soundly on the French steamer La Bretagne, until daybieak. When the sun began
to shine upon the statue of Liberty Enlightening the World, and sent a glimmer of light
over the bay, they came upon the deck and
viewed the statue as placed upon the pedestal. Bartholdi was woll pleased.
About 8 o’clock the American reception
committee, headed by Senator Evarts, steain’I1?
J,be blS steamer in the
The r renehuicn were taken
yacht 1 illie.
off and the whole party was sobn at breakfast. After this the little yacht started for
Liberty Island. As she drew up to the dock
guns were fired in honor of the visitors. A

„?A?,n*8^Sn.01

long visit of inspection followed. After this
the party came to this city.
They received
many visitors,

and spent

the remainder of

the day m viewing the city. A formal reception in honor of the visitors will be given
in the Academy of Music tomorrow night.
The Movement for Social

yjA
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spars, hhe is 208 feet long, 40 feet wide, and
is of 1492.89 tons burden. Several months
ago she arrived here from Oregon, with a
large cargo of lumber, and has since been
idle. The vessel is to be towed to New York.
A Little Clrl Killed by a Bear.

Cleveland, O., Oct. 25.—At 10.30 o’clock
this morning. Hose, aged two years, daughter of Henry Deernbraek, a saloon keeper,
was almost eaten alive by a bear.
The little
one while playing in her father's back yard,

climbed over the fence into the yard of a
neighbor, who kept a bear chained in the
rear of his lot.
The child ventured too near
the brute, which knocked her down and then
commenced devonrlng her.
The little girl
was horribly mutilated.
Block Island Said to be Rich In Minerals.
New York, Oct. 25.-F. J. H. Murrill discussed tonight at Columbia College the geology of Block Island and Nantucket, taking
the ground that a similar convulsion to that
now experienced by the people of Charleston
was possibly the cause in the past of the
separation of Block Island from the mainland. His exploration of Block Island leads
hint to infer it has a wealth of minerals.
End of a

Long

Service.

Bellows Falls, Vt., Oct. 25.—Rev. Alfred Stevens, D. D., for 45 years pastor of the
Congregational church at Westminster, has

resigned his pastorate on account of advanced age. He is 70 years old, and is the
oldest pastor in Vermont.

Movements of Canadian Cruisers.
Halifax, N. 8., Oct. 25.-The fishery

cruisers

Critic and Conrad sailed from North

Sydney yesterday, the former for Cbebueto
Bay and the Conrad for St. Margaret's Bav.
The cruisers Acadia and Houlett remain at
North Sydney.
FOREICN.

Cloomy Prospects

for Lord Mayor’s
Day.
London, Oct. 25.—The apprehension of
trouble on Lord Mayor’s day in London
grows apace. The Socialist federation persists in its determination to have a great parade following the regul ir procession.
On
the day, November 10. a big deputation is
redress of

grievances. On the
11th a vast mass meeting is called, when the
reply of the ministers will be told to the
crowd. Friday night at an open air gathering in Tooley street It was openly declared
tlmt there would be bloodshed on the 11th if
the reply was unfavorable. Under the provocation of these threats it is believed that
the government will resolve to try and
stamp
nut the thing at the outset on the 9th, and
nervous
will get out of pistol range
people
meanwhile.
a

Mr. Cladstone and the Wasps.
telegraphs from Ilawarden
to London regarding the report that he was
attacked and badly stung by wasps, which
he had disturbed while felling a tree, that a
wasp merely stung him on the eyelid and
that he cannot see out of one eye because of
the swelling. He says otherwise he is well.
Mr. Gladstone

An Ocean Steamer

The Natioual line

Captain Milligan,

Burning.
steamer, the Queen,

which arrived at Liverfrom New York, and which is
pool Saturday
at
Alexandria
dock is on tire.
Several
lying
engines are pouring water on the flames. At
last
accounts the steamer was gradually

Fighting

Purity.

Minnkapolis, Minn., Oct. 25.—Dr Kate
Bushaell of Illinois addressed the National
Womans’ Christian Temperance Union convention to-day, on the White Cross movement in the United States.
Thirty-seven
States have taken up tho question of social
purity. State superintendents have reported
200 of these unions in the p,,st
The
year
follow lug States have raised the uge of consent through the influence of this movementColorado from 10 to 18 years;
Washington
Territory from 14 to ie years; Nebraska
from 10 to 12 years.
In Massachusetts the
Legislature has made the penalty equal for
both sexes who sin. From Iowa comes the
report that this sin in that State has decreased nine-tenths per emit. The
age of

in

Skye.

The Crofters of Skye attacked a force of
police who were assisting the sheriff to make

evictions,

and the soldiers

had to be

called.

It was necessary to ciiarge the Crofters with
Sevbayonets before they were dispersed.
eral of them were wounded, and six were
arrested.

The Czar's Toast.

Petebsbubg, Oct. 25.—The Czar and
Czarina yesterday, after the unveiling of the
St.

monument in memory of the Itusso-Turkish
war. attended a lunch given by the officers
of tiie army. The Czar proposing a toast to
the officers said: “In drinking to
you permit me to hope you success and full enjoyment of health in the future.
I tlmnk you
for the hardships you underwent in the war
between Russia and Turkey. I
express
these thanks in the namo of him who is no
longer among us.”
Russia Expected to Move Soon.
Pakis, Oct. 25.—It is expected tlmt M. de
Giers, the Russian minister of foreign affairs
** •••

THEOLOCY.

Pondering

Vessel Coes Un-

der the Cerman

sinking.

Chesteb, Pa., Oct. 25.—A strike occurred
today at the Eddystone print works on
account of a printer s wages not being raised
at his request; and the entire works are now
stopped, about 1000 hands being idle fnereby.

The Board of Visitors

Democratic congressional candidate

a

and other politicians were
congregated.
Black was chairman of the grand
jury that
indicted the rioters last spring and when he
attempted to speak the mob hooted him and
made such demonstrations that the politicians had to leave the hall.
For two or three hours about 3000
persons
crowded the streets for blocks around, yelling like mad. The police finally dispersed

mauding

At the national convention of the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers today, a discussion of ways and means for the reduction
of assessments on the insurance association
was carried on with the result of
disclosing
a general belief that
the benefits were
too large. Now, a brother losing a limb or
arm, his sight or hearing, receives $3000. In
case of his death his representatives get that
amount. The assessments have aggregated
in the past year $G0 per capita, and the men
say this is more than they can stand.
The convention goes on an excursion to
Newburg tomorrow.
The delegates to the convention were
tendered a reception to-night in the rooms of
tha Y. M. C. A. Au address was made by
Theodore Voorhees.
Grand Chief Arthur
responded for the delegates. He said that religion and politics were forbidden topics in
tire order. Twenty
years ago, when the railroad men were oft duti’, they hung around
but
saloons,
now, owing largely to the work
of the Y. M. C. A. in connection with the
Brotherhood, a drunken railroad man was an
exception. A musical and literary entertainment followed the speeches.

ANDOVER

PRICE THREE

was raised in the last legislative session from 10 to 13 years.
The speaker
thought the time to redeem fallen women
was when they had first sinned.
This afternoon all the old officers were reelected for the ensuing year.

short
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26,

The
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consent

Another Day at
Washington and Jefferson College.

strike.
A short but

Prospects of a Discovery that will
Revolutionize Motors.

home from

MORNING,

on a

of Main street and

Broadway, whose
walls remained standing, will be temporarily
repaired for winter use. W. F. Belcher and
II. L Emery will erect cheap wooden buildings for the next few months, awaiting the
coming of warm weather, when a mineral
resurrection of the business blocks, dwellings, etc., will appear. The proprietors of
corner

Sagadahoc County Sued.

(Oct. 25, 1886, 10.00 P. M.)
Observations taken at the same moment of time
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this

B. W. & XI. F. Morse and others of this
She was valued at $20,000.

METEOROLOGICAL REPORT.

■

of

Whigs, Free Seilers, Independent Democrats
Americans, and Served three terms with
distinguished ability. He took a prominent
part in the legislature just prior to the war
and made several powerful speeches en tlie
slavery question which attracted the attenand

means

have lost another schooner. This time it is
the Charles It. Campbell, a three masted
schooner of 410 tons. She was abandoned
on the passage from Ship Island to Aspinwall. The crew was landed at Key West.
She was in command of Cant. McFarland,
who was part owner. The Campbell was
built in this city in 1883, and was owned by

LOCAL WEATHER REPORT.

Xhermo’ter

some

Contributions for Eastport.

POBTLAND.

FARMINCTON’S CONDITION.

DYNAMITE.

Further Developments In the Monson
Affair.

Never did tlie people of any city In the Union
nave a better
opportunity afforded them to buy
Carpets of every grade for the

than
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that active measures are necessary to terminate the anarchism prevailing in Bulgaria.
He will take the ground that this state of affairs is dangerous to the peace of the Balkan
States and offensive to ltussia.
The Examination of Ireland’s Grievances.

Dublin, Oct. 23.—The royal commission

which has been inquiring into the causes of
the recent riots in Belfast has concluded its
labors.
The Irish Times says that a report Is in
circulation that the government’s programme
of conciliation includes a visit of the Queen
to Ireiaud in 1887. It says the ministry lias
already submitted the project to the Queen,
who thinks favorably of the suggestion.
The report that the Queen will visit Ireland is officially denied here.

Foreign Notes.
Lord Hartington has accepted the presidency of the West Scott and Liberal-Union-

ist Association.
The French Chamber of Deputies have
passed the primary education bill without

amendment.
Sir Charles Dilke lias finally and emphatically declined to reenter public life until he
has disproved the “gross, unjust calumnies''
against him, to which object, he says, his
whole time will be devoted.
The damage Is about £20,000 on the steamerlQuccn, which took fire in London.
THE DOMINION.
The David J. Adams.

Halifax, Oct. 25.—The Canadian government counsel engaged in the David .1. Adams
case have agreed to the appointment of
Winslow Warren of Boston as commissioner
to take the evidence of the crew of that vessel. It will bo taken previous to the 15th of
November.

Another Fisherman In the Toils.
Halifax, Oet. 23.—At Shelburne, vesterday, Captain Quigley detained the Eleazer
Boynton of Gloucester for lauding men with
out reporting; also for not having clearance
from last port. Quigley awaits instructions
from Ottawa.

[LATEH.J
The American schooner Eleazer Boyntou
was detained at Liverpool, N. S., today, because some of the crew had been allowed to
go ashore before reporting to the customs
authorities. She was afterwards released
with warning.
__

An article in the Yale College Courant attacking the established system of Sunday
services is attracting considerable attention.
W. A. Kowe of Lynn, Mass., a member of
the Columbia bicycle team, made 22 miles in
59 minutes and 4<i seconds in Springfield,
Mass., yesterday.

THE

SOLDIERS’

Adjourned Hearing
Hall

Remonstrances

MONUMENT.
the Old

on

City

Site.

Presented

Signed

by Many Prominent Citizens.
The Opinions Expressed by Different
Speakers.
The hearing before the Hoard of Mayor
and Aldermen upon the Old City Hall question was held in Reception Hall last evening. The room was about two-thirds filled
when the meeting came to order.
Among
those present were Gen. John M. Brown,
the president of the Monument Association,
Gen. Neal Dow, W. D. Little, C. W. Roberts,
Edward Gould, Major John M. Gould, Dr. S.
C. Gordon, Woodbury K. Dana, Hon. 1L
B. Cleaves, Gen. C. P. Mattocks, H. W.
Richardson, Hon. W. G. Davis,H. P. Dewey,
Major H. S. Me Idler.
Every member of the Board of Aldermen
was present, Mayor Chapmau
presiding.
The meeting was called to order by the
Mayor, who stated the purpose of the hearing. The records of the last meetings were

by the City

read

Clerk.

Wm. D. Little, Esq., said that some remonstrances hail been placed in Ills hands to
be presented to the Board.
These remonstrances were put In the different banks and

reading rooms for signatures, no especial
effort being made to secure na mes for them.
Mr. Little stated that his own opposition to
the site arose from the fact that he did not
regard the sit* as suitable. Mr. Little said
he entertained the highest respect for the
soldiers, and referred to the distribution of
the printed yes votes at the last election and
ttl6 lack

of

no

votes.

The

r«>im>n<itrnrw>«w

then presented.
The five remonstrauces hud the same Introduction. which with ttie names of the

were

signers follows:
The undersigned tag-payers

of Portland
remonstrate against the proposed removal of
Old City liall:
Nathan Wehb,
Henry Deerlng,
F R Barrett,
Charles F Edwards,
Charles K Barrett,
W K Mllllken,
K W Talbot,
George F Barrett,
Jacob MeLellan,
William T Phelan,
L G Brunei,
Blon Bradbury,
&
Moulton, Francis K Swan,
Woodbury
Edward A. Noyes,
Samuel Holfe.
John llankerson.
Franklin Skillings,
H H Hay & Son,
Isaac Grr,
Robert F Skillings,
Silas E Sylvester,
J I) Decelle,
Fred A Usher,
C E Bean,
R o Conant,
John M Gould,
S C Rand,
William Senter,
Beujamin Webster,
Arthur C Paine.
George A Wright,
E E Proctor,
R M Richardson,
A B Stephenson,
Stephen K Dyer,
William G Davis,
John W Musgrave,
Chase Brothers,
I S Bean,
Rnlus Deerlng.
F 1) Soiitnworth,
Charles Merrill,
Cyrus Greene,
Simeon Shurtleff,
G E Jordan,
Reuben Wescott,
Rufus D Bean,
•
R Y Barber,
Moses Gould,
C Way,
E A Marreit,
Charles S Fobes,
Win H Anderson,
B H Spurting,
O W Belknap,
A C Libby,
R Costello,
Geo H Weeks,
Chas H Ford,
W D Little,
C B Belknap,
Alfred Haskell,
Geo F Morse,
M A Dillingham.
Chas B Rogers,
Hiram Knowlton,
W J Knowlton,
Wm Senter, Jr,
W W Gould,
W in P Hastings,
W L Blossom.
J CColesworthy,
Horace Anderson,
Chas D Brown,
Edward Goold,
J E Flannagao,
E B Denison,
Chas A Dyer,
Z K Harmon,
G W Lovejoy,
G Rogers,
John Cammetr,
8 H Cotesworthy, Jr,
J H Coffin,
Geo E Thompsbu,
E H
Geo H Cook,
Chase,
N S Fernald,
G F Jackson,
8 H Colesworthy,
Chas F Guptlll,
Chas W Paine.
Chas A Brown,
James L Howe,
W H Slmonton,
E J Skilllu,
Sylvester Marr,
Janies F Sisk,
If H Emery,
J Walker,
E J Daveis,
S R Small,
John E Donnell,
William It Gnitim*

William f' Wmurt

James A Martin,
Thomas L Merrill,
I P Farrington,
Ira S Locke,
THU eston,
John N Lord,
8 C Soraerby,
William W T1 ornas,
Cliaries E Somerby,
George A Thomas,
Charles B Varney,
H N Jose,
John C Tewksbury,
J B Curtis.
Robert McClusky,
Thomas L Talbot,
Charles I) Tliomes,
John W Deerlng,
M 8 G bun,
W W Wliipple & Co,
J M Kimball,
A K Alexander,
George M. Young,
A K Howell,
Francis D Little.
klbus R Moody,
II F Chad bourne,
A VV H Clapp,
I> H Your g,

J

F

AQuimby,

Daniel D Chase,
John Sparrow,
Chas. E Marwick,

Marwick,
Joseph A Day,
A W Whitmore,
Cyrus Lowell,
Albert

Jas. R Hint,
LC Gilson.
Nathan I) Roberts,

Samuel A Pierce,
Chas. McLaughlin,
Rufus N Merrill,
Enoch F Beal,
J W Stevens,
John 8 White,

Franklin J Rollins,
John F Anderson,
D W Fessenden,
F Forsyth,
Chas o Bancroft,
Aretas Shurtlen,

F Fierce,
Thomas J Keeney,
L D M Sweat,
John M Perkins,
Ellas Thomas,
F W Bailey,
Francis Fessenden.
William U Twombly,
Rufus Tibbetts.
A B Holden,
John F Pmctor.
Charles P Ingraham,

A B

Deerlng.

Harding,

E K Bootiibav,
8 R Lyman,
J R Hawkes,
Charles M Gore,
Edward Keen.
Geo. A Haskell,
Samuel Trask,

Green,

Fred Fox,

A B Stevens.
Jas. M Mulhern,

John W Laue,
Chas. G Richards,
Jas. 8. Gould,
Chas. B Merrill,
Rufus Chushmau,
C R Ingraham & Co,
John A

Emery,

Rufus Shacktord.
Stephen Cammeit,
Geo W Stevens,
8 C Munsey,
Samuel Rounds,
Samuel J Anderson,
A W Longfellow,
8 H Plnkham,

Joseph Drowne,

Nash,

the interest in it very deep.
Major Gould
called attention to the fact that many of the
remonstrants are men tepresenting large interests in the community.
President Brown of the Monument Asso-

ciation, said that he was present to speak to
tlie Board, telling them some facts in regard
to tlie Association. Gen. IirowDjreferred to
the early formation of an association, its
agreement with the Longfellow Monument
Association to wait until the latter iiad acpurpose: the organization of
tlie Association In 1882 and its incorporation
in 1888 for the purpose of building a monuAllusion w as
ment, not a memorial hall.
made to the raising of funds and the unanimous vote of the Association in favor of tlie
market hall site, the efforts to obtain the
site, and the final expression of opinion of
the city at tlie last election when eighty per
cent of the voters expressed them-elves In
favor of the site.
The speaker referred to
the repeated adjournments of tlie hearing
upon the consideration of the old city hull
At the last electiou only 654 person- voted
against tlie granting of the site. Unless the
remonstrances contain more than this num-

complished its
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the number of the opponents.
Geu. Brown said that it was known that
some persons objected to a monument any-

where.
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matter had better he delayed until the city
council ask permission of the Legislature to
submit the question to the voters in a formal
way. Mr. Jose also mentioned the legal
technicalities which might arise in the
course of the proceedings.
In reply to questions by Mayor Chapman,
Hou. II. B. Cleaves said that he knew of no
legal objection to the course proposed, aud
referred to the Skillings's claim to the property as a bugbear. Mr. Cleaves said that lie
would admit that the men of wealth in the
city are about equally divided on the question, but that the great mass of the people,
by their votes, had expressed the sentiment
of the community.
Mr. Cleaves introduced
the petition circulated in lsoo, praying for
the demolition of the Old City Hall as unsightly aud dangerous to health, and among
the long list of signatures said he found the
names of C. E. Jose, William Senter, Charles
McLaughlin and A. W. H. Clapp, who now
sign the remonstrance.
In reply to a request by Dr. Gordon to
name a location on which ail could agree,
Mr. Jose had named several which he considered suitable when he was interrupted by
somebody in the audience, who exclaimed,
“Put it on the breakwater.”
was

then

adjourned.

Others, as the gentlemanlwho pre-

sented tlie remonstrances, sincerely believe
the site not tlie best. Other objectors oppose
the granting of the site on the ground of expense. Uen. Brown claimed that the expense arising to the city and the loss of rental would not be sufficient to render it uuwise to place the monument in this place and
thought it would be a niggardly policy
which would refuse the request.
Mr. Kben Corey thought no one present
was opposed to a soldiers’ monument, but he
did not believe Marketisquare a suitable place
nor that the city could afford to give the lot
at a minimum cost of $50,000 or $75,000. Mr.
Corey asked what the exact question before
the meeting was and it appeared from the
reading of the records that it was on the
condemning of the Old City Hall lot as a
public park. Mayor Chapman said that
while this was tlie question it was understood that the soldiers’ monument would be
erected there.
Gen. Neal Dow said the question was
whether or not Market Square is a suitable
for a public park,
lie was sorry to
place
have heard it said there was objection to the
erection of a soldiers’ monument and was
sure that nothing of that tenor would be said
against the old soldiers who oppose the site.
Gen. Dow said that he felt certain that a
majority of the people of taste and culture in
the city would declare another site better even could the one proposed l>e given without
The cost was menexpense to the city.
tioned by Gen. Dow who thought the granting of the site could not be afforded and that
this matter had never been carefully presented to tlie people. Gen. Dow said that already taxes in the city are so high that many
Portland people have removed to Dee ring to
live.
Dr. S. C. Gordon referred to the large
number of houses built In Portland during
the past year ns showing the material increase of the wealth of* the city notwithstanding tlie rate of taxation mentioned by
Gen. Dow. In regard to the question before
the meeting Dr. Gordon said that it was
well known that the condemning of the

WATCHFUL TURKEY.
Diplomacy and Arm* along the Danube.
A

Country Impoverished by
Standing Army.

a

Large

(8. 8. Cox.)
To me, looking at the matter from my
standpoint at Bucharest, in Koumania, where
I sojourned on my way home, and from
knowledge of the Imbroglio, gathered from a
hundred sources at Constantinople, it looks
as if Russia would make a rupture, and with
force and arms control, since she has failed
to control by the popular election. Perhaps
she will rally all the Sclav element which remains faithful to her.or, it is said, grateful to
Russia for rescuing Bulgaria from Turkey.
But I do not see how Russia can make a unit
in her favor of the Balkan provinces. The
Turkish rule in Bulgaria has not been harsh
1 believe even In Maceat least recently,
donia, Epirus and Albania, where the Sclav
and Greek element dominate, tiie population

coutent and are I letter governed under the mild Turkish rule titan if they were
under an uncertain Government, like that of
Greece, or a despotic force like that of Russia
Much of the old prejudice against the Turk
bus worn out. But It Is very easy. If Russia
desires It, to make a pretext for war. The
Spaniards have a proverb. “If you want to
kill a dog. charge him with eating iron.” Mo
the Russians are provoking much hostility
which they may be very anxious to avenge,
and perhaps some turbulence In Bulgaria
may afford them the
pretext. The way
matters stand, if an election were to take
and
I’rlnee Alexander would replace
turn and accept the election, le would no
doubt be elected by the Great Mobranie.
For although he made rather a lamentable
show in undertaking to conciliate the Czar.
and seemed to be pluckiest in leaving Bulgalra for the reason which he assigned,
nevertheless he has a hold upon the hearts
of the people, which has been more or less
strengthened by his gallantry in the recent
war with Mcrvla.
But Russia is massing troops upon the border. 1 saw Russian officers by the score at
Bucharest, tramping around In their hightop boots and Jingling spurs, as if anxious to
cross the Danube and take
charge of the Bulpeople, among whom are now added
8
By a glance at the
map it will be seen that there was an object
in the great Powers leaving East Houmetla
with the Turk and granting Bulgaria proper
quasi self-government, for the Balkanhange
of mountains, which are a strong defence
and barrier, stand betweeiT a Russian advance and the cities of Turkey in
Europe. If,
therefore, Russia sboukl attack Bu!garla,she
would take it along with East Roumells
I Mat brings her over the border—over the
Balkans. With her immense army always
equipped uud mobilized she could inov
down .where she was nine years ago, upon
the shores of the Bosphorus or Maruiora,and
take Constantinople In the rear in disregard of
all torpedoes and Ironclads and without any
naval armament whatever.
Is this a desirable result?
The answer depends upon tbe attitude
which Austria, Germany and England may
assume.
England ceuld do more with her
navy, Austria more with land forces.
But
Germany is the power that might, if she
chose, determine the question. If there be a
triple or ‘holy alliance’ between Austria,
Germany and Russia, the matter is ended
and the Turk ‘must go.’ But this same attitude has been held by Turkey for lo! these
many years, if not centuries. Tbe skilful
diplomacy of the Ottoman has played its
masterly inactivity by playing one power
against the other. This policy leaves her
in possession ol the most conspicuous and
capital point in the oriental world.
For many months, almost until recently,
since .September, 1W5, Turkey has been
standing with her hand upon her sword,
with an armv of two hundred thousand well
equipped men, ready for any emergency.
Her Sclavonic enemy, whether on the borders of Greece, In Macedonia, or on the
frontiers of Persia or Russia In Asia, or
upon the Balkan border, has lost no time in
preparation by land and sea. What it costs
» poor country like
Turkey to keep up such
au army and navy, and at the same time to
avail herself of every new invention connected with armaments and explosives upon
water and upon land, it is hard to compute.
But Turkey seems to have weathered her
financial trouble. Her soldiers are scarcely
ever paid, but tbev are true as ever to the
Moslem faith. They stand steadfast by their
umiable, benevolent, sympathetic anil wise
are more
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Things

the Post Office

Department Should Correct.
To the Editor

iff the

Pren:

Will you let the voice ol the people be
heard through the columns of your paper for
the public good in regard to mail matters In
Naples and other places connected therewith.

There is a strip of territory lying between
the Grand Trunk Railroad and tho Portland
and Ogdensburg Railroad, from Portland to
reliable persons at a little less rate than a
in length and from
policy could be had in a first class reliable Hridgton, about 3H mil—
30 to 40 miles In width, making it from
company, legally admitted to do business in
this State, aud paying a tax for the privilege
13 to 20 miles from a line In the centra of
of so doing.
Such people do not receive ! said
territory to either of said roads. There
much sympathy, ard ought not to expect it,
is a road from Portland to Bridgton through
when a calamity overtakes them.
the centre of this territory over which a mail
UU
CU wu KH UUVOIUC
U|
mu
ow n city for examples of tills sort.
Months
stage ran for more than sixty vears and on
ago, the columns of the Phkss contained a
which are located seven post offices between
warning to its readers to avoid having any- Portland and Hridgton to wit Westbrook,
thing to do with the "Auglo-American Inlluck Pond, Windham Centre. No. Windham,
surance Company of Washington, 1>. C.."
Raymond, South Casco and Naples When
whose policies were then being spread broad- the stage carried the mail facilities
satisfaccast over the city.
Thousands and thous- tory to all ware furnished, the mail leaving
ands of dollars were taken out of this city
Portland at 7 o’clock in the morning and
alone, and passed over to this "wild cat’’
arriving at Hridgton at 4 o’clock lu the aftercompany, less the enormous comic sions aluoon, giving the Naples post office Its mall
lowed by them to the person wb,< handled
at about 2 o clock in the afternoon, and all
their policies. The company put it a per- the other offices on the route
earlier iu the
jured statement, and that statement was day. Then aif the mail that came into the
It made
spread all over the city and State.
Portland office for Naples from 7 o’clock In
no difference to the
company what it was a the forenoon to .1 o’clock in the afternoon
person wished to insure; fire or marine.it
went up to Hridgton on the Ogdensburg road
was all the same to them, "all ti»h that came
on the afternoon train and came down to
to their net,” and they were not at all parNaples next morning by said mail stage at a
ticular about the rate.
The orders were,
o'clock.
the
no
matter
about
the
rate.”
business,
Now the mall route ’s kept up from Port“ifet
W Ith a misguided confidence people acceptland to Mouth Casco, and ttlat part of the old
ed those policies, when alas! ail of a sudden
route from Mouth Casco, through Naples, to
the bubble burst and the fun was over for
Hridgton, a distance of about 14 miles, has
that company and its agents and brokers.
been discontinued, and the mail is supplied
The two men who run the fraud in Washingat the Naples post office by stage from the
ton divided the nnney In their possession,
Portland and Ogdensburg Railroad, a disreported to be about $200,000, and skipped tance of about 14 miles. Under this new arone fine morning, one for Australia and
the
rangement the mail arrives|at the Naples ofother one for Europe, and that Is the last of
llee about a o’clock in the evening anufleaves
that "company?”
hundreds
of
Leaving
at from 4 to 6 o’clock in the morning, so that
thousands of dollars of
losses
all
we do not get our daily papers In time to
unpaid
ever the world, not even leaving as much as
read them till the next day after Jthey are isa postage stamp, or one cent to buy one, so
sued. In fact we do not get any of our mall
that the assignee could not even answer the
under the new arrangement so us to be of
letter of a sufferer, except at his own exany use to us, it being so late in the evculug
which bo now declines to do, as will
when it arrives, till one day later than under
pense,
be seen by the following extract from the the old arrangement.
This makes it verv
*»«*

Isaac F Sturdivant.
II M Hart,
Eben Corej,
D W True,
J K Emery,
E C Shaw,
Geo R Shaw,
J 1 Libby,
C P Oxnard,
Jas P Cbamptlii,
Wm H Stearns.
Wm 8 Corey,
Charles G Payson
Augustus P Fuller.
Major John M. Gould said that he found
comparatively few of the old soldiers and
sailors in favor of the site and did not think
0 M

WIVMV

To the
There seems to be a great deal said in the
in connection
papers here and elsewhere
with the late (ire in Eastport in regard to
“wild cat” insurance, and a great deal of
sorrow is expressed by some that those
people w'no insured in such companies would
not receive their insurance. If such should
turn out to be the fact, as in many cases it
undoubtedly will, the insured may thank
only themselves for their stupidity in accepting such policies, simply because they
could obtain them of unscrupulous and un-

William H Moulton,
Elias H Chase,
H s Clay,
T F Hoinsted.
John Cox,

W H

"V

“Wild Cat” Insurance.
Editor of the Preen:

Merrill,

H A

“WW

economy.
Mr. Charles E. Jose asked if Immediate action was necessary, and Gen. Brown replied
that the treasurer of theAssociatlon now has
over 81tt,000 In
money and it is necessary to
know what action will be taken in regard to
the site before the Association can accept a
design. If the Market Hall site is not granted, the money will I e spent in providing a
monument for some other site, although
none has yet been thought of by the executive committee of the Association.
Mr. Jose then said that he thought the

The hearing

Thomas F Lamb.
G F Talbot, p«fr T »T,
Charles A Robinson,
AIvlu

square as a public park was In order to place
a monument there ami that it the action was
In
taken, the monument would be erected.
the cities of Europe, the great monuments
are all found In the public highways and
parks where the people walk and ride.
Mr. W. D. Little spoke of the risk of Are
to a monument in Market square. In case
of Are on Preble street, with a strong westerly wind, or between Free and Middle
streets where there is a large stable, the
monument would be
endangered. A monument in Murket square would also be covered with dust and dirt from the streets
around it.
Major H. 8. Melcher called attention to
the promises .made to the volunteers at the
opening of the war, and said that now the
Association asked this spot because they
wanted a monument where it could^be seen.
The speaker added that lie had prepared
some figures In regard to the vote last
spring,
showing that In a total vote of M4<) there
were 4‘Jo4 “yes” votes and
cnly «54 “no”
votes. The “yes” vote was 11 per cent, of
the entire vote and would be tiS per cent, of
the largest vote ever thrown in the
city.
Major Melcher said that this was an expression of the wishes of the people and that to
disregard it would be to disregard the right
of the majority to rule. He also referred to
the standing of the gentlemen who compose
the executive committee of the Monument
Association, and the action of Bosworth ami
Thatcher posts in voting unanimously in
favor of the site.
Major S. W. Thaxter wished to offer his
remonstrance to the proposed site.
He said
that he iiad a great interest in the mouuhut
believed
Market
an
unsuitincnt,
Square
able place for reasons that had already been
given, including the great expense to the
city. J>r. Gordon hail presented his side of
the question strongly, but Portlaml has not
the streets and parks of the cities of Europe,
aud tastes differ In regard to the most suitable site for such a monument.
Major Tliaxter thought that enough money had not been
subscribed for the monument, and that the
Association should have first had its monument completed and then asked for a site.
The s|»eaker said that he believed that the
municipal officers in refusing to condemn the
lot would savej the Monument Association
from a great error, and mentioned as good
locations Congress and State street squares
and heering Park.
Col. C. B. Merrill objected to the site as a
native of Portland, and deemed it unsuitable both on account of location and expense.
He did not think a monument a necessity;
the fact that we are living under the United
States Government instead of being a part
of the Dominion of Canada, being a sufficient reminder of the valor of the soldiers.
Col. Merrill thought that the site selected
should be odc which would give rise to no
feelings of bitterness.
Mr. Thomas L. Talbot said that he did not
think the statute providing for the condemning of property as public parks would authorize the Municipal authorities to take the
proposed action in this case. Mr. Talbot
also spoke upon the city’s financial condition and thought that the granting of the
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“Standard;”
The Standard (Boston), in its Issue of October
0, publishes a lung communication from Mr. Win.
A. Me law, assignee of the collapsed Anglo-American wllil-cat Insurance company, of Washluglou,
D C., the upshot of wblcb Is as follows:
-The end ot the whole matter, then, Is suhstaiitally this: If there was no perjury and fraud in
the original organization ot the Anglo-AmerIcau
Insurance Company, then certainly as long ago
as the 22d of July, 1885, there was a wholesale
traad in the embezzlcmcut and deportation of all
Its assets. Unless this plunder can be traced and
followed up, or the participators In the fraud

found, seized and leNDiollv node lohle to the
crcUltors of the company, they have practically
no other remedy.
No other assets are likely to
M realized out of which they may reasonably expect to obtain a dividend of eveu 1 per rent of
their claims. Should anything occur to change
the present appearance substantially to the advantage of the creditors. It will afford the assignee the greatest
to give them all the

pleasure

earliest possible Information.
He would gladly
he relieved from the
heavy aud thankless burden
he was lanorautly Induced to assume, llut If this
be impossible, alter this full statement he hopes
all will excuse him from the labor of correspondence, and ucquit him of blame for discourtesy In
not replying to further impitrtes at his own personal cost/'
Still, the same tiling is going on right here
among us now, and plenty there are in this
who give no heed to the warniug placed
city
before them, until it is forced on them by
bitter experience. The lesson it would seem
to teach, is to place your insurance with only reliable agents, aud when one is found offering policies of bare-faced fraudulent companies, the only safe thing to do is to keep
away from that agent altogether, and to decline all policies from him, provided the insured expects to obtain any indemnity when
a loss does occur.
If you chose to carry the
risk yourself, do so, but do not put your
into
fraudulent companies, and
premiums
still carry the risk. There are mourners In
this city and .State in abundance, who with
sorrow

acknowledge that they

in the trap.

canght
W. A., Jb.

were

Pension Commissioner Black has given
the opinion that no political committee has a
right to ask contributions of a government
officer; that Ids money is his own to do as
he pleases with, and that his official position
is more likely to be jeopardized by compliance with such a demand than by ignoring it.
Newport, R. I., Oct. 25. -Part of the
light battery of the 5th Artillery, stationed
at Fort Adams, left with their field pieces tonight, to take part in the exercises connected
with the unveiling of the Bartholdi statue
on

Thursday.

The court at No. Adams, Mass., Monday
held Kdward U. Potter for murder in the
first degree, for causing James O'Brien's
deatli Sunday afternoon.
Mary P. Borneo, a French girl of 17 years
of age, died at Haverhill suddenly Sunday, it
is alleged, from an overdose of medicine
carelessly put up by a druggist.

inconvenient tor me people doing business
at the
post office, a good many In
fur there are live roads that radiate
from this office, of from three to five miles In
length which are settled along their whole
extent and contain about
houses with a
population of about Olio. Now tho old route

Naples

number,

from South Casco to Bridgton used to cost
about $400 per annum for the transportation
of the mails.and It costs about the same from
the Ogdensburg road to Naples, an from i'o.
Casco to Bridgton. Why then cannot we
have the oi l arrangement re-established, as
it costs government no more than the new
one does?
Besides there can be no way
devised that will accommodate Naples with
mail facilities so well as the old arrangement, while there can be none that will
accommodate Naples worse than the present

arrangement.

ft lias always been understood that malls
were to be carried aud the post offices conducted so as to best accommodate the public, hut there could not very easily be a ij
arrangement devised that would accommodate us less than the present one. We have
repeatedly remonstrated against the old
route being discontinued, and. since it has
been done„have petitioned to have it established, hut all to no purpose.
Therefore we
feel that we are unjustly
deprived of rights
ana privileges that other
places arounaus
“re
N apl«s.

cloying._

CENERAL NEWS.

Versailles, Mo., had

UllCDt.

a

$00,000

Are Sunday

Eugene S. Taylor, of Oreentield. Mass.,ha»
plead guilty to the charge of murder In the
secomT degree, and has been sentenced for
life.
Taylor Is said to have murdered his
two-vear-old boy.
Prince Knuiutslc, who Is now traveling In
this country with Ids
princess and suite, is
uncle of the Mikado of
Japan and commanu't the Imperial Guards
in Japan, coinof
UMM)
posed
picked soldiers. Ife led the
arm> of the Mikado iu the war with the Tycoon, and was largely instrumental In cstab-

lisbiug

the present
dynasty.
1 he formal resignation 0f Mr

S. S. Cox,
has been received at the
of
.state.
Department
I resident Cleveland Is so
desirous of reUim Idk his weight that It is announced he
will put himself under the eare of a New
I ork physician, aud
try the massage treatment.
Mr. Cleveland wUI have the treatment begin after his visit to New Vork to be
present at the unveiling of the Bartholdi

Minister

.0

Turkey,

statue.

'S'
pastor of the I'niversall»t church at Dover. N.
H., has resigned and
will go to
as the initial pastor of
the new ITnlversallst chnrch there.
The novelty works of C. E. Iloadley * Co.
of East I'ownal, Vt., were destroyed by are
The loss is Ito.uo); Insurance
hunday.
1

'Y'

Minneapolis

$-■000.

■

PRESS.

THE

TUESDAY MOUSING, OUT. 26.
read anonymous letters and comggun
cations. The name and address of the writer are
la all cases Indispensable, not necessarily for pub
leation but as a guarantee of good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or preserve
(onmmulcaimns that are not used.
We do not

Editor Cutting has just put in a claim for
850,000 for his arrest and imprisonment by
the Mexican government. Evidently modesty is not one of Mr. Cutting’s failings.
The American fishermen down in Aspy
bay appear to be knowingly and wilfully
fishing where they have no right to. If the
Canadian cruisers capture them they will be
entitled to no sympathy.
Tlie complaint made by a resident of Naof tlie wretelied mail facilities furnished
that region should receive tlie early attention of the post office department. There
does not seem to be tlie poor excuse of economy even for the state of things described.

ples

The old arrangement, which eonvenienced
everybody did not cost a cent more than tlie

arrangement, which conveniences

new

body.

no-

__

The speeches which the condemned Anarchists made in the Chicago court room have
been published in book form and are being
distributed throughout the country by labor
unions. Notwithstanding all their fine talk
these men were nothing but brutal murderers, and this attempt to dignify them as martyrs will recoil to tlie injury of the men who
make it. Labor unions cannot afford to engage in that soit of business.
All the conditions appear to be favorable
for a wide spread epidemic of pleuro-pneumonia, and unless exceedingly vigorous

adopted the country will hardly
escape. Unfortunately the laws are not such
that adequate measures can be adopted immediately, and bofore the needed legislation is

press liquor selling by legal enactment, and
introduce the principle of prohibition into
legislation on the subject. Before lie removed

_

Wraps, Newmarkets

meant as the first step towards absolute prohibition. Ho afterwards publicly avowed
that such was his purpose, and confessed
that he had made a mistake ill not asking
for complete prohibition, though his idea was
that the forbidding of the sale of liquor in

-A.3NTD

smaller quantities than thirty gallons would
practically amount to that. It is curious to
notice how this proposition was received by
the professed friends of temperance of that
time. Rev. Mr. Hildreth, who was agent of
the Massachusetts temperance societies, felt
It his duty in the Interest of temperance to
publicly denounce it as a “wild measure,”
and cautioned all sincere friends of
temperance not to sign the petition.
Gen. Appleton defended his position in a series of
papers in the Salem Gazette, in which lie denounced the license system aud advocated a
law prohibiting the sale of ardent spirits
without any qualification. These papers appeared in 1832, and from that day to this nobody has taken more radical ground in favor
of prohibition or defended the wisdom and

JACKETS.

from

bought

of

of p-ohibitory enactments
with sounder and more cogent reasoning.

Expense.

SEAL PLUSH

SACQUES

$23.00, $25.00, $32.00,

$38.00 and $50.00.

Ladies1

Jackets

$5.00.

at

$7.50,

$10.00,

$12.00 and $15.00.

j

|

will be Refitted Free

us

Misses’ Scotch Plaid Newmarkets,
Children’s Scotch Plaid Newmarkets.
Ladies’ Scotch Plaid Newmarkets.

Ladies’ Frieze aud Brocade Velvet and Astraclian

*

i

herds

meeting with resistance from
scrupulous stockmen and speculators.
are

un-

Naturally enough the registration in New
York lias been very large. It numbers 234,874, which is only 6000 less than in the Presidential election of 1884, and greater than in
any other year. Which of the three candidates is to win in the contest becomes more
nmi uiure uncertain

as election

draws

nlgli.
The union of Tammany and the County Democracy on Mr. Hewitt at one time was supposed to practically settle it in his favor.
Rut there are unmistakable signs that his
supporters are becoming less confident, and that
the friends if Mr. Roosevelt are becoming

correspondingly elated, while Mr. George’s
adherents

are as

full of enthusiasm

and do not admit even

the

as ever

possibility of
altogether the

their favorite’s defeat. It is
liveliest canvass that New York has seen for
many a day, and the beauty of It is that the
metropolis cannot get a bad mayor no matter which one of the three is elected.
The chivalry is getting its hack up over
the President’s alleged snub to Miss Winnie
Davis. A despatch to the Washington Republic from Richmond thus describes the
feeling there:
The excitement caused here by the whole affair
Is Intense. It Is tbe subject ul conversation among
all classes. Knots ol men discuss it on tbe street
corners. Ii is tbe topi* of the dinner table, and at
the clubs the numbers forget billiards and talk of
nothing but tbe. Miss Davis Incident. Even tbe
most conservative can find no excuse for tbe snub.
Everybody says that If President Cleveland or Ills
wile did not want to be received by Jeff Davis's
daughter they should have refused the invitation
at ltrst, since they knew, If they read the papers,
that Miss Davis was a guest of the governor, and
would, of course, be of the receiving party. They
conclude, then, that It must liave been a deliberate snub, so arranged as to inteuslfy it3 painfulness and call the public’s attention to it. No doubt
some kind of an explanation will be Issued from
the White House when it is seen how indignant
the people are, but the explanation will come loo
late. The anger Is spreading all over the South.
Telegrams are coming In from Mississippi and
other Southern States to the governor and Miss
Davis, expressing detestation of the course of the
President and his wife, and containing signilicant
warnings In regard to 1888. Had President Cleveland taken pains to play Into the hands of David
II. Hill, he could not have selected a better way
than he has. It appears that the “Cleveland^’
luck lias disappeared for once, anyhow.
Tbe only adequate atonement which the
President can make is to invite Miss -Davis
over to the White Douse, give her the best
room in the mansion, play croquet with her
on the lawn, and send Mrs. Cleveland
shopping with her. Then perhaps the chivalry
will be pacified.
THEORICIN OF PROHIBITION.

Many of the older citizens of Portland
probably well remember James Appleton,
who resided here from 1833 to 1853, and rejiresented this city in the legislature of 1837.
He was bom in Ipswich, Massachusetts, in
1786, and there he died in 1862. For many
years he lived in Marblehead, and for twenty
in Portland. In the war of m2 lie com
manded a regiment, and throughout ills long
life he was deeply Interested In public affairs. The anti-slavery cause found in him

able advocate and earnest worker, and
the temperance movement attracted his attention early in lire and enlisted his warmest sympathies. It is his service to this
an

latter movement that is made the subject of
a pamphlet recently prepared by his son, Mr.
II. F. Appleton, and issued by the National
Temperance Society and Publishing House
of New York under the title of “The Origin
of the Maine Law and of Prohibitory Legislation, with a brief memoir of James Appleton.”
A prohibitory law was first enacted in this

State in 1851, and that date is commonly accepted as the beginning of the attempt to
suppress liquor selling by legal enactment,
and
the
agitators of that time have
come to be regarded as the pioneers in the
prohibition movement. It appears, however, that fourteen years before, in 1837, Gen.
Appleton, then a member of the Maine Legislature, as chairman of the joint select committee to whom was referred the petition of
Edward Kent and others, presented u report
in favor of the enactment of a law for the
suppression of the manufacture and sale of
intoxicating liquors except for mechanical
and medicinal purposes. Alluding to this

report the Temperance Watchman published
in Portlaud, in its issue of Feb. 15,1853, said:
“This is the first announcement of the proand is the origin of the

hibitory principle,

Maine law.” The report is very long, and
considers first the objections to license laws
which were then in vogue. These objections
as enumerated by Gen. Appletou were
first,
that “they assert or imply what is false in
point of fact, viz.: that ardent spirit is useful and necessary;” second, “that all laws
are necessarily of injurious
tendency which
directly legalize any trade or business which
is la itself destructive of the peace and virtue of society;” third, “the manner in which
the traffic Is regulated is suited to give character and reputation to the trade, and of
course to extend its evils far and wide
fourth, “these laws oppose an insuperable
obstacle to the cause of temperance; so long
as these laws exist, just so long
intemperance will abound.”
The report then proceeds as follows:
Your committee arr «,f the opinion that the law
giving the right to sell ardent spirits should be
rpnraled.but that a law should be passed to prohibU the traffic in them:
except so iar as the arts
or the practice of medicine
may he concerned.
The reasous for such a law are as numerous as
the evlis of Intemperance. Such a law Is
required
for toe same reason that we make a law' to
prevent the sale of unwholesome
or the law
meats;
for the removal 0f ai)v
or any other
nuisance;
laws which havs for their
object to secure the
good people of this State in the quiet and peaceable enjoyment of their
and against any
rights,
practice which endangers the hi nlth and life of
the citizen, or which threatens to subvert our
civil rights and overthrow our free
government.
We would prohibit the sale of ardent
spirits, be-

cause

Intemperance

can

never be

PROTECTION IN IOWA.

Senator Wilson's Speech at Sioux City.
The taritf is the bonus which foreign manufacturers pay for the privilege of bringing
their wares to our markets, and not a tax on
the American people.
THE WINNIE DAVIS SENSATION.

WUJC9

ious to see the wife of the President,” and
the President was obliged to bow and smile
and say lie was sorry, tool

Harmon.)

Two Thousand Years Ago, or The Advena Roman Boy.
By Prof. A. J. Church,
author of Stories from Homer. With twelve fullpage Illustrations by Adrian Marie. Cloth, 341
pp. (New York: Dodd, Mead fit Co.! Portland:
Loring, Short & Harmon.)
Elsie’s Kith and Kin. By Martha
Finley,
author of the Elsie Books &c. Cloth, 338
pp.
(New York: Dodd, Mead St Co.; Portland: Loring, Short fit Harmon.)
The Thorn in the Nest.
By Martha; Finley, author of the Elsie Books. Cloth, 305 pp.
(New York: Dodd, Mead fit Co.; Portlaud: Lorlug, Short fit Hannon.)
The Children of the Week.
Being the
honest and only authentic account of the stories
as related to
Selkirk, Jr., herein truthfully set down by William Theodore Peters, with
pictures thereunto by Clinton Peters. Illuminated
Boards, 1G1 pp. (New York: Dodd, Mead fit Co.;
(Portland: Lorlng, Short fit Harmon.)
Behind Time. By George Parsons
Lathrop,
tures of

Alexander

author of

Afterglow

fitc.

Cloth, Illustrated, 198 pp.
(New York: Cassell Co.; Portland: Lorlng, Short
fit Harmon.)

ouui

Ok

would

certainly

see if yoa went
through the Key
By Gertrude Jerdon. Cloth, Illustrated, 133
pp. $1,00. (Boston: Roberts Brothers; Portland:
Lorlng, Short & Harmon.)
Rhoda Fleming. A Story. By
George Meredith, Cloth, 397 pp. $2.00. (Boston: Roberts
Brothers; Portland: Lorlng, Short & Harmon.)
What KatyDid Next. By Susan
Coolidge,
author of What Katy Did, &c. Illustrated
by Jessie McDermot. Cloth, 323 pp. $1.20 (Boston: Roberts Bros.; Portland:
Loring, Short* Harmon.)
John Jerome. IDs Thoughts and
Ways. By
Jean Ingelow, author of off the
Skelllgs, &e.
Cloth, 340pp. $1.60. (Boston: RobertsBrolliers;
Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon.)
Orient. With Preludes on Current Events.
By
Joseph Cook. Boston Sunday Lectures. Cloth,
340 PP' $1.50. (Boston:
Heugbtou, Mifflin & Co.,
Portland: Lorlng. Short & Harmon.)

said,

was

as

the

the earliest legislative

passed four

years later
But his report to the legislature of 1837 was
not Gen. Appleton’s earliest attempt to supwas

eodtf

for sale

pro-digested food for Dys~
peptics, Consumptives, Convalescents.
Perfect nutrient
in all
Wasting Diseases.
Requires no cooking. Our Book, The Caro
and Feeding of Infants, moiled free.
DOURER. OOODALB * OO., Booton, Moos.

jlyl3

TuTh&S&wC.mnrrn

at

Are now

31

market Square.

dtf

shown in

Portland,

present time,

OVERCOATS !

warranted

are

THE

CLOTHIER

as

represented.

AND

470

arc

cordially invited

n a

found anywhere.

call

and

in

examine.

HASKELL' & JONES.

Congress Street,

Opposite

Preble

MIDDLE

ELYs

ACME

Cream Balm
Gives Relief at

once

and cures

COLD in

HEAD,

Ily

BANJO

IV. 1*. II.

ST.,

PORTLAND,

AUGUSTUS

particle is
agreeable. Price 60 cents at Druggists; bv mail,
registered, 60 ets. C'reulars free. E1.Y lilt OH.,
Druggists, Onego, N. Y.
sop, eod&wlynrm

ESTABLINHKD

E.

teaching

In

schools.

SONCS OF PROMISE,
(36 cts.)
Tenney and Hodman, Is the newest
b >ok for Sunday Schools. Superior collection.
In press and nearly ready—Anthems of Praise
(81.00) Is

&c

“OUR OWN”
Also a full line of “my owu” manufacture, which
for style, quality and finish has few equals ami no
superior in the \v )rld.

Walclies, Clocks, Jewelry, Ac.,
Cleansed, Repaired and
Warranted,

a

N.

WENTWORTH,

500 CONGRESS ST.

WHOLESALE

Fine Fur

OLIVER DITSOM & CO.,

Boston.

oct7_eod&wtl

“SEAL

E. 0819_
N. PERRY,

-

7

prices.

CO.,

AND

a

Begiuners,

at 5 p.

in

Evening Classes for Gentlemen are being formed; also Spanish and Italian

Classes. Dr. Rosenthal will return from
Boston on Tuesday. Names of appll*
eants may be lett at Loring, short A
Harmon, Hall L. Darla, or Mosher, McClellan A Co.
oct22

d4t

mind to

on

or THE

—

—

Portland Police Department,
—

this! We have the

AT

—

CITY HALL,
Tuesday Evenin'?, Oetober 26, ’S6.
BAND CONCERT BY CHANCIER S BANO from 8 to 9.

in the State of Maine.

Tickets, admitting (lent and Ladies, *1.00: to
bad of any of the Police Officers or at the dour
the Evening of the 2UUi.
oct20
dlw

be

Frock

Suits

on

4th STOCKBRIDGE,
Eiening,
City Ha I, Wednesday

October 27.

UR.AND OPERATIC
By the renowned Prtma Dona

or
See.

Trousers,

Our

variety

of

New lot of 150
sizes 4 to 11 years.

Boys’

CONCERT
Hor ratio

American Opera Co., PAULINE

of the

LALLEMAND,

Assisted by the greatest Trombone player In the

world,

FREDERICK

Cassimeres, &c.,

N.

INNES.

The celebrated Italia.'

.netist,
LIB ER ATI

ALESSANDRO

,

And the Ladles'
CECILIA l|l IKTKTTE,
of Washington, D. C.
Miss BAKDIE HARVEY. 1st Soprano;
Miss ALICE JOHNSON, 2iI Soprano;
Miss JESSIE HARVEY, 1st Alto;
Miss HARRIETTE MILLS, Id Alto
Dr. J. W. BISCHOPF,
Director
To arotd disturbance, the doors will be kept
closed during the pe> 'ormances of any number oa
the Programme.
Reserved seats 75 cts. and *1.00.
Admission
SOcts. Now on sale at Stockbriuge'.j.
octZldlw
MT.

WARS,

WM.

Promptly Settled

Losses

Perfect

Insurance can be
I take

w

WATCHK8. If you
aro
,(I
pay you to cail early.
A
8tock <>f Silver Walclies always on hand,
the times. Finger Kings a specSfiKf'lc®8 tV10k
ant* see my prices in the big show
«futyr
m-w st"re’177 M1DULE «TKEET,
near

the'1* 'o'

GUARDIAN ASSURANCE CO.,

octDd&w

C. H. LAM80N.

(■•IllITGD.)
OF LONDON.

INSTRUCTION from 8 to 9.

3,000,000

7489,113

U: S. BRANCH.

ASSETS,

$20,135,791

or THE

$921,424

Statement Jan. 1, 1886.
Reserve for Unearned Premiums, Unpaid Loises and other Claims. *468,284
Net Surplus as regards Policy Holders
767,700

$1,203,510 TOTAL ASSETS,

$1,225,985

BUFFALO GERMAN INS. CO., New
Hampshire Fire Ins. Fo.,
NANCIIESTEK, N. II.

ORGANIZED 1807,

ORGANIZED 1868,

Statement Jan. 1, 1886.

Statement Jan. 1, 1886.
CASH CAPITAL, $500,000.00.

in

United States Bonds.

ASSETS,

C0„

PA.

1840.

ASSETS,

TOTAL ASSETS,

$1,101,451

Statement

Statement Jan.

TOTAL ASSETS,

W

C. T. EVANS,
H. EVANS.
ocUJdSw

CASH CAPITAL,

TOTAL ASSETS,
oetai

OF

241

Total
ii>7

$383,962

Monday, November

HAV

RLY’S
KIKOVKAN

minstrels,
Th$

Vary Bast Combination tho World Enr Saw.
DR. SAWTELLES ST. BERNARD 6ALAXY,

A

family of the Largest and Most Handsome 8t.

Bernard’s ever seen.
Sale of seats commences
Wednesday,

Oct. 27.
oetTddtd

Over Two
Dollars.

WM. ALLEN,
aw EXCHANGE

FAIR,

Nov. 22, 23, «i, 2.1, ‘iO and

Admission 25 cents.

>1,142,569

PHILADELPHIA, PA.,
Assets

1st.

THE MONARCHS FOR THE MULTITUDES

5*6,20*

Is Represented at this agency.

$200,000.00

PORTLAND THEATRE.

*616 363

Insurance Co,,

1, 1SN6.

Reserve for Unpaid Premiums, Unpaid
Losses and other Claims.
Net Surplus as regards Policy Holders

Symphony

Y1 5?c ®*nK** evening tickets 76 cts.
'‘Trlbelir *i.oo and $1.26
*!,htickets
Justin McCarthy
80 and 76 cts., Stanley
60 and 76 cts., Haydns and i.erraanlas 75 cts.
and tl.OT. Armamnls and Coutboul 60 and 75
cts., rowers 50 cts., Kugglcs 60 cts., (ileser Recital 60 and 75 cts., Bill Nv e 60 cts Stetson 60
and 78 cm.. Llcbtenberg 50 cts.
^On sale at Stjekbrtdge s Music Store.
oct23dlw

1, 1886.

MARINE.

WM,1S4

Tan.

SEASON

MONTGOMERY

OF NEW YORK.
ORGANIZED 1838.

«i78 r>03
608.(160

OF BOSTON.
ORGANIZED 1873.

following

Prices 76, 50 and 25 cts.

PRESCirrr INSURANCE CO., The Deleware Mutual Safety

Me.

sale to the
Entertainments:

now on

tickets to the three Stoddard Lectures
and ,$2.oo. single evening tickets 60
and 76 cents.
Season tickets to the three
Concerts

*381,467
710,1184

Keservo tor Unearned Premiums, Unpuhl Losses and other Claims..
Net Surplus as regards Policy Holders

CAPITAL, $500,000.00.

Reserve for Unearned Premiums. Cnpaid Losses and other Claims.
Net Surplus as regards Policy Holders

GOOD jiEATS.

A TICK MAN

CASH CAPITAL, $500,000.00.
All Invested In United State* Bonds.

Statement Jan. 1, 1880.

TOTAL

Reserve for Unearned Premiums, Unpaid Losses and other Claims.
Net Surplus as regards Policy Holders

*1,136,108

PITTSBURGH.

—

•o**..•

CASH CAPITAL, $400,000.00.

OF

—

FI KMT PA ¥ 2 p. m*, opening exercise* and
reception; 7.30 p. m., young people's evening, enentertaimneut and social.
NEC’OND day-2 n. m., Dairy Maid’s Home
etc.: 7.30 p. m.. Dairy Maid’s Festival and As.
serohly. There will be a fine display both dais
on the part of the fair and the
exposition.
Admissions Afternoons. lOcents

Tickets

ORGANIZED 18S8.

OF BUFFALO, N. V.

Aid

—

CITY HALL,
PORTLAND,
Thursday and Friday of this month, Oct. 28 * 29.

534 223

OF NEWARK, N. J.

CAPIIAL, $300,000.00

■

WITH

^

Reserve for Unearned premiums, Unpaid losses and oilier claims.tll«,»<it
Net Surplus as regards Policy Holders

—

Ladles’

387,200

OF PHILADELPHIA, PA.

TOTAL ASSETS,

or THE

—

mw

Reserve for Unearned Premiums, Unpaid Losses and other Claims.
Net Surplus as regards Policy Holders

ORGANIZED 1803.

jl.

8Tlckets.75
cents.
ocl23

ORGANIZED 1880.

Statement Jan. 1, 1§§6,
Mub.< r<b.'.l Capital.N.VlMHMtOO
Capital Paid up iaCaih,
I .OtMMMHt

C’npilal.910,000,000

DANCING from 9 to

Young People’s Evening.. ceilin'
Dairy Maid*. Evening. “.. ....Scents

ORGANIZED 1831.

CASH

MIU.ETT,

hsr
O*1-0-1888-

comment-lag Ort.
Tickets admitting (jentlemen
with Ladles, 50 cents.

—

Statement Jan. 1, 1880.

ORGANIZED

< his (lay formed a
W K,r •!!nl.rt!l!.trvhf;”'‘d'
,have
“*“*
‘he #nn nine of Mll-

<o.t R

Per order of Committee.
O. L. BAILEY, Sec’y.
Portland, Oct. 21,188 8.
oct22dui

EXPOSITION ANO DAIRY MAIDS FESTIVAL,

Leading English and^American Companies.

OF

CO.,

(MechaniclnHwinSj
C. C.

To be had of U. L. Bailey, No. 221 Middle St. ;
Geo. A. Harmon, 513Congress St., and at the d oor.
A general attendance of members It requested.

low rates as any CHIRM OF THE MESSIAH,

lu again presenting to the public the Annual Statements of the In*
companies represented in this Agency. They arc

CITIZENS INSURANCE

MILLETT. EVANS & CO.

Store 017 Congress St.,

as

PROMPT, POPULAR AMD PROGRESSIVE; SOUP, SOLID AMD SUCCESSFUL.

TOTAL

LANh.NtW YORK.
CHICAGO. I HILADELPUIA. LONDON.

Square, Portland,

AT Al!( MANIC HALL.
The exercises will consist of an address by Bro.
Lewis B. Smith, after which Supper will be served,
at which time toasts will be offered and responses
made by members of the association, and by several well-known citizens, to be interspersed by music
from the members end by the State Street Choir,
Ticket* »J cl*.. View.Arc Ticket* 30 cl*.

ANNUAL FAIR !

and Paid at this Office.

surance

eod&wlm

GOLD WATCHES!

pleasure

Reserve for Unearned
Premiums, Unpahl Losses and other Claims
<MOS,7:i*4
>et Surplus as regards
Policy Holders s.‘IO,:*73

MAIUtN

on

THURSDAY EVENING, del 28, at 7.30 oclock.

agency in Portland.

All Invested

It will net shrink; will stand any amountof heathas no offensive odor; and prevents
escape of sae
and smoko.
These article* are supplied ready for use in 6 and
10 lb. cans; also in Kegu k Bbls. for manufacturers.
Descriptive Price Lists free by mail.

_

Charitable Mechanic Association will be held

21.

PORTLAND, ME.

-

placed In this agency at

CASH CAPITAL, $200,000.00.

ASBESTOS FURNACE & RETORT CEMENT,
For Cementing Joint* In neater*,
Stoves, Furnaces, etc.

W. W. WHIPPLE & CO., Agent*, 21 Market

Festival.

The twenty-first Triennial Festival of the Maine

MARINE INSURANCE ON HULLS AND CARUOES TO AND FROM
ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD.

fire-brick Is required, leaving more spare
for fuel. Suitable for all kiuds of Stoves,
Banges, and Furnaees.

_

-

Statement Jan. 1, 1886.

at less than half the cost of brick
by any
linings, while it is far more durable.
Only one, half the thickness of ordinary

S

Triennia

Thursday Evenings,

ALLEN, JR.,

28 EXCHANGE ST.,

CASH

ono

/

Manager.

-

TOTAL ASSETS,

Muffs, Cloves and

H. W. JOHNS M’F’O

PORTLAND, ME.

M. G. M. ASSOCIATION.

AGENCY.

245 Middle Street.

b/

ST.,

RETAIL.

Ono of the most desirable articles for the
household ever produced. ^Easily applied

offer In GOLD
<SlPEC*fLnny
soon It would

eod3m

Plain

255 MIDDLE

TOTAL

PLASTIC STOVE-LINING.

dtf

I. A.

“

“

“

STRICTEY ONE PRICE.

Nub*c'rib«‘i!

'asbestos

TUNING TO ORDER.

CO.,

prices

Capital paid in C’anh.
Nt*l Murplan a* regard* policy
holder*.

U.W. JOHNS’

TBCHNICON.

aug24

Beginners, at 3 p. n.
The French Class, Intermediate, at 12 m.

tilth AI¥MIJAL BALL

was never larger or better than at present.
Overcoats, just received, at only $1.50 each,

eodtdec24

Please call and hear the matchless tones of these
beautiful instruments.

RETAIL^

m.

“

“

SUITS AND OVERCOATS FDR BOVS' AND CHILDREN

1*40.

The beat assortment of the above Garments to be found in THE STATE.
nt warranted or no sale. Call and Examine.

■ ■

SAMUEL THURSTON,
WATCHES,
No. II Free Street Block, Portland.
JEWELRY,
SILVER WARE,
FRENCH CLOCKS, &C.
li.151 tllDOMl MTBEET.
A. Keith.
Af k krill,
apl3
eodly

IN

SACQUES,
OTTER SACQUES,”

PIANOS !

WHOLESALE AND

October 26th,

at the following hours:—The

SOLICITED.

OF LONDON.

other Itiovelties in the Fnr Line.
Buffalo and Wolf^Robes In Great Variety.

DECKER

BROTHERS^

on

German Class, Intermediate, at 2 p.

For Gentlemen and Young Men can be found with us, suitable for
dress or business uses. We call attention to our $20.00 English Whipcord Suit In either Sack or Frock, equal to any $25.00 Suit in the
market, and as good as Tailors make for $35.00. Gents’ and Young
Men’s

dtt

Trimmings, Capes, Collars,

6__eodtt

I. A. MERRILL, &

Ranges,

great favorite with good pianists.

BOOKS MAILEDIFOR RETAIL PRICE.

■ElffERSGHAFT CLASSES.

large

Falmouth Hotel.

Button

Stripes, Plaids,

Heat* 75 anil 50 cent*; Gallery 35 cent*. Hale
of seats commence Friday, Oct. 22.
oct20dtd

Tuesday,

A very

OVERCOATS AND SUITS
Four

“Laugh at it”

“Hear it/’

“See it.”

—

FASHIONABLE FURRIER,

BURDETT ORGANS.

the newly established prices.

CUMMINGS,

PERRY,

£1.43.

planations and very sweet vocal and Instrumental
music SI! a book, which is destined to make the
elegant, modern Ban jo still more appreciated and

set for music

For the

eodtf

Mr. Curtiss, whose Guitar Method has long
been a standard, does real service to the lovers of
good music at home, hy ills thoroughly’ good and
entertaining Instructor. No let s than 75 diagrams
illustrates the positions of the Sagers. Simple ex-

plete

at the lowest

BEAUTIFUL COSTUMING,
BRILLIANT STAGE EFFECTS.

AH the Classes will meet

Largest Stock and Finest Goods

eodtf

TKE.K PHONE

»epl5

CATARRH,
popular.
HAY FEVER. ;
THE ROYAL SINGER
Not a Liquid, Snuff ; Holds the field against all comers as the chief
hook for singing classes in 1886-7.
Good music,
or Powder. Free from
sacred and secular.
Improved instructions. I,.
O. Emerson. 60 cts., $0 per dozen.
Injurious Drugs and
Song Greeting (60 els.) for High Schools: Song
lit:(is (50 cts.) or Song Header
Offensive odors.
(Book I, 50 cts.,
Book II, 00 cts.) for Common Schools, and Gems
applied into eacli nostril and is for Hide Singers (HO cts., 83
per doz.)form a com-

A

Boys

all the stress you have

ME.

models in themselves, and only require to be seen to be appreoiated.
Our far famed “NOVELTY" steel
plate FURNACE, simple in construction, durable and cheap, not excelled by any other Furnace. Best of Ctty
References. Ail these goods guaranteed. Also agent for the GARLAND OIL STOVE, "The World's Best. I
shall keep constantly on hand a general assortment of such other goods generally found in a First-class Stove
Store. Job Work done to order and in a workmanlike manner. Repairs a specialty. Please call and examine
the above goods, all to te sold at the Lowest Living Prices. Remember the number,
4=1
EXCHANGE
STREET.

House.

Price

from $3.00 to $10.00.
stock of

CLOTHING

CLENWOOD PARLOR STOVES

METHOD.

CURTIS!*.

SUITS

EXAMINATION

HOTEL.

variety of styles, and pronounced by the leading practical stove men to be the finest made and best working
Range in the market. Our Square and Round

_

Catarrh

qualities

$1S.00 and

Fire and Marine Insurance

are

FURNISHINGS, especially

to

and

$16.00,
ptifeit tittiug.

made and

INSURANCE !

FURNISHER,

The Clenwood B and New Elmwood

UNDERWEAR.
All

styles

W.(0.

Successor to 0, W. FULLAM, wishes to call attention to his line of goods, viz:

ATTENTION
MENS’

thoroughly

Boston & Portland Clothing Co.,

PEACE.

FALMOUTH

octlO

GOODS

SPECIAL.

for

this season at

$13.00, $15.00,

$12.00,

are

BOYS

in

FRED R. FARRIN6T0N,

RETAIL CLOTHING DEPARTMENTS,

Is called to our Fine Fines of

at

n es

These

duplicated again

Fine Dress Pantaloons

BOTTOM PRICES.

Remember all goods

-AJNTID-

octl4

oct2

ever

STOVES, RANGES AND FURNACES!

Of I lie latest and most Desirable Styles to be

usually retailed

Made from the Best Material that Tailors use can be found in our
sizes for the largest as well as the smallest, in all the leading
Shades and Colors. The best fitting

Furnishing Goods,

AT

Tailoring, Mens’ Furnishing CHARLES

DIAMONDS,

CO.f

*o

A SELECTED COMPANY,

made to sell

was

stock,

Fall Announcement!

apt

W. W. WHIPPLE &

Cents’

208

Opening in their

NEW

well worth

A FINE LINE OF

eodtf

HASKELL & JONES

A. M.

IN A SUPERIOR MANNER.
CHARGES MODERATE

AND

UNDER

at

CHINA FIRED
FOR AMATEURS.

display

could not be more complete than at the
both for Men, Yonths, Boys and Children.

THE

only perfect substitute tor Mother’s
"Ut Invaluable fn Cholera Infantum
A

and best

department

SUITS

CARTLAND,

No. 210 Middle Street, Under Falmouth Hotel.

°®^

Tim

Teeth Inge

largest

REMEMBER

DAVIS &

OF

FALL AND WINTER SUITINGS.

Hanau & Sou’s celebrated Cordovan Waukenphast Shoes is the most
comfortable and durable Shoe in the city.
Sixty pairs Ladies’ French Kid Button Boots for $3.50; they are
actually worth $4.00. Please call and examine these Boots.

I am offering special inducements in Eogers &
Bros.’ A 1 Table Ware, as every one will be convinced by giving me a call, that my prices are the
lowest.

ana

dtf

AT PRICES THAT WILL SUIT EVERY ONE.

FINE SHOES FOR GENTLEMEN.
A full stock of Hauau & Son’s line Shoes in stock and
prices lower than ever before.

•

Fall and Winter Overcoats!
The

STREET.

CLARK,
OPPOSITE PREBLE HOUSE.

GRAND OPENING TODAY

This

KNIVES, SPOOTS, FORKS,

Temperance Watchman

undoubtedly

MIDDLE

F.

NO. 482 CONGRESS STREET,
oct22

PIANO CLASSICS,

suppressed

movement toward prohibition in
this State,
and, as the author of this report, Gen. Appleton is justly entitled to the honor of
being
the originator of the famous law which

•

“A NIGHT OFF.”

WHERE TO GET IT!

HATTER,

Rogers and Bros.’AI Table Ware.

From the above extract it will lie seen
legislation which Gen. Appleton
proposed, and which he advocated in his reports was quite as radical as any that 1ms
since been passed. It aimed at the total
suppression of the traffic by legislative enact-

ids,
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Silent Pete of the Stowaways.
By James
Otis, author of Toby Tyler, &c. Cloth, Illustrated,
192 pp. (New York: Harper &
Brothers; Portland: Lorlng, Short & Harmon.)
Castle Nowhere.
Lake Country Sketches.
By Constance Fennimore Woolson, author of East
Augels. Cloth, 386 pp. (New York: Harper &
Brothers ;iPortland: Loring, Short &
Harmon.)
One Day in a Baby's Life. From the French
of M. Armand. Adapted by Susan
Coolidge. $1.00
(Boston: Roberts Brothers; Portland:
Lorlng*
Short & Harmon.)
The Last of the Peterkins with Others
of
Their Kin. By Lucretia P. Hale. Cloth, 203
pp.
$1.25. (Boston: Roberts Brothers; Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon.)
Kf.yhold Country. A Story about Things
you

are
‘

(ltf

give a Benefit to-day to any one who wants
Hats, Caps, Robes, Gloves, Trunks, Bags, or anything in his line by selling at about half price. Remember only to-day.

Plain Man’s Talk on the Labor
Question.
By Simon Newcomb, LL. D., author of
Principles of Political Economy, &c. Cloth, 195
pp. (New York: Harper fit Brothers; Portland:
Ajuiiug,

These

Comedy Company,

In Augustin Daly'* Great Success,

of
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Dark Plaid ALL WOOL
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BOOKS RECEIVED.
Blue Jackets of ’Cl. A History of the Navy
In the War of Secession. By Willis J. Abbott.
Illustrated principally by W. C. Jackson. Ulotli,
318 pp. New York: Dodd, Mead & Co.; Portland. Loring, Short & Harmon.)
Humokoub Masteki-iecks from American
Literature. Edited by Edward T. Mason. In
three volume. Cloth, 287, 2114 and 309 pp.
(New York and London: G. P. Putnam’s Sons;
Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon.)
Documents Illusthutive of American
History, 1G0G-18G8. With introduction and
references. By Howard Preston. Cloth, 920 pp.
82.60. (New York and London: G. P. Putnam’s
Sons: Portland: Loring, Short & Hannon.)
The Silence of Dean Maitland. A Novel.
Paper, 372 pp. 60 cts. New York: D. Appleton
&Co.; Portland; Loriug, Short & Harmon.)
The Casting Away of Mrs. Lecks and
Mrs. Alf.shine. By Frank It. Stockton. (New
York: The Century Co.; Portland;
Loring, Short
& Hannon.)
The Silver Briduk and Other Poems. By
Elizabeth Akers. Cloth, 123 pp. $1.25. (Boston
and New York: Houghton, Mifflin & Co.; Portland: Lorlng, Short & Harmon.)
The Bow of Orange Ribbon. A Romance
of New York. By Amelia E. Barr, author of Jan
Tedder's Wife, fix. Cloth, 445 pp.
New York:
Dodd, Mead fit Co.; Portland: lairing. Short fit

d*1'l
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that they were not to go, and are reported as
The feeling of the
greatly disappointed.
southerners was well indicated by a Southern woman at the liichmond reception, who,
on shaking hands with the President, exclaimed :
“I am sorry not to meet Mrs.
Cleveland, for next to Miss Davis I was anx-

f°FJr! $0.00

the COMEDY KVKYT;

UYERS,

An ALL WOOL Heavy Suit 35 to 42
a

a
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suits

worthy the attention

are

for Men and

“BENEFIT DAY!

Springfield Union.
The Winnie Davis sensation is still booming at Washington, and stories aud rumors
are multifarious.
It appears that the matter
was determined by the President at a meeting of the Cabinet. He found that the plan
of the Richmond folks was to make Miss
Davis the. heroine of the occasion, and glorify the Confederacy by having Mrs. Cleveland
“play second fiddle,” and he put his
foot down hard that the ladies should not go.

without such prohit/ltion. There i* i:o more reason for
supposing that this evil can be restrained
without law, than for
supposing you can restrain
°r
*5an,‘J“,18* or any other’ crime without
law

ment.
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Wraps

X. JOHN LITTLE & CO.

LUXURY.

Boston l’ost.
Three personally decent men are running
for Mayor of New York, which is a luxury.

that

counters

our

CO.

Oft. 25 and 26.

Monday and Tuesday,

OVERCOATS

CURRENT COMMENT.
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just placed on
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In various
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EAST OF BOSTON.

constitutionality

By these facts, which are conclusively
proved, taken in connection with the fact that
neither records or tradition that can trace the
Maine law beyond the Appleton report of
183G-7, unless it be to the Appleton petition to
the Massachusetts legislature of 1832, the
claim that James Appleton was the originator
of prohibitory legislation against the liquor
traffic in this country, whicli the pamphlet
before us sets up,would seem to be thoroughly established.

Cloves!

The largest Line of (filter Garments iSKFSfe ***
All Garments

PORTLAND THEATRE.

lASCOlLOTHING

Ladies’, Misses’ and Children’s

to Maine, while a citizen of Massachusetts,
he prepared a petition to the Massachusetts
legislature, praying that the sale of liquor in
any quantity less than thirty gallons be forbidden by law. The proposition was clearly

measures are

scoured there is reason to fear that the
disease will have obtained a foothold in various parts of tlie country.
The report of
Dr. Salmon on tlie subject is not pleasant
reading. The seeds of contagion are already
scattered over large tracts of land in the
neighborhood of the largest cattle market in
the country, and efforts to destroy infected
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TUESDAY XOKNING, OCT. 28.
WIT AND WISDOM.

question of finish.

Miss Illgg—And what
would you wish your daughter to pursue—
the dead languages and the severer studies, or
French and deportment?
Mrs. Veneer (whose husband has just retired
from the furniture line with a fortune)—Oh no! I
can't abide the dead finish; give her the Crunch
polish, even If It costs a little more.
A

course

Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound revives the drooping spirits, Invigorates, and harmonizes the organic functions.
“It Is very strange, Judge, that you have never
congenial soul with whom to link your fortune.”
“Well, I’ll tell you how It Is. Marriage Is either
heaven or hell. I don’t deserve heaven, and If I
can manage to keep out of the other place I’m going to do It.”
met a

You make no mistake when yen
Pills to regulate your liver.

Dr. Soule’s

use

Only ibree Indian scalps have thus far been

for the rewards offered 111 Arizona, and
were all iu the bands of oue man.
When
asked to make affidavit that they were the scalp
locks of hostile Indians, he replied,
“Wall, two of
’em had sot a cabin afire and killed a settler, and
the oilier was coinin' fur me with bis knife, but t
can’t say as they wus hosstile.” The reward was
promptly handed over.

rreseutcu
liese

Always keep It on hand. If you have a cough
or cold use Dr. Bull’sCough Syrup. It will cure
you.
Mr. John T. Dowell, 102 8. Cliarles street, Balto., Md., writes: “For lumbago aud neuralgia affections I consider Salvation Oil an excellent

remedy.
Little Fannie was saying her evening prayer at
her mother’s knee, and iustead of the usual endshe startled her mother by sayiug

tng^’Ameu,”
“wLitdld
er.

you say, Fannie?” asked her moth-

“I said ’Alloys;’ I like hoys better than I do
men,” replied the child.
Pain from Indigestion, dyspepsia, and too hearty
eating is relieved at once by taking oue of Carter’s Little Liver Pills immediately after dinner.
Don’t forget this.
Teacher—Define the word excavate.
Scholar—It means to hollow out.
Teacher—Construct a sentence lu which the
word is provierly used.
Scholar—The baby excavates when It gets
hurt.
Last year’s fashions are out of date, hut last
year's frleuds are still our own. This Is why Lyd>a E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound never loses
favor.

Chronology—Old gentleman (putting a few questions)— Now, liovs—ah— can any of you tell me
what commandment Adam broke when he took
the forbidden fruit?
Small scholar (like a shot)—Please, tlilr. til’
woru'l no commandments, then, thir!”

Women with pale, colorless faces who feel weak
and discouraged, will receive both mental and
bodily vigor by using Carter's Iron Pilla, which
are made for the blood, nerves and complexion.

steady. The stock market closed dull and steady
at small fractious under the opening figures.
Tue iransacuons at tne Block Exchange aggre
gated 243.613 shares.
me iouowiug are to-day’s quotations of Govern
ment securities:
United States bonds, 8s. 99%

New 4s, reg.
128%
New 4s, coup.128%
New4%s, reg.111%
New 4%s, coup.111%
Central Pacific lsts .115%
Denver A R. Gr.Jlsts.122%
Erie 2ds.101
Kansas Pacific Consols.109
Oregon Nav. lsts.110%
Union Pacific |Ut...115%
do band Grants
....
do 81nklug Funds.
The following New York stock market Is received dally, by private wire, bv Pullen, Crocker
A Co.. No. 83 Exchange street. Portland. Me:
Adams Express.141%
American ExDress.106%

Ceutrail Pacific. 47
Cbesapeaae A Ohio.«•. u%
Chicago A Alton.. ...143
Chicago A Alton preferred.160
Chicago, BurliiigtoiCA Qutucy.187%
Dei. A tlud. Canal.105%
Del., back. A West. 139%
lien AltioGraude... 81%
Erie..
34%
Eule preferred—•. 76%
lilhMiis Central. .184
lml ,{Bloom. A Western. 19%
bake Erie A West. 34
bake Shore. 92%
bouisvllle A Nasn.
54%

Manhattan Elevated.163
Michigan Central. 93%
Minn, a st. bouts. 20
do pref.45

Young Lady (reading card just brought in—Mr.

Frank S. S. Smith.
Young Man (who dislikes the interruption)—
Dear me! how his mother must have stuttered
when he was christened!

Ely’s

Cream

Balm

trial.

a

one?

Political Mauager—Yes, very strong.
O. L. D.—Whom have they nominated to draw
the Independent vote?
F. M —John Forrester Andrew, a fine young Independent and the son of an illustrious Republican.

O. L. I).—And whom have they nominated to
catch the Greenback labor vote?
F. M.—Mr. George K. Foster.
O. D.—But who lias been selected to please the
Democrats?
F. M.—No one. We did not think it necessary
this year.

FINANCIAL

ANBJOIMIERGIAL

PORTLAND WHOLESALE MARKET.
Fleur*

I

twain.

I Iligh

Mixed Corn.6 1562
Corn, bag lots_53554
X aiding and
Meal, bag lots... 51 ® 52
ML Spring..4 'M,®4 25 Oats, ('.allots— 38a39
Fateiu spring
Oats, bag lots—39.540
Wheats.5 00 5 5 25 Cottonseed.
car lots..23 50ft24 oo
Midi.straight
roller .4 50®4 75
do bag...24 O0®25 UO
clear do_ 4*4ft4ty«ISack'dBr’u
stone ground. 4*4 ®4 35
car lots.. 15 Boa 17 00
do bag... 18 00ft 19 00
St Louis si’gt
roller.4 76(55 00 Middlings. 18 00ft2(> Bo
clear do....4 25®4 50 do bag lots,19 00®22 00
Provision*.
Winter Wheal
I
Patents.5 OOft.5 251 Pork—
Fiab.
Backs...15 505.16 00
Clear_14 75ft 15 oo
Cod,
qtl—
Large Shore2 75®3 001 Mess.12 005.12,60
Large Bauk2 25®2 60 j BeetSmall .2 00ft2 261 Ex Mess. 8 00ft8 50
Plate....
9 00.59 50
Pollock.2 00®2 75
Haddock.160®2 00| Ex Plate. 9 60®10 00
Hake.1 25® 1 75]LaroTubs p p..6%®7 c
Herrmg—
Scaled p bx.. 1C®20c; Tierces.... 6%®7 c
c
Not.13(516c I Pails.7 (58
Mackerel p bbl—1886. iHams pit— 12®12l'a
Shore Is.21 50®25 001 do covered. .14®14Ca
Oil.
Shore 28.12 50®10 00l

Superfine and
low giades.2 60<®3

60

Med. 8s.

Kerosene—

Port. Ret. Pet. 6 >4
Small.
ffi
Produce.
Water White. 8
Cranberries—
Pratt’sAst'l.Phbl.
13
Maine.4 75:5,5 00 Ilevoe’s Brilliant. 11 >4
Cape Cod...7 00®7 60 Ligoula. 8'4
Pea Beans.. .1 86®2 00 Silver White. 7 Vs
Medium.... 1 85® 2 00 Centennial. 84
Hninin-..
German umi ou®l 75
Yellow Kves.l 40®1 65 Museatei
2 2653 on
Potatoes, hush, 50(®651 Loudon Lay’r 2 60®2 87
2 00,®3 OOiOnduraLay. 114
St Potatoes
,5 12
2 76®3 001V alencia.
Onions
75,9'4
...

ftuanr.
Turkeys.16®20|
Chickens.12®14 granulated p lb.6*4
Fowls

.11

rr

1

21 TCict.ra. t'.

f.:«/.

Ducks..
ig;
|
Geese.
@ |Hed Top....f>24fec«$2Mi
Appirx.
Timothy BeedS 4(X®2 5u
I
1 23,42 26 Clover_
,a Ur0
*>3>bl
Cheese.

<

Evaporated 4>

1L 9
l.eiunuM.

Vermont_13
4113%
| N. ¥. factor} 13 ;« 13 Vs
| Sage. 14 414%

a

10c i

(tiiias,

Creamer}

it...264-8
Palermo.0 004,7 OOjGilt Luge Vei
20 r ;7
Messina.6 00 a7 OOlCboice.17 a 18
Good.Hal 6
Malagers
©ranges.
[Store.12.414
Florida.
rv
1
Ms IE*.
1 Eastern extras ..23«24
Valencia
Messina and Pa
Can & Wcsteru..
23
Plermo p bx.o 6o,a7 ool Island.23
u

—

PORTLAND, Oct. 26, 1888.
Crain Quotations.
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE.
The following quotations are received daily by
F. G. Btevens, No. 42% Exchange street:
WHEAT.

Nov.

Opening.... 76%
Highest.76%
Lowest.

74%

Closing ...||74%
Nov.

Opening....36
Highest....36
Lowest.35%
Closing.36%

Jan.

Dec.
77%
77%

78
7*

711%
76%

76%
77%

May
83%
84

82%
83V.

CORN.

Dec.
37%
37%
36%
37%

Jan.
37%
37%
37%
37%

OATS.

Nov.

Opening....

26

Highest.... 126
Lowest.26%
Closing.26%

Dec.
26%
27

27

26%
26%

26%
27

Railroad Receipts.
PORTLAND. Oct. 25. 1886.
Received by Maine Central Railroad—For Port
and 41 cars miscellaneous merchandise; for connecting roads 130 cars miscellaneous merchan
due.
Portland Daily Press Stock List.
Corrected by Swan & Barrett, Bankers and
Brokers, 186 Middle streeL
STOCKS.
Par Value. Bid.
Asked
Descriptions.
168
Canal National Bank.100 166
164
Casco Nat. Bank.100 152
First National Bank.

Cumberland National Bank.. 40
Merchants’ National Bank.. 75
National Traders’ Bank.100
Ocean Insurance

Co.100

110
60
120
140
80
90

Portland Company.
62
Portland Gas Company. 50
BOND 8.
Stated Maine 6s, due 1889.106
Portland City Os.Munleip l variouslOO
Portland City 6s, K. R. aid 1907...124
Bail: City 6s, Muu. various.102
Bath City 6s U. It. aid various.... 100
Bangor City 6s, long K. R. aid.... 113
Bangor City Os, long Muu.122
Belfast city fis. K. It. aid. 104
And. & Ken. It. It. 6s, various
105
Portland & Ken. It. R. 6s, 1895 111
Leeds Si Farinlng’tn It. K. 6s.Ill
Maine Central ft. It. 1st mtg 7s. .121
Maine Central It. R. Consol 7s.... 131
Maine Central It. R. Skg Fund Os. 106
Portland WaterCo. 1st mtg 6s....102
2d mtg 6s.106
3d mtg 6s... .110
...

62
122
142
90
loo
65
108
115
125
105
101
116
124

106
106
113
113
123
132
108
103
108
112

[By Telegraph.]

The following quotations of stocks are received

dallv:

Atch.. Topeka and Santa;Fe Railroad.
New Vorkand New England Railroad.
do nref
Mexican Central 4s.
Eastern

91%
60 ‘/a
.gu,

Railroad.' ”102

Bell Telephone.213%
Flint & l’ere Marquette Railroad com. 28%
do

pref.

04

Marnuette. Houghton and Ont It., com.... 30%
Boston Water Power Co.
56
Boston Si Albany Railroad.107
Eastern] Railroad 6S.128%
Mexican Central. 10%
21 %
WIsconsin Central.

C. B.

&

Q.137%

Boston Land Company.h%
Boston Si Maine; Railroad.205
Mexican Central K 7s. 48%

|

...

.) tt j

il!

m

Proposals for Rip-Bap Cirnnile.
Engineer Office, U. s. Aumt, 1
Newport, R. i„ October 4.1888.1
SEA LEl) PROPOSA LS In
tripliWill be received

kews!

SEPARATE

MONDAY, Oct. 25.
Arrived.
Steamship Francoula. Bennet, New York—mdse
to J B Coyle.
Steamer Cumberland, Thompson, Boston for
Eastport and St John, NB.
Barque Alex Campbell, Bunker, Philadelphia—
coal to Randall & McAllister. Vessel to Gallagher

& Co.
Sell George H Davenport, Steele, Boston.
Sch Mary Willey, Williams, Portsmouth
Sen Willie Martin. Willard, Saco.
Soli James Beckwith. Kuggles. Westport, NS—
two ions live eels for a market.
Sch Anthony, (Br) Quaco, NB, for Boston.
Sch Portland Packet, Gardner, Eastport—dry
fish to Dana & Co.
Sch Kate L Pray, Pray, Bar Harbor.
Sch A T Haines, Dodge. Castiue.

98

Sell Addle J, Wilson, MUlbridge.
Sch Julia Ann, Parker, Deer Isle.
Sch Wave, Hinckley, Addison,—potatoes to
Ilodedou. Lovett & Johnson.
Scu Magnet, Beals, Jonesport.
Sch M J Sewell, Beals, Jouesport.
sell Louisa Frances, Thorndike, Rockland—
lime to C 8 Chase.
Sch Northern Light, Smith, Macluasport for
Boston.
Sch Lizzie May, Feruald, Goulilsboro for Boston
Bch Enterprise, Robinson. Bath lor Boston.
Sch Juste Hook, Flckct, Baugor for Boston.
Sell Wm Dureu, Lowell, Calais for Boston.
Sells Geo W Cushtug, shore, with 35.000 lbs tlsh
CUy Point, 35,000 do; Ella M Doughty, 18,000.
Cleared.
Barque Emlta, Crowley, Kennebec, to load for
Philadelphia—J S Wluslow & Co.
Sch Amanda C Parker, Lee, Philadelphia—J
Nickerson & Son.
Sell Wm C Green, Hawes, New York—Mark P

Pure.

Absolutely

Tills

varies.

A

N. V,

ju2dly_

Yours for Health
LYDIA E.
PINKHAM’S

ZSS

fimneHtake.-.17 50
V4. fin

Is

a

Standard...1 12Va
Con. Cal. & Va. 7 60
Best Si Belclier.2|t0
North Bellel Isle.3 60
1 50
Bulwer..
..

Mining

Stocks.

(By Telegraph.)
SAN FRANCISCO, Oct. 25,;i886.—The following are closing official quotations of mining stocks
to-day:
Con. Cal. & Va... 9
Bodie Con. 2Vi
Bulwer. 1%
Crown Point. 1%
Hale Si Norcross. lVi
Best... ls/s
Could & Curry.". iya
Yellow Jacket.. 2ys
Mono.. 2y»
Ophtr ... 4V4
Savage. 3%
Boston Produce Market.
BOSTON, Oct. 26, 1886.—The following are today’s quotations of Provisions, Sic.:
Pork—Bong cut 14 00®14 23; short cuts 1460
15 00 ibaeks 14 76*15 oO; light backs at 13 60®
14 00; lean ends 15 00; pork tongues at 13 00*
*13 50; prime mess at *13 50*14 OOjextra prime
at 10 508*11; mess, old, at 10 60; do new 11 00

®*11

60.

Bard—choice at 6% ®7c t> lb in tierces; 7Vi®
7%« in lo-lb pails;8®8Vic in 5-lb palls;8Vi®8Vi
iu 3-lb pails.
Hams 11 Vi®12!ic yib, according to size and
cure: smoked shoulders 8@8Vic; pressed Jimna at
12ya®18c.
Dressed hogs, city, at 7c $1 lb.
Butter—Western extra Iresli made creamery at
2S*29c;do extra firsts at 24® 26c; do firsts 20
®22c; do extra held creamery 21c; do extra -first
held ermy I9®20c; do choice held imitation 17®
18c: do fresh imitation creamery, choice 21*22;
do firsls 20c; do June factory, choice at 14c; do
fair to good at 12®18c; do conunou lots 10® 1 lc;
Vermont cmry extra at 29®30c £do dairy at 26®
27c: do extra firsts at 22® 24c. Jobbing prices
1 a 2c higher.
HOheese—Northern,choice to extra, llVi@12c;
sage at 13c; Western choice to extra at 11 Vie;
loweri grades according to quality; job lots Vic
higher.
Eggs—Neai by 25®20c; Eastern extra 24c;Eastern firsts at 2oc; Nil and Vermont extra at 23
®23Vie: New York extra at 22®23c; Western
choice at 20ya®21c; Michigan cnok-e|22c; Nova
Scotia at 22®23c; limed 18® 19c. Jobbing price
le higher.
hand picked peal 76®
iieuus—Clioiee small N
1 80 jt hush; choice New York large hand picked
do 1 70gl 75; small Vermont ham! picked pea at
1

80®® I 85.
May—Choice prime at *17(50**18;

fair to good

Eastern hue *13**15; poor to
ordinary *12**15: East swale *10. Ryefstraw,
choice, 17 00; oat straw *9®*10 t> ton.
Potatoes—Extra Maine and New Brunswick [>
*16 00**17 00;

hbl 1 60a I

62Vi._
Chicago Cattle Market.
By Telegraph.j

CHICAGO, Oct. 25. 1886—Cattle—higher;
ceipts 8,oOO; shipments 1000; shipping steers at
3 60® 5 40; stoekers and feeders 2 25 a 3 00;cows
and Culls 1 26*3 05; hulk at 2 30*2 65; through
Texans steady; cows at 2 05®2 70; steers 2 60®

re-

3 3o.

Hogs—steady receipts 23.000; shipments 6000;
rough and mixed at 3 50*4 05; packing and shipping 3 66*4 16; light 3 50@4 16; skips at 2 40®

3 55.

8heep—steady; receipts 3000; shipments 1000;
natives at 2 00®4 00; Texans 2 20*3 10. I.ainbs
at 4

00*4 50.

___

Domestic Markets.

[By Telegraph.]
NKW YORK. Oct. 25. 1886.—Flour market is
less active; receipts 29,700 bbls; exports 12,026
bbls and 23.855 sacks ;sales 17,000 bbls.
Flour quotations—No 2 at 1 80*2 60; superfine
Western and State 2 15*2 90; common to good
I'Aiio

rovci

tuiu oiaiu

uv

«.

io

WU)

f,wuu

iu

choice iin ai 8 5Uat 76; common to choice White
wheal Western extra »t 4 25,a4 60; fancy ilo at
at 4 80® ft 00; common to guOd<exlra Oluo at 2 45
ci* 60; common to choice extra St Louis at 2 45 a
4 75; patent Minnesota extra good to prime at
4 20.0,4 40 ;j choice to double extra do at 4 70®
6 DO. including 1,600 bids city mill extra 4 40®
4 60; 1300 libls line do at 1 8<)®2 70;7500 tills suNo 2 at 2 60
perfine 2 15®2 85; 850 bbls ext
nin; (iaijo bbls u Inter wheat ex,nt 2 Cl)®o 00;
1,200 bbls Minnesola extra at 2 GO,a5 00. Southern Hour firm, good toi choice 8 26 a 3 85; extra
at 3 DO®5 oo. Rye Flour firm. Wheat is lower;
receipts 226,146 bush; exports 06,883bush; sales
147,000 hush; No 2 Spring at 8614c; No 3 Ked at
at 83c; No 2 Ked at 86c hi elev; No 1 Red at 90c;
No 1 White 8414c. Kye dull. Barley is steady
Horn lower; receipts 79,400 bush: exports 178„283 bush: sales 120,000 hush; old No 3 at 4464 c;
No 2 al 46 64(5145% e in elev; No 2 White at 46c.
Oats higher; receipts 1U9.260 bush exports 17,000 busn; sales 116,000 bu; No 3 at 32c; White
1I0 at 3oV«c; No 2 at 32Via3264c; No 2 White
36®366ic; No 1 White at 38c; Mixed Western at
32®34c; White do at 36®4Uc; White State 37c.
Coffee—Fair Rio firm 1264c. augar steady ;C at
43«®4'4c; Ex C 464 ®4y4c; White Extra U at 6®
664c; Yellow 4®4y*c; Mould A 6 7-l6c; standard
A 664e; granulated 6 13-16c; cut loaf and crushed at 664c; off A 5 3-1 Oaf,1/* c: 00 wile red 6 1-16®
uysCjOubes at 6c; CoiifA at 664c. Petroleum
—united 653/sc. Tallow steady. Pork is dull;
Mess quoted at 9 75® 10 00 for old, 10 00:610 60
Card is lower—Western
for new. Beef is dull.
steam spot at 6 05; refined at 6 45 for Continent,
6 75®6 85 for 8. A. Bailer quiet State 17®28c;

10®27c.

Cheese

steady.

Freight* steady; Wheat steam 464 d.
CHICAliO. Oct. 25.1886.—The Flour market Is
steady; Southern Winter Wheat |at 4 16@160;
W tseuustn 3 «0®4 16; Michigan do at * oo®4 60;
soft Spring Wheat 3 50 a + 10; Minnesota bakers
3 60a4 10; patents 4 4o®4 80; low grades 1 76
®2|76 ;„Kye flour at 3 26®3 50. W beat Is lower;
No 2 Spring at 7364c; No 2 Red 76e. Corn weak;
No 2 at 36c. Oats weak; No 2 at 26%.
RyeNo 2 at 49c. Barley—No 2 at 6264&63C. Provisions easier; Mess Pork at 8 8714e. Lard at 6 7o.
l)rv salted shoulders 6 45®5 60; short clear sides
6

7'0®6

80.

Receipts—Flour, 14,000 bbls; wheat. 85,000
corn 166,oootbu; oats|l 17,000 bu; rye 3,000
bushjbarley, 66,000 bush.
Shipments—Flour, 16,000 bbls; wheat, 63,000
bush: corn, 686,000 hushXoats, 136,000 bush;

bu;

rye 3,000 hush, hartey
ST. LOUIS,Oct. 25. 1886.—Flour market weaker; XXX at 2 35®2 46; family 2 56®2 70; choice
3 05®3 16; fancy 3 40®3 60; extra fancy 3 65;a
3 80; patent 4 U0®4 35. Wheat lower; No 2 Reu
cash at 7664c. Corn lower; No 2 Mixed at 33%c,
Oats are easier; No 2 Mixed 2664c.
32.000 hush.

Receipts—Flour, 6,000 bbls; wneat, 42,000 bu;

corn.’83,000 hush ;,oals, 40,000 hush; rye, 6,001
hush, barley 17,000 bush.
Shipments—Flour, 9,000 bills; wheat 1,000 bti;
eoru, 18,000 bu; oats 4,000 bUHb;rye 1,000 hush
barley 0.000 hush.
DETROIT,Oct.25,1886.—Wheat easier: No 1
White at 7664c; Midi Ked 78c;No 2 Red at 78c.
Receipts, 61,600 bush.
NEW ORLEANS,lOct. 26,1880.—Cotton Is easy
middling 864c.
SAVANNAH,’Oct. 25, 1888. Cotton Is quiet
middling 8Vac.
CHARLESTON, Oct. 25,1886.—Cotton Is tut
changed; middlug 864c.
M EM PHIS, Oct. 25,1886.—Cotton Is easy ;m!d
dung 864c.
MOBILE, Oct. 26, 1886.—Cotton is quiet; mid
dllug 864c.

LONDON. Oct. 25. 1886.-Consols 100 13-16 fo
6-16 for the account.
LIVERPOOL, Oct. 25, 1880.— Cotton market 1
moderatepiplands at ;664d; Orleans &64d; sale ;
10,000 hales; speculation and export 1000 bales
LIVERPOOL,Oct. 25, 1886.—Quotations— Win
ter Wheat Us till u7s lid; Spring wheat at Os 8
Corn—mlxei
a Os 9d; Club wheat at 6s lld®7s.
1 rovls
Western prime at 4s 6d; peas at 6s 3d.
ions. Sc.—Pork at 62s Od; bacon 37s 6d .for sltor t
Cheese at 60s to r
clear and 37s for long clear.
American; lard, at 32s Cd; tallow at 24s Ud fo r

Memoranda.
private dispatch from Matauzas states that
the barque lhda £ Clark, of Portland, Capt Clark,
from Marseilles, was wrocked at Matauzas 21st.
having been driven high up on land by a great
tidal wave. The 1) C E registered 603 tons, was
built at Harpswell in 1881, and owned by Capt
Clark, and Geo M 8 tun wood, of Portland, and P C
Merriman of Harpswell. She was valued at about
$16,000 and Insured lor $4,000.
Sell J P Wallace, of Bristol, from Dnmaristotta
for Boston, struck on Devil's Kock, Boston harbor
The crew took to
on Saturday niglit, and sank.
the rigging and, remained until Sunday morning,
when they were taken off by fishing vessel.
Sell Kobert H Parker, from Kennebec for Philadelphia, before
reported ashore, was floated 23d
and towed to New York.
New York, Oct 25—Sell I.izzie S Haynes, of Augusta, passed quarantine to-day with loss of fore
and lnatutopmasts, and head of foremast.
Domestic Potts.
POUT BLAKELY—Sid 16th, barque C 0 Whit*
more, Thompson, Honolulu.
KERN AN DIN A—Cld 23d. sch John C Smith,
Foss. New York; Grace Bradley, McIntyre,do.
KEY WEST—Ar 22d, sen Victor, flodgkiiis,
Abacoa.

SAVANNAH—Ar

Smith, Clark’s Cove.

24th, sch Cathie C Berry,

CHARLESTON—Cld 23d, sch Hattie Turner,
Keeue. Wilmington, NC.
GEORGETOWN, SC—Sid 21st, sch Grace Gower, Wilson, Grenada.
RICHMOND—Sid 22d, schs Edward Stewart,
Harlow, Beaufort.
Ar 23d, sch Benj Garislde, Sharp, Kennebec.
Sid 23d, sch Falmouth. Clark, Lambert Cove.
NORFOLK—Sid 2#d, sch Fannie H Stewart, for
New York.
sld 21 st, sch Bertha Warner, for Boston.
ALEXANDRIA—Passed down 22d, brig Janas
Miller. Sproul. Gloucester for Jersey City.
GEORGETOWN, DC—Ar 23d, sch St Johns,
Gillmore, Jaeksouville.
BALTIMORE—Cld 23d, sell EC Allen, Meady,
Portsmouth.
Ar22d, schs John Bird, Bird, New York; JR
Smith. Case, Salem.
Ar ‘24th, sells Eva B Douglass, Letts, Portland;
Daylight, Hodedon, Salem: Beni F Poole, Dav|s.
Providence; Jacob U Haskell, Baker, and Allred
W Fisk, White, Kennebec ; Mary J Castner, from
Bangor.
Sld 22d, barque Formosa.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 22d, sch John If Converse, Leighton. Kennebec.
Cld 22d, schs A 11 Weeks, Henley, Portland;
Augustus Hunt. Baker, and C B Church, Audersou. Boston.
Cld 23d, sch Decora, Berry, Portsmouth.
Ar 24th. brig Mary Bartlett. Thompson, Macliias, schs Norman, Smith, Windsor, NS; JB
iloldcn, Look, Wilmington, NC.
Pas' d down 23d. ship Emily Reed, for Calcutta
NEW YORK—Ar 26th, sells A H Huribert. fm
Kennebec; Nellie Grant, Ellsworth; 8 L Dsvis,
Gardiner; Amos Falkingburg, Portland; Caroline
Portland; Helen G King, New Bedford; L B Sargent, New Haven.
Ar 24tli, ships McNear, Frost, Cebu 129 days;
LB Gllcbrist, Wood. Marseilles 56 days; schs
Eagle. St John. NB; L F Warren, Yreka. James
Warren, Roger Drury, and Alta V Cole, St John;
Ellen Perkins, and Nellie Doe, Bangor; LaVolta.
Win Butman, Abbie E Willard, and Eva Adel!,
Bangor; Cbroino, Franklin; David Torrey, Portland; Rramnall, Richmond, Me; Thus Borden,
Rockland; Mav Dav. Catawainteak, Silver Heels,
and Julia Berkele, Rockland; Ann, fm Sullivan:
Zeila, Whiting; Mattie J
Ringleader. Thomastou;
*
Abes, Boston.
Cld 25tli, ship Cora, Appleby, New Orleans ;
barque Ada Gray, Plummer, Rio Janeiro; John J
Marsh, Whittier, Arroyo, PR; brig Mansou, Page,
Bathurst: E TCampbell, Lord,for Demerara; sell
Lizzie Colby. Allen, St Domingo.
NEW LONDON—Ar 14th, sch Delhi, Green,
Jhx1 Rson v i 1
FALL RIVER—Sld 24th, sch Florida, Ames,
Taunton for Rockland,
DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR—Sailed, brig Mary Bartlett, Thompson, Machlas for Philadelphia;
sch Caroline Knight, Ward, from Tivertou for

Positive Care

of those Painful
Delicate Complaints and
ALL

Complicated
Weaknesses

Sch Francis Edwards, Brookings, Kennebec, to
loud for Philadelphia—J Nickerson & Son.
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CURE FROM OBSERVATION, ON RECEIPT OF PRICK.
Mrs. Pinkham’s “Guide to Health” and confidential CIRCULAR MAILED TO ANT LADY SENDING ADDRESS
AND STAMP TO LYNN, mass. Mention this paper.

Physicians
tirlT

Uco It and Prescribe It.
SPIRITS, INVIGORATES AND

REVIVES THE DROOPING

UAK.llO.MXA9

TUB

UKUAA1U

lUNUlUflB,

KUASXU.1XI

AND FIRMNESS TO TUE STEP, RESTORES THE NATURALLVST&E

Society.

Annual Meeting of the Portland Widows’
Wood Society, for the choice of officers for
the coming yeor, and the transaction of such other
business as may legally come before said meeting, will be held at their offite, City Building, on
Wednesday evening, October 27, A- D. 1886, at
seven and a half o’clock.
S. *L COLESWORTHY,
octl3 2w
Secretary.

FRESH ROSES OF

Home for Aged Women.
Annua1 Meeting of the Subscribers to this
Association, will be held at the Home on
TUESDAY, Oct. 26th. at 3 p. m.
By order of the Managers.
HARRIET 8. McCOBB, Secretary.
October 26, 1836.
0Ct25d2t

THE

CITY ADVBBTISKMPNTS.

Discount on Taxes.
is hereby given, that the time allowed
for the voluntary payment of taxes for 1886.
under a discount of oneper cent, will expire at
close of business on SATURDAY, October 30th;
and that interest will be charged, commencing

NOTICE

LIFE’S

operations or curs

Hi ng Kong Sept 14. ships Annie H Smith
Brown; India, Bleu, and BeuJSewall, Ulmer, lot
New York; Geo Curtis, Hproui, and Alexuudei
McNeil, Davis, for do; Harvester, Taylor, ami
Grandee. Evans, one: barques J D l’elers, Lane
for New York; J H Bowers, Plum, lor Honolulu
F B Fay, Pettgrove, unc.
Hid fm Oporto 2d iust, barque Lorena, Stowers
Turks Island.
Sid fm Rio Janeiro Sept 20, barque Bonny lifoi
Burgess, Pernambuco.
In port Sept 28, barque Mary G Reed, Warren
and Beatrice Havener, Havener, unr.
Ar at St Croix 18th lust, sell Harry White, Hop
kins, New York.
Ar at Cardenas 12th, barque Mary C Ilalc, Ilig
gins, Sau Pedro.
At

Sept 8. lat 2 S. ion

Spoken.
28 W. ship Thomas M Reed

cumstances, ACT IN HARMONY WITn THE LAWS OF NATURE.
UfTHAT FEELING OF BEARING DOWN, CAUSING PAIN, WKIOHT
AND BACKACHE, IS ALWAYS PERMANENTLY CURED BY ITS USE.
£7*All Sold by DruggUts.'^l
MRS. PINKHAM’S LIVER PILLS curb Constipation,
Biliousness and Torpidity of the Liter, £5 cents.

Pimples, Boils,

November 1.1886, on all said taxes not paid under
the discount, In accordance with an ordinance of
the City.
H. W. 11ERSEY,
Treasurer and Collector.
oct21dt30th
Portland, Oct. 20,1886.

ANGELIQUE!
(ANGELICA TONIC).

FOR

and all Disorders Resulting from an Abnormal
Condition of the Stomach.

A sure relief for Distress after Eating; will restore Lost Appetite in a few days; contains all the
elements of digestion in an elegant and palatable
form ; Convalescents from Fever or other sickness
will find in tills an Invaluable companion;
Aged
Feople in a debilitated condition will find this a

Cure,

mild Tonic and gentle Stimulant; purely vegetable in its composition and prepared with the finest
California Angelica Wine, it Is tlie best Tonic in
tlie market.
Do not confound tlio Tonic with ••Bitters”, hut
remember it is a regular prescription, scientifically prepared, and placed within the reach of all.

For Sale by All First-Class Pharmacists.

I was troubled, for a long time, with a
humor which appeared on my face in
ugly Pimples and Blotches. Aver’s Sarsaparilla cured me. I consider it the best
blood purifier in the world.— Charles H.
Smith, North Craftsbury, Vt.

—

PREPARED

BY

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla
by all druggists. Ask for Ayer’s
Sarsaparilla, and do not be persnaded to
tt
take'any other.

3S0 ATLANTIC AVENUE,

Is sold

BOiTOPI»

aug2SecHi2m

MARIS.

Prepared by Dr. J.C. Ayer Sc Co., Lowell, Mass.

TTyMUy

tebi

A Home Investment.
MAINE CENTRAL R.R.
Improvement

and Sinking Faud,

L. A. GRAY, A. 91. Principal.

sep!8eodetn

Quality

Custom and

Keady

made

4 1-2

percent.

GOLD BONDS,
Due 1916; interest January and July.
—

FOB BALK BY

—

PARKINSON & BURR,
AND BROKERS,
BANKERS
33

HI.,

Koalon,

C«gr«n
Members of the Boston and New York Stock Exchanges.
A list of desirable Bonds always on hand for
octl4TliS&Tuim
sale.
1'im Standard of

Curlty

Ex-

atul

GOLD MEDAL, PARIS. 187b-

r-n.

®

BAKER’S

cellence.

Breakfast Cocoa.

Endorsed for its Purity and Healthfuluess by all
Chemists and Physicians who have examined it.
•1 have given tills powder a thorough chemical
examination and find ittobe of full weight, entirely five Irom Alum, Ammonia, Lime and the Phosphates. and to he an absolutely pure bread-raising
preparation every way to be recommended for
wholesoinesess and efficiency.”
KICHAltD < STANLEY. A. M. Ph. D.
Professor Chemistry and Geology, Bates College
State Aseayer of Maine from '75 to '83.

r°«SALE by all

Warranted absolutely pure
Cocoa, from which the exceM of
Oil has been removsd. It hu three
timet the ttrength of Cocoa mixed
with Starch, Arrowroot or Sugar,
and i» therefore far more economical, costing less than one cent a
cup. It la delicious, nourishing,
strengthening, euily digested, and
admirably adapted for lnvalide aa
well u for persons In health.
S«ld by Crows everywhere.

CROCE,BS

BEST MATERIALS AND WORKMANSHIP
may be depended upon and fair
prices guar? ntced.

470 Congress St.
dtf

HAVING

Thoroughly cleanse the blood, which is the
fountain of health, by using: Dr. Pierce a Golda
en Medical Discovery, and cood digestion,
lair skin, buoyant spirits, vital strength, and
soundness ot constitution will be established.
Golden Medical Discovery cures all humors,
from the common pimple, blotch, or eruption,
Esto the worst Scrofula, or blood-poison.
proven Us efficacy In
penally has it inter
l>vn-Roo«, HlmJmnt
Bait-rheum or
EnDisease. Scrofulous Bores and Swellings,
Ulcers.
larged Glands, nnd Eating
cures
ConsumpMedical
Golden
Discovery
its
tinn (which is Scrofula ot the Lungs), by
and
wonderful hlood-purlfying, lnvlgondlng,
\V
eak
Lungs, Bpitnutritive propertii-s. Por
Bronchitis,
HTig of Blood, Shortness of Breath.
affecSevere Coughs. ABthma, and kindred
It
promptly
is
a
sovereign
remedy.
it
tions.
cures the severest Coughs.
For Torpid Liver. Biliousness, or ‘-Liver
Complaint," Dyspepsia, and Indigestion, It Is
Sold by druggists.
an unequalled remedy.
Alltlnil, FIERCE’S PELLETS
llilioiis and Cathartic
2Se. a vial, by druggists.
dsiwlyiirm

curing

isfaction. Assuring you that we have one of the
largest stocks of carpets, chamber sets and parlor
suits In the country to select from, I remain
Yours Very Respectfully,
LORENZO F. DYER.
oct20
dtf

NOTICE OFREMOVAL.

DR. WILSON
can now

—

bo consulted at his

NEW ROOMS, MECHANICS’ BULBING,
(longrrMNl., etraor of C'nvco.
No cure, no pay, only for medicine. Conan I lo-

tion an<l ft£xntninnlion free. Office
tt a. m.to 8 p. in.
___

hours from
auR28tf

—

LITERATURE.
Mrs.

o’clock,
On Wednesday Afternoons
Caswell’s school rooms, (Mi Fark street, beginning
Wednesday, Nov. 3, 9irs. John A. Bellnwa
will give a series of 13 talks on English Pnrtry,
Illustrated by reading from the autlton. Subjects:
I, Chaucer; 4. Npmsert 3. Mhakrsprriau
4. Mhaltespere;
3, Lyrical
Dramatists;
Pacts; «, Vlillou; T, Pape, Quldsmith and
Cuwprr; S, Wardswurlh and t'alrridgr; 0,
lO, Tennyson
Mhelley, Krais aad Byron;
and A mold ; 11, The Browoiogst 14, The
Pre-Kupharlite Poets. Course tickets *3.00.
Apply at 9tt PAKK STREET, between 31.and 3
o'clock p. m. on Wednesdays, before Nor.
<ttf
sep37
at 4

at

KAILBOIM.

BRIDGTON & SAGO RIVER R. R.

BOSTON AND MAINE R. R.

la effect On. 4, ISVJ
Trains Leave Bridgton.

a.a.

p.u.

8.00

a.20

Arrive Portland.
Leave Portland (P.AO.K.K.)

10.65
8.36

8.36

3.16
Arrive Bridgton.
8.00
11.10
Stage connections at Bridgton for North Brldg
ton. Harrison and Waterford. Waterford stags
leaves on arrival of 11.10 a. n>. train.
Sweden Stage connects Tuesday, Thursday and
Saturday, with C.< 0 p. m. train.
Stage dally from Sandy Creek for So. Bridgton
on arrival of 6.02 p. in. train.
octSdtf
J. A. BENNETT, Supt.

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
On and after

DIONDAV. Oct. ttf,
1886, Puttetenjcer Train* Leave
Portland a* follow*:
For Hangar, 7.10 a. m., via Aaga.ta; 1.20 p.

ill., via Lewwtoe. 1.25 and til. 16 p. m, via Augusln; for Kllrwnrtk. Bar Harter, Vancebaro, at. Jaha, Halifax, aad the Prariatrawixxk 4‘ountr,
rex, Mi. Htrpbra aad
1.20 p. in., 1.25 and tU-15 p. m. For Hangar
A Fixcaljsgui* K. K., 7.10 a. m.. til. 16 p. m.,
foi Mkawhegnn, Belfast an
Dealer, 1.20,
1.25,111.15 p. m.; Waterrillr. 7.10 a. m.,
1.20,1.25, and, til.15 p. in., and on Saturdays
ouly at 5.15 p. in., for Aagn.ta, HnlUwell,
liardiner and Hinnawick, 7.10 a. in.. 1.26,
5.16, tll-15 p. m.; Hat*, 7.10 a. in., 1.20,6.15
p. m., and on Saturdays only at 11.15 p. m.:
Kackland and Kaas and Lincnla B. K.,
7.10a. m., 1.25 p. m.; Anl urn and l.rwi,
tan at 8.30 a. m., 1.30, 6.00 p m.; l.rwixtaa
via Brunswick, 7.10 a. m., 1.25, tll.15p.ni. ',
Fnrntingtan, Vlaumouib. Wimkrap, Oakland and ftarth Annan. 1.20 p. in.; Varaningtan ria Brnnawick. 7.10 a. m. and 1.26
p. m.
All trains timed as above from Commercial Street

Station, stop at
CONGKE88 8T. STATION,
where through tickets and baggage checks may
be obtained for principal points East and West.
(The 11.16 p. m. train Is the night express with
sleeping car attached and runs every night Sundays Included, through to Bangor but not to

Skhwliegan on
and l>exter

Fire and Marine

Insurance,
Nsoded by every young insn,

ed In

esn

bo

aequtr-

short space of tirno at

a

ONION INSURANCE CO., Shaw’s Business
College.
OF PII1LDELPHIA.
PORTLAND,

T

°

CASH CAPITAL,
Statement

8375,000.

January 1, 1886.

ASSETS 87M.050.N5.
Government, and other Bonds, market

Receivable lor Marine Premiums
ami Book Accounts due Company.. 183.677.65
0,500.00
First Mortgages on City Property.
Real Estate, unincumbered, owned by
187,000.00
the Company.
Cash In Bank and Office, and Loans
55.05U.55
with collaterals.
Bills

eodtim

TF.AC'HKK OF

2,343.0#
Unclaimed Dividends.
Surplus a, lo Policy Holders- S 1,302,37

$784,050.85

$13,505,777.00
eodlm

AGENTS.

sep30

PUBLIC

NOTICE.

BliOCUTI 01ST
in nil its branches,

HOTEL.

FALMOUTH

STATE OF MAINE.
Council Chamber, I
Augusta, Sep|. 1887. /
Iu compliance with the following resolve passed
by the Legislature of 1885, viz:
“Resolved, That the Governor aud Council are
hereby required to make a valuation of the ttmber
and grass on the reserved lands In the several
townships and tracts of land, In the State, where
said timber and grass have been sold and con
veybydecd, with all other interests conveyed
hereby. Said valuation to be made for the purpose of taxation."
The undersigned, a committee of the Executive
Council, to whom said resolve has been referred,
hereby give notice that they will he In session at
the Council Chamber, Augusta, commencing Monday, Nov. 1st, 1886, at 10 o'clock a. m to hear
all parties Interested in the timber and grass on
said lands, before thh fixing of the valuation as
required by said Resolve.
A schedule of said lands has been deposited in
the office of the Secretary of State for examlnaJOSEPH A. LOCKE,)
! Committee.
S C. HATCH,
LAMBERT SANDS. )
d3w&w4w41

oct7dlm

Natural Beading.

ISLAND STEAJlLlts.
---—-

20,183(1.

and
MONDAY, Sept.
ON
GORDON will leave Custom
for Imiiis
Wharf
alter

well and Orrs Island ot 3 p. m.
Return, leave Orrs Island for Portland and Intennlnate landings at 6.16 a. m. Arrive Portland
at 8.45 a. ill.
For freight or passage apply on board to captain.
GEO. F. WEST, Manager.
sep20dtl

(Cealem

Home

Wharf)

WEEK DAW TRIP!*.
On and After Oct. 1, 1886,
Leave Portland for Peaks’, Ltttle and Great Dlar
motul and Trefethen’s, 6.46, 0.50, 8.00, 10.30.
2.15, 4.30, 6.10,
Leave Portland for lamg Island, 8.09, 2.15,
Leave Peaks’ 6.20,7.25, 9.10, 10.50,3.25,4.60.
6.30.

Leave Little Diamond 0.16,7.20,0.05,11.20,3.20,
5.10. 6.60.
Leave Great Diamond 6.10,7.16,9.00,11.15,3.15,
6.(’5, 6.45.
Leave Trefethen’s 6.05, 7.10, 8.55, 11.10, 3.10,
5.00, 6.40.
Leave Long Island, 8.46,3.00.
NUN DAV TRIP*.
Leave Portland for Peak’s, Little and Great Diamond. anil Trefethen's. 9.(10. 10.30, 2.15, 4.30,
Leave Portland for Ixmg Island, 10.30,2.15.
Leave Little Diamond, 9.40, 11.35,3.20,5.10,
Leave Great Diamond 9.85, 11.30.3.15,6.06,
Leave Trefethen’s, 9.30,11.25. 3.10, 5,uO.
Leave Long Island, 11.15,3.00.
Leave Peak’s, 9.20,11.40, 3.25, 4.60
B. J. WILLARD. Marager.
sep2!klt’

In Insolvency.
Court of Insolvency, for the County of Cumberland,
October 18, A. D. 1886.
State of Maine.
In case of WILLIAM F. BETTES, Insolvent
Debtor.

Is to

notice, that

Steamer CITY OF llff’ll VIOND makes two
per week on the route between Portland sue
Portland at 11.00 p. m.
Tuesdays and Fridays and Machlasport at 4.00 a
m„ Mondays and Thursdays.
PAYSON TUCKEK, General Manager,
F K. BOOTHBY.GenT Pass, and Ticket Agt.
oct22tt
Portland. Oct. 20.188C.

on

solvency

by

was

of the Court of Insolvency, for said County of Cumberland, agaiust the estate of said
WILLIAM F. BETTES, of Westbrook,
adjudged to be an Insolvent Debtor on petition of
Cousens & Tomlinson, and others, creditors of said
Debtor, which petition was tiled on the eleventh
day of October, A. D. 18S6. to which date Interest
on claims is to be computed.
That the payment of any debts to or by salw Debtor, and tbe transfer and delivery of any property
by him are forbidden by lawThat a meeting of the Creditors of said Debtor,
asto prove ttieir debts and choose one or more
■■ Court of
signees of ills estate, wlll_be held at
I nsolvency to be bidden at Probate Court Room,
in said Portland, on the first day of November,
A D 1888. at 10 o’clock in the forenoon.
Given under my hand, the date Ant above writ-

KKKAKFAMT.

..

sueh'artlcles of diet that a constitution may be
gradually built up until strong enough to resist

via (srnu<l Trunk Railwa*
Mixed train leaven Mechanic Falla Junctlor
l0.4Aa. m.t arrives at Hucktleld at 11.45 a. in.
ami c&ntou at 1.101>. in.
Passenger train leave* Mechanic Fall* Junction
3.15 p. in., arrive* tu Ruckficld at 0.50 and C»D
ton at 4.80 p. m.
tteiurulug train* leave Canton at 4.15 and 9.TO
a. in., connecting for Lewiston, Portland and Ho.

Stage connections dally with passenger tralu ai
West Minot for Hebron Academy; at Huckfield foi
West Sumner. Chase’s Mill* and Turner; at Can
ton for Pent, Dlxfleld, Mexico and Uumford Falls,
also for Breuou’s Mills.
L. U LINCOLN. Supt.
j,*i8dtf

FALL

GRAND TRIM RAILWAY OF CANADA
On and

p.

codim
FLAVOR TOUR

THANKSGIVING

TURKEY DRESSING WITH

WM. 0. BELL & CO.’S
(Boston, Mas.)

Spiced Seasoning.

I

Oct 2 i

OCtlG

Sample Box to Flavor Eight-Fount
Turkey aeut lor W-ccnt ulauip.

dly

BERRY,
ami (goal $PuaUc\f

STEPHEN

Soob, Job

Mo. 87 Plum btroot,
A PTVT L'w U» pauses, aud a new and
DAr Jn DiOO successful Cl KK at
your
own home, by one who was deaf twenty-eight
years. Treated by most of the noted specialCured himself In three
ists without benefit.
months, and since then hundreds of others.
Full

Dll'

_

35

particulars sent on application.
T. 8. PAGlif, No. 41 West 31st 8toct23eod&w0m»

New York City.

III..,-,
a

riTJT) mnr bp foundon
Jj IV p. Howell A t.'-. iSev.-npan* I
Thin au(l'> Spruce sStroet). \vh« ro ft«lvert1i
IN N LAV YOJtH,

-t-w

I

A1

8

St., and D»oot Foot it India Strut.
—

TO

tnnadla, Drtr©it, ihlcnMy MIIwmIi
CiaritMli, Mt. I.onk Omki. *•«»anw, Hi. Pauls A»lt leak© lily*
Denver, Mho Fraaciac*.
and all points In tn©

Northwest, Wesl

ansl Soulhweel.

JOSEPH HICKSON,Reneral Manager.
WM. EDGAR, O. P. A.,
J. STEPHENSON. Sunt.

_dtl

Oct. 4. 1886.

PORTLAND & WORCESTER UNE.
Portland & Rochester R. R.

ARRANGEMENT-OF

TRAINS.

and after Mendny, Oct. 33,
‘J2 .UiSli"I BN*. Passenger Trains will Us»«
Portland!
Fur Wercnirr. Clinton. Ayer Janctiuu.
Nnebua, Wiudhnut and Kppiaf at 7.3
a. n. and 1.03 p. «.
Fur Manchester, Concord, and points North
On

at 1.05 p. m.
Fur ■etheuri .Mpringvnlc, Alfred, Wntet.
buru, and Sere Hirer at 7.30 a. Be., |I.W3
and (mixed) at tt.3« p. tn.
Fur Hurbaiu it 7.30 u. m., 1.03. 6.‘JO. »a
(mixed) at 0.30 p. in.
Pur Macs-itrnppit, Cititibcrlnn«f Mitle, w* ,4
brooU Junction :tnd Wuu.lfurd'e at 7. *4
ami 10.00 n. in.. 1.03, 3.00, #.')» ar.t

ivr> Kmv*T
\> »•'**
SWItfS, llr.AHTUl Vi*’.
k
»•
or I'ains imti:ic l»"

Drurirsix.
V. v.MI»LAINT».N*tBVm

C

“carnet IBM
IhiVSA'.'S.ViS.twSw*
all oUicr denn*
KKlivey CompUmU. anil

(mixed) •0.30 p. tn.
for Purr-1 Avenue (Dcering) IO OO it. tn
:t (Mined 0.30 p. mi.
rite i .03 p. IU. train from Portlaud connects a
Ayer Jnurl. with Ileosnc Tuoml Route fol
the West, and at Union Depul, AVurceeler, fol
New VorU via Norw ich l.iae, and all roil
also with N. V. A- N. K. H. H
via

'T"*

•:

mmi#

Mptingflrld,

("Steamer Maryland Route”) for Philadelphia
Huilituoro. AViishinglaa. and the Mouth, ant
cat-

Albany H. K. for the 44
Close connection made at We.tbreeh J, tc
with
lion
throngli trains of Maine Centra! ftI,. He
at (Iraitii Trunk Transfer, Portland, with throng!
trains of Grand Trunk Hallway.
Tlirhii 'h Tickets to all n.hnU West and fkmt
may be had of S. II. II ELLEN,'Ticket Agent, Pi r1
land St Rochester Depot at foot of Preble Street,
i ‘Does not stop at Woodford's.
J. W. PETERS, 8UPL
with ISo*ton *

jS« *j» **£££ WoTelS.' “midne.a.
tceliUfcS.
CU-.

He?crcnces

TTTT S
e1

Etching*

TICKETS SOLD AT REDUCED RATE

Hie Will ol

cp'i”

m.

Quebec, 1.80 p. in.
ARHIVAI.il.
Freni l.rwieiun sail Auburn, 8.36 A iv.
6.40
3.16
and
13.<>6.
p. in.
Prana tierhen, 8.33. 9.30 A m. and 7.00 p. a
I rota Chicago and Montreal, 13.06.
r rune Quebec, 13.06 p. m.
Pullman Palace Sleeping cars on night train
Parlor ears on day train between Portland
Montreal.
TICKET OFFICE t

in
taken

oc7

fnllnwei

Pur

GEORGE W. BURNHAM, late ol Portland,
the County ol Cumberland, deceased, and ha:

cured without the use o
«
(1 knife or ligature, or deteotioi
>, J •) •!
H
EL
fjHfj| a
^ from business. All oiseasei
R R F* m of the Rectum successful!'
by Or. C. T. EIsh
Hill 1.1 treated
R R Nk V ON l*lensant Ml., Auburi
c,ir,. guaranteed. At U. S. Hotel, Portland
from u a. m. to 4 p. m.
1IV,,is every Saturday
free. Send r«
given, ConsultationHundreds
*
cured
n years experience.
ivimohl
P
TnTh*Bslni»

rnn ns

DKPABTI'Hkk.
Per Aiiburn and I.ewislen, 7.70a.m., 13.60
and 5.3o p. m.
Pur ilurhnne, 0.30 a. in. 3.60 and 3.30 p. m.
Par fiorhsm, Moulrrnl and Chicago, 1.30

hkkkhy oivbiv that tin
subscriber h is been duly appointed Executrii

Maw

after MON DA T, October 4, I8M.
irnins will

...

D*OW2,»fgJ

v,

ill find ttist

oue

done will

remove

elt bad

D. H. HAMA CO.,
JLUDruggists.
MASS.
54 Broad Street, BOSTON,

|
I*

rjolll rbllailelplllw
n,
III;
fan.mepnr Alive r
ti Iw 11 inAgency of
VariM- atm enthp’.lKd egwnte

ing via Western Division.

•Connects with Kail Lines for New York, Heath
West.
•Connects with Bound Lines tor New York, South
and West.
Through Tickets to all points West and Boutk
tor tale at Fa lea ataliea Ticket ORce I encase rein I *l reel, Partlaad.aad T a lea Ticket
ORee,40 Kschaagc Mtree,
JAB. TTfUBBKR. deni Manager
D. J. PLANDBKS. Urn. P * T. A
M. L. WILLIAMS. Uen’l Agent.
oct23
dtf

and

STBABIBS.

Boston & Somali

Steamship

Company.
Direct Line from Boston to Savannah.
CoaurilinK ill Inninanh wolh all
liar* to poiul* in the Mouth nuti

rail

■ Hd

with rail nad ulrnnifr li«r« It nil
point* iu FI or (do.
I lie flr«na( im»w iron Krameri of 4400
and < !TV OF
loo* rnrh, HATH C ITY
*1 YC'O.Y, will «ail rmularly every I har*For
day« (rum Moaaon mu«1 *>uninn:ili.
lunch t or pN8«a«r apoly lo IV. 13 lll.YC*,
Kiekerwa'ii Wharf, r«««re«i Mi. Hn*t««(
T|a**.,or A. l>«* W. M A VS 9*SO «, 40 I W»*hiai|ioa Mirrel, II««ioh.
Tla5i.it AT u3im>
gep3u
—

BOSTON
STEAMER 8.

FARE ONLY SI.00.
Fall and Wilier Cniiatfeiuenti.
THE riRaT-CLuVaii

JOHti BROOKS and TREMQHT
alternately

every week
season for

FRANK LIN WHA UP, Portland,
day evening a.t/1 o'clock; arriving*!"
connection with earliest trains for

leave

points beyond.

riirou-li tickets for Providence, Lowell, Worces
ter. New York. Ac.
Keiuriiliig, leave INDIA WHARF, RostOU every week day evening at (o’clock,
J. U. COYLE. J*. Manager.
octltt
I-77—n

■

I

_I

_

iniernaiiunai
srassmr c«„
—

rom

—

EASTPORT. CALAIS. ST. JOHN I. B.. HALIFAX. N. S.
AMD ALL FARTS OF

—

—

Knuwlch, Nava Mresia,, Frlaee K4wards Island. a ad ('ape Brriaa.

New

SPRING ANO SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

The now Steamers ol this Line will leave Kailroad Wharf, loot of State street, every MONDA Y.
WEDNESDAY and FRIDAY at 5.00 P. M., (or
EASTPOKT and ST. JOHN, with above couuectious.

Through tickets issued and baggage checked to

destination.

tap-Freight

received up to 4.00 F. n.

For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the Union
Ticket otBce, 40 Exchange St., or lor other luforniattou at Company's Ofllce, Kallroad Wharf, fo-l
J. A COY UK., JK-,
of State street.
Uenl Manager.
novaodtf

CHANGE OF TIME.

■■

llKADACH*.
Utumoui »nd

EASTERN DIVISION.
For Roatoa *2.00, *9.00 Am., si.00, *8.00 p. m.
Stolon tor Portia ad 17.80. 9.00 a. m., 12.30,
17.00 p.m. Cape Fliaahetb, Saco, 9.00 A BL,
1.00 p.m.
Rlddeford, 3.00. 9.00 A m., 1.00,
8.00 p. m. Fort.uiouth, Ncwhwrypoet. Balm and Lena, 2.00, 9.00 A in., 1.00,8.00 p. m.
Aaaeahnrr 9.00 a. m., 1.00 p. m. Parlor and
Pu liman cars on trains leaving Boston at 8.30.
9.00 a. m„ 12.30. 1.00,4 oo, 7.00 p. m.. and leaving Portland at 2.00, 7.30,8.40, 9.00 a. m., 12.40,
1.00 aod 8.00 p. m.
Through Pullman sleeping
cars on trains leaving Boston at 7.00 p. m„ and
Portland 2.00 a m.
{From Nerth Rerwiek to Nrnrbor. rrear-

Commencing Moadaj. October 4, 1 38,

S&Tu&wly

ii

ARRANGEMENT.

and until further notice Passenger T dns will
l,«are Portland as follows:
S.33 a. m. fur Urldgton, Frjreburg, N< ConwajrFabyans. Htehleham. Lancaster, \ tdtefleld,
Littleton, Wells Klver, Montpelier, St. John,
bury. Newport. Sherbrooke, Montreal. Burlington, Bwanton, Ogdensburg and West.
3.13 P- ns. laical Portland to Bartlett and intermediate stations, with stage connections tor
No. Windham, Standlsh. Limington, Sebago,
Naples, ParsonBeld. Kezar Falls, Denmark,
Lovell, and Conway Corner; also for No. Brldgton, Harrison and Waterford via. Urldgton.
Trains Arrive in Pnrllnndi
10 33 n. in. from Bartlett and Way Stations.
in.
irnin Montreal, Burlington and West
N 33 p.
J. HAMILTON, Snpt
H.
CHAS.
FOYE, G. T. A.
OCtldtf
Oct. 1. 1886.

DR. HAM’S

in tub Stoma1

LBAfE PORTLAND
For Heetoa at t7.30, t8.40 a at., 12.40, tS.So
p.m. Hoetoa for Pertluud 730,8 38 A m., 1.00
and 4.00 p.m. For Mcorboro Beach, Plao
Poiat, 7.30, 8.40 a. 111 3.30, (.30 p. m. Race.
Kiddeferd. Hruacfanflh, 7.30, 8.40 A m
12.40, 3.80. (.30 p. m. Well. Reach 7.30, 8.4*
Nerth Rerwlck, threat
4. til., 3.30 p. m.
Falla, Docei
K.eter, Haverhill, Law,
reace, Lowell, 7.30, 8.40 A m., 12.40, 3.80 p.
Rorhratrr Faraiiaaloa and Alloa Raj
m.
8.40 A in.. 12.40, 3.30 p. m. .Vfaarheotor and
(,'oacord via Lawtence 8.40 A to., (via Newmarket Junction) 8.80 p. m.
tConnects with all Ball Lines.
*lTNDAY TRAIN*
lor Roatoa 1.00, 4. lft p. rn. via Eastern Division
to Scar boro Crossing.

C'onaetli«i>*»

of InDeputy Sheriff, as Messenger, of the Court
solvency lor said County of Cumberland.
OtUMISfl

upon nersell that trust as the law directs
All persons having demands upon the estate o
said deceased, are required to exhibit the same
and all persons Indebted to said estate are callet
to
irnon
vo make payment
upou to
A. BURNHAM, Executrix.
ocIl'JdlawT3w*
Portland, Sept. 82d, 1886.

WESTERN DIVISION.
TRAIN*

Summer Arrangement, in Effect June 14, 1886.

K, N. .JUKI*AIn,

teudency to disease. Hundreds of subtle
maladies are floating around us ready to attack
wherever there Is a weak place. We may escape
many a fatal shaft by keepli, g ourselves well fortified with pure blood and s properly nourished
frame."—Ctrl! Service Gazette
Made simply with boiling water or milk. Soul
only In half pound tins by Grocers, labeled thus:
JAMES EPPS A CO.,
Iloiuwopnlhic Chemist., I.onden, Bag.

every

FANMKNUKR TRAIN MKRV1CK,
effect SuuiImt, October 94, ISW.

la

(iiimford Fails iin.il liatkfield Haiiroa 1

a

thorough knowledge of the natural laws
which govern the operations of digestiou and nutrition. and by a careful application of the fine
properties of well-selected Cocoa. Mr. Epps lias
provided our breakfast tables with a delicately
many
flavored beverage which may save us
heavy doctors' bills. It is by the judicious use ol

rssa

rntex.

Machlasport, leaving

the eighteenth

give
THIS
day of October, A. D. 1886, Warrant In Inissued
Henry 0. Peabody, Judge

a

q

moro-

trips

House

Island,
dally, Sundays Excepted,
Little Cbebeague, Junks,Great Chelieague, Uarps-

%

_

Sunday

In Portland as follows: The morning trains from Augusta and Bath 8.46 A m.;
8.60
a. m.: the day trains from Bair
Lewiston,
gor at 12.40 and t2.45p.iu., the afternoon trains
from Bangor, Waterville, Bath, Augusta, Kookland and Lewiston at 6.45 p. in.; the night Pullman Express train at 1. 60 a ei.
Limited Ticket*, grxt and aecnad clnxx, foi
all pointxin Ike Province* on xnlc or re-

steam-

er

EPPS’S COCOA.

Notick
ol

on

Belfast

HARPSWELL STEAMBOAT GO. Portland and Ogdensburg R. R.

GKATFEl'L—COVIFOKTIN4*.

jelt>

beyond Bangor

to

ton.

Voice-Training and Instruction hi

Specialties;

FOREST MTV STEAMBOAT CO.

Taxation of Timber and Grass on the
Reserved Lands of the State.

“By

—

___________________

Liabilities.$336,570.11
00,840.71
Reserve for Losses under Adjustment

Organization,

LAUGHTON,

E.

SAKAI!

MISS

Reserve for Re-Insurance, and ether

Losses Paid s'ncn

"

MR
None but thorough and experienced teach,
era employed.
Room* open for buainew* day
and evening fix day* each vreek. For full particulars send for catalogue.
F. L. SHAW, Principal.

augl9

value.$270,774.00
Bank and ether Stocks, market value, 128,148.75

or

or

PORTLAND. BANGOR, MT. DESERT & MACHIAS
STEAMBOAT CO.

EXCHANGE ST.

9

Monday mornings

TraPns an due

duced

MORSE & PINKHAM,

0Ct7

CARD.
permanently associated myself with
B. A. Am inson & Co., house furnishers, corner Pearl and Middle streets, Portland, I shall|be
happy to meet my friends In the State of Maine at
My twenty-five years expemy new quarters.
rience In the business with Walter Corey & Cosix of which was spent as manager (in connection
with Walter L. Corey) of the Portland Furniture Cat, warrants me In believing that I can (111
any order entrusted to my care to your entire sat-

ON

INSBUE WITH

k CO., Dorchester, Mass.

1,

—

ENGLISH

CLOTHING.
•

LECTURES

PARLOR

-.7IANUEACTUBEB* OF-

MORSE & PINKHAM,

Batchelor's Celebrated Hair Dye,

Wlynri I

Exchange St., Portland, Me.

Total Assets.$784,050.86

from Liverpool for San Francisco.
Sept 22, lat 2ii N, Ion 38 W, barque Zulu, frou
Portland for Buenos Avres.
Sept 28. iat 8 N, ion 28 W, ship Daniel Barnes
from Antwerp for San Francisco.
Oct u, lat 24 60, Ion 63 42, brig Lucy W Snow
from Goree for Boston.

Jy!3

Congress siren. Opposite City Hull.
practical school of business, having a National College Walk, with a cash capital of »300,‘K>0
organized Tn 18154. The best facilities offered.
Experienced teachers employed In each department. and thorough Instruction guaranteed. The
short hand and type-writing taught by a practical
stenographer. Sessions, six days aud evenings.
Kates very low. Catalogue free. Any further Information cheerfully furnished. Address,

LI A I! I LIT IEN.

Advance.New York..Rio Janeiro..Oct 2 r
Saale.New York. .Bremen.Oct 2 J
—

And will begin the sessions for the year on
MONDAY EVENING, OCT. 18TH. at half past
o’clock. Cia-sos will be formed In Arithmetic, Reading and Spelling, Penmanship, Geography, U. S. History, Book-keeping and Singing.
Scholars will be granted the Heading Boom,
Amusement Boom and Gymnasium of the Institution. Any resident of Portland fifteen years of
age. or over, may be admitted to the School for
one year, on presentation of a recommendation
from a responsible citizen, and the payment of one
dollar. Blank forms for recommendation may be
obtained on application to the Janitor at the rooms,
octl3-3w
No. 4 Free Street Block.
seven

HAUL & .III®,

Frlco 81; six bottles, 85.

FOR

Ruebla... New York..ilav&V Cruz. Oct 2 i

97 1-2

•—

lire Rogers Manufacturing Co.,

CO.,

PRACTICAL PRINTERS,

Used with Great Success by Many of Lancaster Bnilding,
my22
the Most Eminent Physicians
in New England.

I was troubled with Boils, and my
I began
health was much impaired.
using Ayer’s Sarsaparilla, and, in due
time, the eruptions all disappeared, and
my health was completely restored.—
John R. Elkins, Editor Stanley Observer,
Albemarle, N. C.

SAILING DAYS OF STEAMSHIPS.

of

B. THURSTON &

—

Dyspepsia, Indigestion,

and I have not been troubled since.—
T. W. Boddy, River st., Lowell, Mass.

Thursday Evening, October 14th,

A

—

and distressed me every season for several years.— G. Scales, Plainville, Mich.
I was badly troubled with Pimples on
the face; also with a discoloration of the
skin, which showed itself in ugly dark
patches. No external treatment did
more than temporary good.
Ayer’s Sarsaparilla effected

WUI be formally opened on

WK WILL DO IT CHEAPLY.
WE WILL DO IT WELL.

Flrst

by removing their cause; the only effectual way of treating them.
Ayer’s Sarsaparilla has prevented the
usual course of Boils, which have pained

A Perfect

TONIQUE

K %11.KO.lDM.

—

JVE W1I.L DO IT QUICKLY.

APHYSICIAN’S PRESCRIPTION

And Carbuncles result from a debilitated.
Impoverished, or impure condition of the
blood. Ayer’s Sarsaparilla prevonts and
cures these eruptions and painful tumors,

_

City

STREET,

SPRING AND KARLT SUMMER TIME.

Cancer, but it will under all cir-

OF

THK

PORTLAND FRATERNITY

have removed to

Three doers west of foimer office.
Ika 8. Locks.
Joseph A. Locks.

SCHOOL

EVENING

THE

Attorneys and Counsellors at Law,
180 MIDDLE

STRE ET.

i:i>(4ATIOKAIt.

CAKDS.

LOCKE A LOCKE,

NEW

Foreign Ports.

MIDDLE

232
BUSINESS

Hatters and Furriers,

Only

—

WEARY WOMEN PRAI8E IT.
Ita purpose is solely for the legitimate healing of disease and the relief of pain, and it does ALL it claims to dq
It trill cure entirely all ovarian or vaginal troubles,
Inflammation and Ulceration, Falling and Displacements:
anti* consequent Spinal Weakness, and is particularly
adapted to the Change of Life.
AN ANGEL OP MERCY.
The ITorruin’* Sure Friend for all delicate and complicated troubles. Ladies it will not perform surgical

American.

Sardinian.Quebec.Liverpool

The

THE

money, and went to 100

FROM

R. F. SOMERS & CO.,

TO THE KTE, AND 1T*ANT8 ON THE PALE CHEEK OF WOMAN TUE

Weymouth.

BEDFORD—Sld 23d, brig Stacy Clark,
Whitney, Pensacola; sens D 8 Lawrence, Paterson, and D Eddy, Hoxle. New York.
BOSTON—Ar 24th. barque Conquest, Kendrick
Portland; sous ueo A Pierce, snerman,J5i jonu;
Hattie E King, Collins, Port Johnson; Caroline,
Hutchins. Bonduut; Clara & Mabel, Plnkliam,
Cape Porpoise; Caroline Knight, l).ver, Tiverton;
Oregon. Lloyd, Tlioinaston; Geo Savage, Lewis,
and Willie, Bushy, Beer isle; Eldora, Haskell,
and E P Newcomb. Allen, do; Boxer, Barter, fm
Harpswell; Smith Tuttle,iPcltis, Newcastle; Twilight. I.incolnvllle; Sadie A Kimball. Kimball,
aud Belle, Hodgdon, Wlseasset; Addle, Bowman,
do; Pearl, Poster, and 1J E Sturgis,Pusliaw, Dresden; Mary Eliza. Morrissey, Belfast; H Prescott,
Pickett.
Davis. Damariscotta; Hannah Gran
Millbridge; Ida Hudson, Collins, and Samuel W
Browil, Clifford, Rockland; ltedondq Betts, Ellsworth ; Mary F Cushman, Patten, and E M llrunscomb. Potter, do.
Also ar 24th, sells Sassanoa. Ityder, and Orlzon,
Oliver, Bath; Island City, Blake, aud 1. It French.
Newman. Rockport; Annie F Kimball, Kimball,
do; Leonora. Nickerson, aud Mary E Pearson,
Pendleton, ltangor; Susan Stetson, Frisbec. do;
Hiram. Hibbard, Calais; Qulvet, Smith, Portland;
Minstrel, lh 'Wit, Wlseasset; Peerless,Thompson,
Camden: Emily, Gasper, Surry: H CChester,
Clark, Machias; Jas 1 reeman. Jasper, do; Hannah I), Campbell, Westport; 11 W Cushman. Farrell, Ml Desert ; Eva Si Belle, Morton, St George.
Ar 26lli. brig Tat i a, Peterson, Caibarien; sens
Lugano, Clark, ami Alligator, Clark. Hoboken;
Bibllant, Hupper, Bath; Madagascar, Tinker, and
Jas Freeman, Kicli, Calais.
Cl>. 25lh, sell Hattie E K'ng, Collins, St John.
SALEM—Ar 23d, sells Brunette, from Jersey
City for Bangor; Kate Walker, Amboy for do;
Chattanooga. New York for do; Maggie Mulvey,
Port Johnson for Portsmouth.
sehs Lettle Wells, Calais for New York
Ar 241
Fannie A Gorham. Boston for Belfast; Stephen
Morgan. Baltimore far Saco; Loduskla,Port Joluis m fur Danversport; Mary Eyniburuer.Eltzaheihportfor Bangor; J W Woodruff, do for Gardiner;
Geo W Glover, Portland for New York; llaltle E
Curtis. Bangor for Cottage City; Nettie Cushing,
New York for Tlioinaston; Avon, from Bangor for
Newark; ltaven. do for New York; Bela, Boston
Elvira, Kennebec for New York;
for Machias;
Lucy Jones, Koekland for do; Andrew lvtcis,
Kaveu, Sullivan for HonCalais for Pawtucket:
dout: Lizzie C Kiel;, Bangor for Cottage City.
PLYMOUTH—Ar 23d, sell Capt John, Cliatto,
Albany; Annie L Grace, Webster. Bangor.
DOVER—Ar 23d, sch Rosa & Adia, Small, from
New York.
HATH-Sle 23d, sells Win E Roberts, Bray, and
Thomas W Hyde, Sherman, Philadelphia; Enterprise, Robinson, New York.

Garment

NIKKTINfGN.

Portland Willows' Wood

y

ITS MERIT8 KEEP UP THE SALE.
tyix is a Blessing to overworked women. It removes FAINTNESS, FLATULENCY, ALL CRAVING FOR STIMULANTS, AND RELIEVES WEAKNESS OF THE STOMACH. CURES
Lkuoorrucea. Menstrual periods passed without pain.

The public must not be deceived by (reading advertisements from my neighbors, in
which they claim to be practical Furriers, have the largest stock, do work cheapest,
Ac. You must know that for years they have made this same spread of being
HATTERS AND FURRIERS, but we now prove to the contrary.
We have JOURNEYMEN FURRIERS, practical men, who for years worked at nothing else but Furs. We make all our own Garments, Muff's and Collars of all kinds,
Trimmings, Ac.
LADIES, we can make over your Garments or Furs, make any kind of Lining, and
make to order any kind of a Fur Set with no extra charge.
GENTLEMEN, You should leave your Overcoats with us to have Fur Collars or Cu' s,
Seal Caps, or any kind of a Fur
made to order.

SEALED

VEGETABLE

Emery.

22 60

for Siont for Breakwater, Saro
River. Maine,
United States Engineer Office, 1
Portland, Maine, Oct. 23, 1886.)
PROPOSALS, in triplicate, for furnishing and placing stone on the Saco River
Breakwater, Maine, will be received at this office,
Nc. 637 Congress Street, until 3 p. m„ Saturday,
the 13th day of November, 1880, and will be opened Immediately therereafter 111 the presence of
such bidders as may attend. Specifications, forms
for proposals, and full information on the subject
will be furnished on application to this office, to
parties desiring to bid.
JARED A. SMITH.
S»oct25d4t-tnovl2&13
Major of Engineers.

Proposals

marvel of purity,
powder
and wliolesomeness.
More economical,
strength
than tile ordinary kinds, and ean not be sold In
competition with tbe multitude of low test, short
weight, alum or phosphate powders. Sold only tn
cans. Royal Baking 1‘owiikii Co., 106 Wall St.
never

...

preferred.

at this office until 12
cate,
o’clock, noon, on Wednesday, the twenty-seventh
day of October, 1886, at which time they will be
opened In presence of bidders, for furnishing riprap granite for the eastern jetty at Nantucket,
Mass., and the eastern breakwater at Stonlugton,
Conn.
The United States reserves the right to reject
any or all proposals and to waive defects.
Specifications, blank proposals, and full Information as to the manner of bidding, conditions to
be observed by bidders, and terms of contract and
payment, will be furnished on apulicalon to this
office.
GEORGE H. ELLIOT.
Lt. Col. of Engineers.
oot6d4t-t25&26

POWDER

do pre.112
FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT.
Texas Pacific.
21%
WISCASSET, Oct 22—Ar, sch Cock of theWalk,
Union Pacific. 59%
Lewis, Portland.
C. s. Express.
60
|
Oct 23—Sid, sell Marlon E Xtockhill, Anderson,
1 $
19
Wabash, SI. Ismis A Pacific
Crlslleld, Md.
do pref. 36%
Oct 25—Ar, sell Miuetta, Crockett, Boston.
Western Union Telegraph
77
Sid, sch Coquctto. Orne, Boston.
Canada Southern.
60%
Canton.
Launched At Bath 25th, from yard of the
K. Tenn. 12%
N E Shipbuilding Co, schr J S Hoskms, 411 tons,
East Tenn, lstloref. 72%
owned by B Hokes, of Baltimore, and to be comKansas A Texas. 86%
manded by Capt Joshua A Rich.
Houston A Texas.
Oregon Nav.A.106%
FROM MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE.
Ar at Antwerp Oct 22d, ship M P Grace, WilNew York Mining Stocks.
liams, San Francisco.
[By Telegraph.]
Ar at Havre Oct 22, ship Klwell, Barstow, New
York.
NEW YORK, Oet.25,1886.—The following are
Ar at Hiogo Oct 21st, barque C D Bryant, Gilclosing quotations for mining stocks to-day:
more, Nagasaki, to load for New Volk.
Colorado Coal.80 26
Ar at Falmouth. E, Oct 23, barque C S Southard
6 00
Quicksilver..
Hulbert, Portland, O.

do

___

FURRIERS !

THE

they5

} •••;;;j
•••Wit 1 in
»

i

Separate sealed

PORT OF PORTLAND.

European Markets.
By Telegraph.]

Boston Stock market.

ol

mabine

8t. Paul.193%
St. Paul referred.121
Si. Pau., idtuu.-AtMan.118%
SliPaui A Omaha. 48%

Western

Jan.
26%

Engineer Office. U. 8 Army
i
Newport, K. 1.. October 4 1880
proposals.'m
trmiiC*te, will bo received at tliU efflee until 12
o’clock, noon, on Wednesday, the tweniv-seventh
of
day October, 1886, at Which time
will be
presence of bidders, for dredging In
opened In
Pawtucket River, R.
Hyanls Harbor, Mass.,
Providence River, K. L, Pawcatuek River, R. I.,
and Conn., and the removal of Green Jacket
Shoal, Providence Harbor, R. I.
The United States reserves the right to relect
J
and to waive defects
any or all proposes
blank proposals and full lnfor
Specifications,
mation as to tlie maimer of bidding, conditions to
be observed by bidders, and terms of contract and
pavment will be furnished on application to this
office.
UEOBUER. ELLIOT,
ocn6d4t t25&26
Lieut. Col. of Engineers.

■ ■

day ■•■•lb »b Helght....
Moon rises... 5 Uo

Length

Pullman Palace.e.144
tteaaimt. 34%
Koek Island.
....126%
St bouis A San (Fran. 34
do pref. 68
1st pref.116

This

Old Line Democrat (to poliUcal manager)—Is
the ticket nominated by tile Democrats a strong

IZ

niNl'ELLANIOV*.

Proposals for Dredging.

MINIATURE ALMANAC.... OCTOBER 20.

Jersey Central. 49%
Northern Pacific. 29
ao lure!. 63
Nortiiweslern.
116%
Northwestern preferred.141%
New York Central..
Ill Vs
New York, Chicago A St. bouls. 13%
do pref. 24
Ohio Central.
28
Ohio A Miss.
Out. A Western.
19%
Oregon Transcon. 84%
Pacific Mail. 63%

California

justly celebrated remedy fur the cure of catarrn,
hay fever, cold In the head, &c., can be obtained
of any reputable druggist and may be relied upon
as a safe and pleasant remedy for the above complaints and will give immediate relief. It is not a
liquid, snuff or powder, has no offensive odor and
can be used at any time with good results, as
thousands can testify, among them some of the
attaches of this office.—Spirit qf the Times, May
29,1886.

■

MissounJPacific.114%

Panama.

PROPOSALS.

nUtrELLANEOI'R.

.Liverpool.--Nov 5
Circassian.Quebec.
Etruria .New York..Liverpool...Nov 6
York Havana.Nov 0
CienJuegos.New

New

nntai'in

Clve

Ruevla.New York.-Hamburg.. ..Oct 28
Santiago.New York..Clenluegos .Oct 28
Oct 2a
Toronto.Queuee.Liverpool.
Britanlc .New York..Liverpool... .Oct 30
Anrania.New York..Liverpool... .Oct 30
Elbe.New York..Bremen.Oct 30
Saratoga.New York..Havana.Oct 30
Westernland.New York..Antwerp. ..Oct30
Edam.New York. .Amsterdam.diet 30
Wisconsin.New Yolk..Liverpool. ..Nov 2
Aller.New York. Bremen •••Nov 3
Adriatic.New York..Liverpool. ..Nov 4
Hav& VOruz Nov 4
City Washington. New York..
Haunnouia. T..... New York.. Hamburg ...Nov 4

Money Market.
[By Telegraph.]
NEW YORK, Oct 2D 1886.—Money on ca l
Is quiet, ranging from 4 to <1 per cent, closing at 5
@6. Prime meicantlle paper 4*5 per cent. Exchange quiet and steady at 4 80% »4 80% and
4 83%*4 84. Government bonds dull and heavy
for the 4v«s. Railroad bonds quiet and generally
New York Stock and

|

oeSsdtl

Boston; Philadelphia
DIRECT

Li ME.

STEAMSHIP

From BOSTON a»n WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY
From PHILADELPHIA inn TUESOAY nd FRIDAY

From Long Wharf, Boston. >
■ ah
-a
p. m. From l'ine Street Wharf,
Philadelphia, at 10 a. m.
r! if
1», -Ari-.iflX_. insurance one-half the rate of
tiling veseel.
Freights for the West by the Penn. B. B-. and
South by eonnecting lines, forwarded free of commission.
Monad rrip BIN.
Font • 10.00.
Meals and Room Included.
Fo, freight
_

_

Sldtf

o^a-vig.^^^
Wharf.
to
l.ong

BsMse.

PACIFIC HAIL STEAMSHIP OOMPASH
—LIMB FOR-

California, Japan. China, Confril
and South America and Moiioo.
CITY OF PARA.sails Monday Nov. 1, noon.
From New Yorlt, pier hot of Canal Bt., North
Klver, for Nan Frastlws -la The Islhnans ef
I'MMUMM,
(treat reduction In rates to

San Francisco. Cabin
••tot steerage $80.
From Sau Francisco, 1st and Brannan Sts.
For Japan and I hiss.
CITY OF PEKING sails Saturday Oct. 50th,
st a p. m.
For Freight. Passage, or general Information
apply to or address the General Eastern Agexts.
K. A.
k DA via * ««.,
113 (State Htreet, t er. Mrnnd Mi., Meetea.
dtf
JelO

MAIiiE STKASSMP COMPANY
For NEW YORK.
steamers leave Franklin Wharton Wednesday*
and Saturdays at 6 m m. Keturnlng, leave Pier
n-.. East Klver, New Yo'k, ou Wednesdays and
J. B. CoYI.K, .In.
Xniurdays at » p. m.
General Agent
septal-dtf

I NPORTF.D

WINES and
OF ALL

IN

LIQUORS
KINDS,

THE ORIGINAL

PACKAGES,

FOB SALB BT

j R, STANLEY & SON, Importers*
NO. 410 FORE ST..

PORTLAND, ML

Also Oeneral Managers for New KugUnd tor tar
Celebrated

mm SIMERAL BPRIIWJ HATER,
FltOM

11 A Hit IMO,N

VS

SINS'.

,

TUESDAY

MORNING,

portlandVnd
NEW

PERSONAL.

PRESbr

THE

Ex-Governor Washburn of Illinois is seriously ill at Dixon, 111.
Kcv. George I). Lindsay was in the
city

OCT. 26.

vicinity.

AMUSEMENTS.
Portland Thoatrc-Haverly’s Minstrels.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
W anted—Salesman.
Brick Layers Wanted.
Bazar Patterns-Eastman Bros. & Bancroft.
Lost—Red Moss Agate Seal.
Proposals for Removing Ledge.
For Sale—In Charlestown, Muss.
To Let—Rent.
Girl Wanted.
Dissolution of Copartnership.
Crash iu Prices—M. G. Palmer.
'Cro,Vp, is Tlie Robber of The Cradle,"
Baltimore—Chase, Leavitt & Co.
Jor
Men s Underwear—Owen, Moore & Co.
White Rose Potatoes- W, L. Wilson & Bo.
If there ever was a specific for auy one complaint, then Carter’s Little Nerve Pills are a spefor sick headache, and every woman should
know this. Duly one pill a dose.
eod&wlw

Pain from Indigestion,
dyspepsia and too hearty
eating is relieved at once by taking one of Carter’s
Little Liver Pills
immediately after dinner
Dou’t forget tins,
oct27d*wlw

BEFORE

.11 1,OK

WALTON.

Monday—Tlie following decrees in divorce
cases have been entered:
Robert I,, liowe libit, vs. Hannab Howe. Dismissed for want of prosecution.
Izora Rounds vs. Frank E. Rounds. Dismissed
for want of prosecution.
William M. Grant vs. Cora E. Grant. Dismissed
for want of prosecution.
George H. Thaxter vs. Ruth Thaxter. Dismissed for want of prosecution.
Etta R Winchester vs. Augustus D. Winchester. Dismissed for same cause.
Abbie A. Mahoney vs. Dennis Mahoney. Dismissed for same cause.
Elijah K. Morrill vs. Lydia A. Morrill. Dismissed for same cause.
Mary A. Dunn vs. Albert Duun. Dismissed for

Lizzie Plummer

family.
The following

for

Edward S. Lewis

Charity Slierar.

vs.

Dismissed

Laura Ella Lewis.

ing had; libel dismissed.
Ik»*liiiii.t Ik I iitlm
ur.

».n..__

ili

Hear...

missed for want of prosecution,
William H. Ellward vs. Ellen F. Ellward.
Dismissed for same cause.
•
.IndUll M. Leighton vs. lames E.
Leighton.
Divorce nisi decreed. Cause cruel aud abusive
treatment and for wautonly aud cruelly refusing
to provide suitable maintenance
although being
b
of sufficient ability.
Frank & Larrabee for libit.
Georgia A.. Meggulre vs. Thomas A. Meggulre
Dismissed for want of prosecution.
Elvira E. Kemick vs. Andrew M. Itemiek.
Dis
missed for same cause.
Jane Lovell vs. John Lovell.
Dismissed forsame

lteed.

were

whole piece by the slightest
exaggeration,
but their perfect naturalness
among its
many absurdities was the reason for the
completeness of the picture. The prettiest
scene that has been presented for
a long
time was when Nisbe told Jack’s
fortune.
Where all were so finished in tlieir characterizations it would be unjust to
particularize. It Is groper to say that the
following
was the cast r
Justinian Babbitt.Mr. Ernest Bahrain
Professor of Ancient History iu the
Compton University.
Harry Damask, bis sou-in-law,
Mr. Clarence narvey
,,
Jack Mulberry....
.Mr.Ed. it. Marsden
In pursuit of fortune under the
name of
laird

were

of

a

T*l® eff*etL

and inventions.

...

St. Cecilias.

Good seats for the evening are
at Stockbridge’s music store.

ley-

a"

“

The oourt allowed items upon both accounts and cut down some Items in
plaintiff’s
flnd,ta balance (.f *2!).»3<lue the

plaintiff.

M. A. Floyd for defendant.
Lottie A. TLogan vs. Mattie A.
King. Action to
recover a balance of *(10.50 for
wages due as cook
in defendant s restaurant at Peaks’
Island in the
summer of 1886
Defense was that tlie
had been paid all tliat lier services were plaintiff
reasony *0rth
1,eclslon for ‘he
tor
W. H. Looney for defendant.
George Libby for defendant.
m i,
Peter Ebbesen
vs. James M. Duldiinson.
lie,or a
Defendant claimed
£°w
!(h! k
?nd calf-Neiia
iv~1.. M. Webb for plaintiff.
...

Stf

recover

*20 and

Decision

fOTa*2‘lA0neya*

H.
due f„r
lor the

Arrest of

Superior Court.
Remember the usual temperance
meeting
to-night at the Gospel Mission.
Joseph
KIstner, Esq., of Cincinnati, Ohio, will deliver a short address. All are
cordially invited.
Patrick Ford, who has been in the
employ
of Deering, Milliken &
Co., as a porter ever
since the establishment of the
firm, was
stricken with paralysis at his house on
Washington street at noon yesterday and
died soon after.
of Art.

Loss of the Oida E. Clark.

for the school wh# shall have received
the best instructions from
foreign as well as
home masters. In a short time
they will distribute circulars
throughout the State contruing all necessary Information in regard
to the new school.
It is intended the new
sc
be e,iual to any in the country.
At the
monthly meeting to be held Wednes ay
evening of this week, Mr. Fox’s
W11* ^ periu'tted
remain on exer

nce.
._

IdMtimf*
!

I1.1'16
^*ful

Lewiston Burglar.

Captain Clark cables from Matanzas that
lis vessel, the Dlda E. Clark of
Portland,
rom Matanzas, is a total loss in
Matanzas
larbor. No particulars were
given. The
, Hark was
a vessel of 503
tons, built at
larpswell in 1881, and owned by Captain
\ Hark, Jerome Firkett, and George M. Stan,
food, of Portland, and (’apt. Paul C. Merrynan of Hnrpswell.
She was valued at *15,00, on which there was about 84,000 insur-

Blanchard. The committee will visit Boston
the end of this
week, and will select a teach-

ivIn," h,6

K.

RAILWAY MATTERS.

A siding long
enough to hold sixty cars,
to be called “Granite .Siding,” has been
built
on the Maine Central
two miles above Augu.sta. Jewett's train and the forenoon passenger train dow n will meet at this point.
It is said that the Green Mountain
Bailway may soon be extended from the base
Bar Harbor village, which con“utllorli'-c<I by the company’s

character
«

Imports and Exports.
The value of imports at the port of l’ort1 ind for the month of September was *118,7 72, and the exports *77,.300.
For the nine

lonths ending September 30th, 1880, the
v alue of the imports was *1,750,536, and for
t le same time in 1880 it was *1,205,700. For
r

t re nine month, ending September .30th, 1880,
t re value of the exports was *2,054,766, and
yr the same time in 1885 it was *3,220,782.

Stupidity-Not Stealing.
To the Editor of the Press:
Saturday the Argus alleged that there had
been stealing in the Portland post office. In
Monday’s dailies the Postmaster denies the
■barge of stealing, but pleads guilty to
Timidity. He says that a letter was adiressed to the State Treasurer, Portland,
was sentfrom the Casco National
Me.; tha
liank; that it contained a check for $12,000;
that it was held in the Portland post office
md found in the general delivery. Now to

ately.

composed of M. A. Gilbert, chairman; Cyrus
F. Davis, J. Calvin Stevens and Miss Irez

Ball.
*"
**
large
auJiene6
present at
the
S bttU at
Clt> Hall tonight, if
t
8r
force 18 any friterlon.
TiuMnen
and Prompt in tlie dischnroe of
f their
.h
charge
duties, and they should rea cordial
support. Chandler's band
will furnish the music.

a

street.Lewiston. He confessed to a man here who at
once informed Detective True’s
agency, at
the same time giving the officers
Conley’s description. Mr. Barbour who is one of Mr.
True’s assistants, recognized the fellow on
Federal street by the dercription and arrested him yesterday forenoon.
City Marshal
Guptill of Lewiston was summoned and took
the captive back with him to that
city. It is
thought that Conley may be connected with
the gang who have been working in Portland

I lie Portland
Society of Art has placed
tile matter of the
permanent establishment
of an art school in the
hands of a committee

Policemen’s

___

For some time past there have been a number of house* in Lewiston broken into and
the police have been unable to
lay hands on
the burglars. By 0 stroke ol
g iod luck one
of them was captured in Portland
yesterday
morning. He is a young fellow by the name
of John Conley, living on Water

H. \ crrlll and John M. Stevens
were drawn
as jurors to the
November term of the

Th®

total.*10,052.50

in

ordinary business

man, one who was not
tape this looks like gross
Tupidity. The State Treasurer has his
iffice at Augusta, and this fact of course
,vas known to the officials of the Casco National Bank and lo those in the post office.
a letter from the bank addressed to
: Seeing
be State Treasurer, Portland, it seems as if
t might have occurred to the party who
land led that particular letter, that there was
•ied up with red

call
j lie telephoneaddress,
would have righted.
m

error

of

which

a

through

1 recenty heard of another case similar in character,
1 md even less excusable in its
stupidity than
1 his.
A Portland merchant sent a
pressing
irder by mail to a well known Boston firm.
iy a pen-slip he wrote “Boston, Me.” Not
learing from his goods, he wrote again and
dso telegraphed.
Finding that liis first
etter had miscarried, he made inquiry at the
’ortland post office, and there found it held,
i leeause there was no Boston in Maine. I do
1 io know if this letter
had a business card
m the envelope but presume it did, fertile
uerehant Isa liberal man of printers’ink
n New York, Boston and other
large cities’
1 he post office officials pride themselves on
heir skill in setting astray letters on the
•roper course. The Portland post office offi-

]

5

j

persons that have pur—chased the $18 double breasted blue suits
of us during the past two weeks at 12.50, to r
turu and get *2.60. as we are now selling them at
*10, and are going to use them as we would like
to be used, lltA F. CLARK, 482 Congress Street.

WHITE

ROSE

POTATOES

W. L. WILSON &
the

oct26

to

We shall hereafter keep IN
STOCK a FULL LINE of McCall's Bazar Patterns’ A trial
will convince one of their superiority to all paper patterns
in the market.

EASTMAN BROS. & BANCROFT.
octao

ust

Prtpo.nl.

far Krit.liag I,edge Iron the
ftehrct River, New Mauopthire.
United States Enuineer Orrtca, i
Portland, Ma'ne. October 23, 1886. |
proposals. In triplicate, for removing
ledge and rocks In the Cocheco Elver. New
Hampshire, will be received at this office, No. 637
Congress street, until 3 p. in., Saturday, 13tli day
of November, 1886, ana will he opened immediately thereafter in the presence of such bidders

SEALED

as

may attend.

Specifications, forms for proposals, and full In-

formation on the subject, will be furnished on applicattou to this office to parties desiring to bid.

JAKKDA. SMITH.

oct26 4t novll 12

Major of Engineers.

brTck

layers

just

Portsmouth, N. H.
AT pay.
Apply to
M.

OCI22

Steady work

and

good

C. FOSTER & SON,

dlw

^^rnirnam.

11HE

FRANK W. STOCKMAN.
WM. A. WILSON.

I sliall continue the Grocery Business at the old
name of W. L. Wilson & Co.
FRANK W. STOCKMAN.

oct26dtf

“CROUP IS THE HOBHER OF THE
CRADLE,” but Baker's Croat American
Specific Is a positive cure for croup. It
has saved thousands of tiny lives. Have
it on hand, for none know the hour it
may lie needed. All dealers. 50 cents a
bottle.

fast

ocean mail service.
The conditions set
forth in the circulars are that the contractors shall maintain a regular line of staunch
and powerful steamers to perform

weekly

qoyages between Liverpool and Quebec in
the summer, and between Liverpool, Halifax
and Portland in thoivinter.
The proposed
contract is to be for ten years.
The steamships required must be of not less power,

QCt26

co.,

F. O. BAILEY & CO.
Salesroom 19 Exchange Street.

I.ET--WUh board,
the western terminus of the Spring street line of horse cars,
TO
a front corner
near

room,

Sclir. Edward Waite,
freight, apply to

than 15 knots an hour, and the contractors
not to discriminate in freight rates
against Canadian shippers.
The con
tract is to be subject to the approval of
Parliament.

Capt.

Lee.

CHASE, LEAVITT & CO.

oct2ii

d3t

are

IN
and to lalse

CRASH

PRICES!—Owing

to dull times,
the Edwin C.

money, we will sell
Burt's best French Kid Boots for $6.60 cash. Former price $7.00.
We have several equally good
bargains. M. U. PALMER.
26-1

BRVANT.lateofPortiand. deceased.
ia»c ui

»

im

»

uruanu,

deceased.

First Account presented for allowance by Ira F.
xlbbets, Executor.
LUCINDA 8. HOOPER, late of Portland, deceased. Will and
petition for tho probate thereof
presented by David Hooper, the Executor therein
named.

In Fryeburg, Oct. 23, by Kev. B. N. Stone, Frank
t. Howe and Miss Mary E. Gllnes. both of Frye1

burg.
Ju Norway. Oct. 10, by llev. Miss C. E. Angcll.
Cbas. F. ltidion of Norway and Etta Clough of

°? Portland,

deceased.
Will and petition for the probate thereof preseuted
by James P. Hutchinson, the Executor therein
named.
AUUU8TINK 8. FEBNALD, late of Portland,
deceased. Pinal Account presented for allowance
by Abby L. Fernald, Executrix.
CATHERINE IRVIN, late of Portland, deceased. Account preseuted for allowance by Mart3
3
Aim Walsh. Executrix.
ELSIE J. PLUMMER, late of Portland, deceased. Ft: st and p'lnal Account and private
claim against said estate presented for allowance
by Jairus Talbot, Administrator.
MARY M. TUKESBURY. late of Portland, deceased.
Will and petition for the probate thereof
by Edward B. Sargent, tlie Executor
presented
therein named.
EDMUND COLE, late of Portland, d*eeased.
Will and Petition for the probate thereof preseuted
by John Fitts, the Executor therein named.
late of Portland, deceasX Will[CKLAVEI.LK,
edand petition for the prolrate thereof
presented by Eliza J. Lavelle, ibe Executrix therein
named.
HENRY C. PEABODY, Judge.
A true copy of the original Order,
Attest: 8KTH L. LARRBBEK, Register.

Cornish.
In Dixfleld. Asa F.Severy aud Ida M. Hahnaford, both of Dixfleld.

DEATHS.

copy.]

In West Cumberland, Oct. 23. Hannah, widow

of the late Moses Leighton, aged H5
years 7 mos.
and 23 days.
In LlncolnviUe Centre. Oct. 19, Mrs.
Lydia Sanford, wife of George Sanford, aged 84 years.
In Kennebunk, Oct. 25, Henry S., son of Jolin

and Ellen Libby, of Portland.
Ill Brunswick, Oet. 19, John Smiley, aged 78
years.
In Freeport, Oct. 13, Mary B.
Wyman, aged 55
years 0 months.
In Woolwich, Oct. 22, Mrs. Lucy M. Cushman,
aged 40 years,-widow of the lete Joshua Cushman.

In Bath, Oct. 23. Josiali Crosby, aeon 74 years.
In Brims wide. Oct. io, Mrs. Sarah N. Stone,
aged 02 years 2 months.

_w3w43

WINTER
|

””*"•
for SALB uy ^

LAP

other manifestations

usually ascribed to “humors ;” which, fastening upon the lungs, causes
oousnmptlon aud death. Being tne most ancient,
It Is the most general of all diseases or affections,

**•%££!!*****

entirely free from It.

a-r—-sr

How Can it be Cured

*X£!*»*l

By taking Hood’s Sarsaparilla, which, by the
remarkable cures It eas accomplished, often when
oteer medicines have failed, has proven Itself to

be a potent and peculiar medicine for this disease
Some of these cures are really wonderful. If you
suffer srom scrofula In any of its tonus, be sure
to try Hood’s Sarsapai ilia.
my limbs for five
years, so bad at times that I|could not walk, nor
sleep nights. When I commenced taking Hood’s
Sarsaparilla, I was In pain so severe that I cannot
describe It. 1 had no appetite and fell away. But
Hood's Sarsaparilla did mo a wonderful amount
of good. I have a good
appetite, have gained In
flesh, aail can sleep well.
My sores are almost
healed, and I can easily do a good dav's work.”
Mits. C. F. Lord, Dover. N. if.
on

House, between

*-A
I'rce,,

a

®Hoiyi\i

Sold by all druggists. *1; six for 85. Prepared
C’ '■ ll0un & CO-, Apothecaries. Lowell,

Mass^r

a v Vnt.f,

"Vi s FJJTE FOOTWEAR

100 Doses One Dollar.

/

vH|\m\0 It Thc70,80,rl!cvcd!sTB
from Dyt,]><,Pknu,fll
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New Combination Dress Goods,
New Cloakings,

New
New
New
New
New

SICK HEMMCHi ’^.^KisSjSP"*1"

r-

“iVtos.

*■ «d

Wrapper Flannels,
Wrapper Blaukets,
Jersey Stripes,
Faney Velvets,
Colored Plushes,
Winter Shawls,

/

6 ,0

88<1 with I

and al
cnn

be

lower

bo',Rb‘

]

,

»8N

OF COLD BOOT.
eodtt
*

J.M.DYERACO.,
octB511
0CtB

1 more lot Black Matin Khadrme,
worth $1.25.

€0n»reSS

St.

New styles in Turcoman Table Voters.
Hen t s’
Camel’s
llalr
Underwear,
former priee $1.75.

$1.25,

dents’ Camel’s Hair Hose, 25 cents.
Special Bargains ia Ladies’ and Chil.
dren’s Hosiery and Underwear.
Entirely New Noreltles In Dress Trim*
mings, just received.
Meal Plush Cloaks, $25.00 to $75.00.
Mpeclal Inducements to early purchasers.
I lot Ladles’ and Children’* Jackets
and Cloaks, at half price to close.
Demorest Mewing Machine, $10.50 in
Pattern Department.

488 k 4M CONGRESS ST.
octao
mi

*

PARLOR AN DrCH AMBER

office

8t.,

on

occnpied
best
trade;

now
one of the
or retail

wtudow unsurpassed; posesslou given lui23-1
niediately. Apply at 162 SPRING 8T.
show

LET—Two lower rents on Clark street
Modern conveniences.
Enquire of ELIAS
THOMAS & CO., 114 to 120 Commercial street.

TA

23-1
LET- A first class lower tenement, at No.
49 Ureen St.; ako a small tenement at 104
Wllmot, Cor. Kennebec St.
Inquire of J. C.
WOODMAN, 105Mi Exchange St.
21-1

TO

pleasant house (fora private
FOE
located
family) containing ten
the most desirable streets of the
KENT

A

rooms,

on one

of

city, within
flve minutes walk of Congress Square. B. SHAW,
48V-) Exchange 8t._21-1
r—A first class rent of flve rooms,
IJO with furnace,
hot water and bath room, on
N. S.
It RE Jf

High St.

OAKDINKK,

40

Exchange

St.

_20-1
RENT—Offices and chambers suitable
work shops in
Mussey's Row, Middle street; also one store on
Temple street. Apply to L. D. M. SWEAT or
WM. P. PREBLE.20-tf

IJOR
for salesrooms, studios and

LET.—Chambers 49 Brackett
street; chambers 16 Tate street; lower rent
and an up stairs rent on Salem street. Inquire at
47 Brackett street.13-2

RENTM
Inquire

TO

at 81 State street.

First National, Record, drove,
land. Frankfort, Blossom, Bud,
Art Bosstuore, Low, Art Tile
Stoves, Bowdoln, Solace, Ne%v
Octagon, ( omfort, The Nation,
Peninsular, and a host of others.
Our Ranges are complete In every respect. Bottom prices are assured. We will sell any o( the
above lor cash or on liberal credit, as desired, but
especially request intending buyers to call early,
as we can guarantee more prompt shipment.

Pipe,

years established; poor health
a good trade for some one.

selling;

_25-1
HALE—A good house and stable in
western part of the city; good neighborhood
and first class location.
Enquire at 582 CONORKS8 STREET.

FOR

25-1_

bargain.
SAFE MORGAN, BUTLERgood
A CO.
25-1
HA I.E A desirable lot of land with buildFOR
ings, situated
Congress Street; good propfor
FOR NAI,E-At

a

on

erty

Investment. Apply to JOHNF. PROCTOR, Centennial Block.23-1

HALE—A large, line family horse, gentle
aud safe. Apply to PRENTISS LORING,
31 Mi Exchange
23-1
Street_

FOR

ha I.E

Centrally located, desirable
FOR
boarding bouse, doing a Hue cash busluess;
16 well furnisnfed rooms; nice dining room; will
give a family a line living and clear *1200 a year
easy; Investigate this. Address“P. 142," Herald
—

Office, Boston. Mass.

21-1

HALE—Stoves etc.; four or flve Stork
shop and office stoves and stove pipe, one
good matting office carpet, one good hand power
elevator, with platform, wire-ropes, drums, etc.;
complete coet *600 when new; all will be sold
low. Enquire of E. T. BURROWES ACO.,13
Spring St., City._
21-1

FOR

HALE—Stable at Auction.—On Saturday. Oct. 23d, at 12 o’clock, noon, we
snail sell the stable on lot on corner of Smith and
vAiuBress streets, recently occupied
by Kufus
Stamev; to be removed. Terms cash. K. O.
BAll.EY & CO., auctioneers.
20-1

FOR

tl.K UK TO LKT-House containIjiOR
ing 12 rooms, bath room, Sebago. and heated
s

by furnace:

Special facilities
of Ciroups, Picnhs
ties. yachts. Island
mals,
by the
Process.
Jljlt

for line Photos
and other par-

4'ottagVs,

Ani-

Instanluneous
eodtt

Every

stove.

4tf

HALE—Stock, fixtures and good will of
FOR
Taylor's confectionery and variety shqp, 213
York Street. 12
for

Photographer.

Mat and Leg Rests Go With

Vreighi

reason

—BY—

The above is a cut ol our National Parlor, and
believe Is the handsomest Parlor Stove put upon the market this year. It Is made In three sizes,
and Is now In stock In our building. Do not purchase until yon have seen this stove and get our
price. Besides the above we shall have lu stock
and at our botom prises the
we

1.

Prepaid

to

Out ot

Tawa tin,era.

FOR MALE.

the

OF

Stoves and Ranges. Portland and Vicinity

I.ET—House 29 Cushman street; newly
papered and painted, and Ir -ie »-class order.

TO

VIEWS

LET.

LET-Store 181 Middle 8t.,
110
by Charles Perry clothier,
stands
Middle
for

pleasant, sunny location. Apply at 323 SPRING STREET, or P. O. BOX 1170.
20-1
____
nalk-a lodging house on Tremont
street, Boston, Mass., is rooms, all full;
furniture, black
waliiut
and painted sets;
curpeks-taifstry and Ingrain. Kent *71 a month.
1 rice *900. Cause of selling, sickness.
Call or
address MISS L. EOY, 342 Tremont street, Bostoil, Mgas.
10-4
very

FOK

*AI,IC—House No. 127 Western PromFOK
enade, occupied by the late William T. Small,
lhe

bouse Is new and In thorough repair and contains all modern conveniences.
Its situation Is
uusurpassed by any In the cltv. For price and
terms inquire at the house, ISABEL Ml SMALL.
A

•AtK-New milk cows, at TEWKESF°*
BURY FARM, Ocean St., Peering.
12tf
BAI.E-Or lease, grain mill, with trade
FOR
of *73,000 pei year; buildings,
machinery,

boiler, etc.,
cnglnjL
Be used for

all good; power and buildings
other business If desired: price
Address -GRAIN MILL,”
!80<¥l:„ea»y‘ernis.
box 1239, Boston.
sep7-8

flourishing city near Boston: furnished
complete, and paying *200 per mouth clear, year
round; always full; low rent; good location; never
,a"ds; investigate. Address J. W. FEROUR3QN 2nd, Lynn,
Mass._13-12
i'or Sale.
In Boston, with wholesale and retail
SALOON
license, at Juuctlon
two principal avenues.
oi

further particulars address JOHN D. OL’INER, 34 tdlnboro’ street, Boston, Mass.

Eor

HIfifKHN CHANCE*.

SAI,E—In Charlestown, Mass., Butter,
Egg store; price *800; easy terms.
ft,*;
plate glass window; living room
.®ry““e,*t®r«i
1
cellar; great demand for all
kV.?,u rd “T dr>l'"'duce.
Rent only (30per
nio.,11,
,*n°untry
Best chance for the
onLvu.'M -casil ,lradcPlease
J. IV.
Investigate.
BRiVtaitShiW-o
'AN 4 CO” 3311
Wa!,hlngton street, Boston,

Mass'

pastry, butFWt?r^mmK"^600\flnebakery,
st,'rc. doing good business;

ls’,,.himail?
“r his health!
unableat’nilSSJ***°J°*Jor,da
110 atteml to
business; excellent
•hance mr'lo.
*,,)HN w- «• RAYMOND

Chamber Furniture.
Read about our bargains (or October iu l ham
berjlets made In all the popular woods: Ash,
Pine. Cherry, Oak, Mahogany and Walnut. The
largest aud best selected stock In the country.
Every set warranted and freight prepaid to your
depot. We shall enumerate a lew ol the special
prices made lor this month, and are prepared to
furnish cuts or photographs ol these
goods, so
that parties desirous ol ordering through the mail
eau tell exactly what they are
buying, as the cut
will Show the utvle and

o-t-neral

iinpa rn neu

R. H. Stearns & Co..
Cor. Tromont SI. and Tamplo Place. Boston.

itMTmra wnuuu inuiLs

ART EMBROIDERY MATERIALS.
Correspondence Solicited.

IMPORTERS AM) WHOLESALE DEALERS
—

IN

—

RIBBONS.
Attention of Milliners Solicited.

nf tha

First, then, we shall offer No. 142 Chestnut
Set, consisting ot bedstead, bureau, commode,
four chairs, rocker, table and towel rack, making
ten pieces complete, for $22.
This set has never
been offered In the market at this
price and will
be offered only for this mouth. We are overstocked In some of these goods and desire to
make a boom, and the only way to do that is in
quoting low prices. Next we shall offer a perfect
Ash Set. with Hungarian ash panels, consisting
of the same number of pieces as the above set.
only very much superior in style and tiulsh; price
we quote for this mouth will he *30,
regular price
on this set Is *35, and wc
positively will not sell
more than Is ordered through the month of OctoThe next trade Is No. 233,
ber, at this price.
wood top set of ten pieces, made In Birch and Mawell
ple. thoroughly
seasoned, and has piano polish finish, stained to Imitate old. rich
mahogany.
This Is probably tbe handsomest set on our Boors
at the price.
We shall make It for this month.
*40. The next will be a set similar to the above.
No. 236, only very much larger, with
larger glass
and more carving, which will be shown
by the
photograph, and we are going to make the price
Our next bargain In chamber sets is No.
*52.
126, solid black walnut, with best Italian marble tops, ten pieces complete, beveled mirror, French burl panels. This set we
shall sell through tbls month for *40. The five
seta, as described above, are prime goods for tbe
money, and we can assure every person interested
In house furnishing that they have never been ofered in this market or in any other market at any
such prices as we are quoting, and we want to say
for them that we will pack and deliver to any
depot in the New England States, prepaying the
freight on them; and sell them at the above prices
for cash or quarter of the amount down and fie
balance *5 per month. These are sets that should
please most any one who wishes to furnish with
medium priced goods.
Of course we have lower priced goods and
higher priced goods. For Instance, we can send
you photographs of cherry sets with best Italian
marble tops from *40 up to *200; and walnut sets
with marble tops Irom *37.50 to *250; ash sets
all prices; mahogany sets at all prices; but we
have mentioned those five sets and given the num
bers as being tbe best trades that we have to offer
in chamber furniture, and we say again that It
will pay any persou in quest of a chamber set to
write for photographs or coine and see these
goods even If they do not want to use the set for
three months to come.
Plain excelaior, wool top, husk and curled hair
mattresses at all prices; slat springs, woven wire
springs. Defiance springs, Busbnell springs, and
all kinds of spring beds known to tbe trade, at the
lowest possible prices. All orders through the mail
promptly attended to, and overy letter answered
on the day it is received.
set.

IMPORTERS Ull WHOLESALE DEALERS
—

DRESS

IN

—

TRIMMINGS,
BUTTONS,.
LACES.

Correspondence front Dressmakers Solicited.

IMPORTERS AAD WHOLESALE DEALERS
—

IN

—

BASKETS.
nsHKITIOS

INVITKO.

R. H. Steams & Co.
«x*Q

MAIL ORDERS CAREFULLY FILLED.

eodSnt

_

TRADE PROCESSION
-AMD-

commercial DRUMMERS

ATTENTION !
views made of the procession
of the Drummers on their clam bake
sale at the studio uf

.fine

nmOArtU,
J>y»

all

July 6th, and
July 7th, for

CiMjtmi Street
du

HORSE BLANKETS.
THOUSANDS OF THEM.
FIFTY DIFFERENT STYLES.

From 50 Cents to $10 Each.
Suits, Hoods,
You

Etc.

money by buying from

ean save

horse it carriage dart,
32 Plum Street.
octl8-tf

nwner

a

) m
277 W ashington
CO.,
St., Boston, Mass.

ng

hm

ses

,aH

0116

-f

ELEVATOR TO EVERY FLOOR.

25-1

cash. The
F°t“r"**Eldt1 r,007Part
of
,,r the nicest

fumi-

lodg-

Masf?U

4 1

Gor. Pearl and Middle Streets,

I0®*1.1?# house Just

ic-2

In

came

F0r“)mh„lgmgt,!,u^1‘?rt8<®a.,d

raw&fss.s'f
CO”
Boston,
St.,

Mass

*,“>

fl

YV

buy

PORTLAND, ME.

7

■

16

277 WwhlngA1 -1

Open Every Evening.
ELECTRIC LIGHTS ON THREE FLOORS.

SMOKERS’

Address Z. A. ll„ this

26-1

HEADACHE!

I to you ever

have It? it freniientJ*
from smoking cigars which
contain

*

it^a* tail* ‘as* CS"»K
leaf

as

possible

tains uothlnit of the kind
Is made of only the nure.t
1
Havana leaf In

faetory,

and

by

us to be the
cigar In ihe
one when next

B. A. Atkinson & Co.
ISAAC C.

ATKINSON, MANAGER.

00*8_dtf

tl.K HEI.p.

A|niT;er,,can'take"oare!ff'Jt^!I^1^f!^^®t|”
?,rfce

test of reference.

eodt:

$1,

$8.00.

•

TO

^^^_

brown

24 Inch Black Matin Ithadame, reduced
from $2.50 to $1.75.

AUEN'l'M WANTED.

on

__

re-

50 Inch Dress Hoods, reduced from 75
to 50 cents.

TV ANTED.—Lady agents actually clear *20
v f
dally with my wonderful entirely new patent
rubber undergarment for females.
A minister's
wife sold 13 first hour. MADAM C. T. LITTLE,
Box 443, Chicago, 111.
5-4

and full of
oilgers Gds fiirnunr®’ "ell furnished
Is sold on ac■oimtoi il .es. mi. Jo and business
central. JOHN W.
t RAYMOND 4
t CO” 377
Washington St.., Boson Mass?

Cotton,

"'n

54 inch Camel’s Hair Dress Hoods,
duced from $1.25 to 75 cents.

city or couutry can earn a good salary,
work sent by mall, distance no objection, no canvassing. Address, AID • SUPPLY CO., No. 43
Eliot St., Boston, Mass.
30-3

F°“

New
New Beaded Gloves,
New Kerr’s Spool

elsew*here?

»

Job Lot Black Dress Hoods, 50 cents.
Number of yards to each customer limited.

natural

Underwear,
Jersey Underwear.
variety

BLOCK._

I-adles; something entirely new,
WANTED—
perfectly simple and easy, ladles and yonng
In

Washington street, Boston,

New Silk

in belter
Spring Heels.

codtf

AS FOLLOWS:

TO

a

'>eese aud

NEW FALL GOODS.
New

u&wlvnrm

I.ET—Two good square rooms, neatly
furnished. wl|h ample closet risen, hot and
cold water on the same floor. Will be let reasonably. Enquire at 108 PARK 8TREET. PAKK
STREET
20-1

girls

Ht

COE,

MORNING,

THIS

large front room, furnished, pleassunny, with two closets, at SO O It KEN
23-1

ST., just below Cumberland.

country prefered. Enquire at 164 11KACKETT ST., Portland Me.20-2

__fit

oet23

I
421
(t0f|pres.s Sf.
--T >

LET—A
TffO
X and

good capable girl to do general
WANTED—A
housework lu
small family;
girl from
the

—

No. 197 middle Street.

omFstme

the

Hood’s Sarsaparilla

r

EXTRAORDINARY BARGAINS!

22-1

uouse In

A large stock of Lap Hobes and Horse
Blankets, all new patterns.

f

i

for chilthe country, good
Custom

to DR. GA8SAWAY,
1 and 4 p. ni.

SALE
Owner leaving the country will
IjXOKsacrifice
for *400, Boarding and Lodging

ROBES.

Mf UCE Jflors!

The Peculiar Medicine

WILL OPPEIt
noons,

woman as uuise

Apply

(nay

—

13-2

3-8

____IB

What is Scrofula
It is that impurity In the blood, w hich, accumu
luting in the glands ol the neck,produces uuslght
ly lumps or swellings; which causes painful run
ning sores on the arms, legs, or feet; which develops ulcers In the eyes, ears or nose, often
causing blindness, or deafness; which is the origin of pimples, cancerous growths, or the many

rooms

a

good
WANTED—A
dren. short distance lu
wages.

JOSEPH V. R. COOMBS, late of
Y'armouth,
deceased Report of Commissioners appointed
to
assign and set out dower, presented for acceptp
ance and confirmation.
**te oI Yarmouth, deceased. Petition®JJ885LL,
far allowance out of Personal
by JsabeUe E. Russell, widow
presented
fc8ta|®.
of said deceased.
MARY GKAFKAM, of Cape
Elizabeth, in said
County, a person of unsound mind. Petition for
aud convey Real Estate, presented
by Danlei P. Graffam, Guardian.
PCYID W. KINCAID, late of
Elizabeth,
deceased. Petition for licence to Cape
sell and
Real Estate, presented by Thomas B. convey
Haskell,
Administrator de bonis uou with the will annexed!
ELIZABETH CAMMKTT, late of Port1
M,AI1Y
land, deceased. First and Final Account pref°r all,'wa,lce by Jollu Cammed, Adminls-

WUl and Petition for the
thereof, presented by Daniel F.Gerts, the probate
Executor therein named

MARRIAGES.

and central location.

table, large pleasant

FEHTLK HELP.

Portland aloresaid, that they may appear at a Probate Court to be held at said Portland on the
Third Tuesday of November next, at ten of the
clock in the forenoon, and be heard thereon and
object if they see cause.
JULIA L. HALEY, late of Boston, Massachusetts, deceased, who died leaving estate to be administered In the Countv of Cumberland. Petition that Eliza H. Mitchell may be
appointed Administratrix de bonis non, presented by said
Eliza S. Mitchell, an aunt of said deceased.
ANNIE E. OWEN, late of Westboro, Masschuletu, deceased, who died leaving estate to be admlnisteredtu the County of Cumberland. First
and Final Account presented for allowance
by
Alfred Haskell, Administrator.
MARY JANE FRENCH, of Sebago, in said
County, a person of unsound mind. Petition for
5flL *!“l convey Real Estate, presented
by William Haley, Guardian.
CHARLOTTE R. LUFKIN, late of Brunswick,
deceased. Final Account presented for allowance
by John L. Swift, Executor.
FRANCKS S. LIBBY, late of Standi*, deceased.
Petition for license to sell and convey
Real Estate held in tiusf for the benefit of Edith
Frances Libby under the provisions of the Will
of said deceased, presented by
Henry W. Swasey
1
Trustee.
E8THER DILL, late of Gray, deceased.
Petition that some suitable person may be appointed
Administrator of the Estate of said deceased,
presented by Harrison Dili, a son of said deceased.
ANNIE L. MORRILL & AL8, minor children
and heirs of Andrew J. Morrill, late of
Windham,
deceased. Petition for license to sell and convey
Real Estate, presented by Sarah K. Morrill, Guar-

wniJEYiJi'

opposite Casce.

First National Bank of Portland offers for
ou State street, recently occupied by William E. Gould. Any person desiring
to purchase will please call upon
FREDERICK ROB IE,
MARK P. EMERY,
at the Bank Building.
octl2dlf
Portland, Oct. 11,1886.

October, in the year of our Lord

«^.?^dApJ.est‘,nted.

For

TURNER BROS.

WANTBD.-A few boarders
wanted at Wellcouie’s, 624V» Copgress street,
BOARDERS
Nice

11HEsale the house

eighteen hundred and eighty-six; the following
matters having been presented for the action thereupon hereinafter indicated, it is hereby Ordered.
That notice thereof be given to all persons interested, by causing a copy of this order to be published three weeks successively in the Maine State
Press, and Eastern Argus, papers printed at

SAWYER and ALICE L. SAWYER,
?IAB¥,V,F'
minor
ehUdreu and heirs of Lewis W. Sawyer,
late of Portland, deceased. First
Accounts presented for allowance by John
Cousens, Guardian.
STANLEY, late of Portland, deceased.
„^Y.FU§
Petition for letters of trust under tlie will of said
by Charles R.
and
Sumner C. Stanley, Trustees named inStanley
said will.
WILLIAM T. SMALL, late of Portland, deceased. Petition for license to sell and convey
real estate, presented by Isabel H.
Small. Administratrix ; also, petition for allowance ont of
personal estate, presented by said Isabel H.
Small
widow of said decease..

BALTIMORE.

floor, sunshine all

day, unrivalled prospect; open fire-place for wood
coal as preferred; terms reasonable. Address
HOME, Press Office._2U-1

HOUSE FOR SALESTATE STREET

on

of

second

«:. XV. %i,t.E V
r. o. fj.%11.trv.
mar 14dtf

or

13-5

dator

cTdtf

FOR

strength or capacity than the Parisian of the
Allan line, and are to be of not less
speed

Jj

HOARD.

and Business Medium, lias returned from
vacation, and can again be imiad In her
parlors In Eagle Hotel, Middle St., corner of India.
Offlee hours. 0 to 12 a. m., 2 to 5 and 7 to 10 p. m.

a

Tuesday

,r

Wagon.
One 3-8prlng Express Wagon.
These are all the prison's best work, nothing but
best materials, and constructed under the personal
supervision of the bestjmeehanlcs. A written warrant will be given with each carriage.
Sale positive to close. Can te examined on day previous
oct2&
St

Auctionem and Commission Merchants

her

of Probate held at Portland, within
AT andCourt
for the County of Cumberland,
the

Third

arrlages

“

Two Open
One Beach

In Cuniherlaml Mills,20-1

people of Portland to know
WANTED—The
that MRS. SNOW, Magnetic Physician,
Test

ceased.

partnership heretofore existing under the
name of W. 1,. Wilson & Co., has been dissolved, W. A. Wilson retiring.

says the Canadigovernment has sent out circulars to
steamship owners asking for tenders for a

^j^RTEJR jlEDIClHE

P. O-

WANTED—All

GEORGE W. HUSTON, late of Yarmouth, dePetition that Eliza 8. Mitchell maybe
appointed Administratrix de bonis non of the
deceased, presented by Fannie S.
5S«* <* said
Mitchell, a sister of said deceased.
C. WATTS.late of Yarmouth, deceased.
U^V’SANfor allowance out of
Petition
Personal Estate,
presented by Charles Watts, widower of said de!

Watcrvllle, Me., or Portsmouth, N, H.

dissolution

despatch from Ottawa

per*

between Cumberland
probably in or near

woodfords, a striped lap role-. The Under will be
rewarded by leaving the same at
BROWN s STABLE, on Federalstreet,
or at the

sep28-6

ceased.

stand, under the Arm

ami To*
Hearty Elding. A
feet remedy for Dizzt-M
nees, Naueer., I'rowBtB
ness,Bud Taste hi UuB
-n n LibMouth, Coated longueJH
Pain in the 8id&
JEK
rhey regulate the Bow-EB
MBI
Its mid prevent Coostl-lS
atlon and 1‘lles. The mun beet and easiest to talceij
hily one pill a done. 40 In u vie). Purely VegJB
•table. Price *5 cents. OvhUnby u.mlfor*1.00JB
CO., .‘rep’rs, New Yvrk.

evening
LONT—Monday
Mills and Portland,

orders for collecting city offal
to be left at our office after tills date.
Telephone 'J80. G. M. STANWOOD & CO., 201 and

(linn.

WANTEHJ.

an

*1 n digestion

I

reasonable rates, with good careaud accommodations. B. G.COBURN. Box 175, Gorliam. Me.

orocehs.

BAZAR PATTERNS.

Fast Ocean Mail Service.

r

^

ONT—a UW gold bracelet on either 4l»wJ bury to Congress, to Chestnut Streets, to p.
« O. Depot, or at P. * It.
Depot; the finder will
MRve the same at the store of CAKTF.K
BROS. Jewelers.
20-1

at

To all person, interested in either nf the
Estates hereinafter nanird.

Rev. Paul S. Adams, of Newport, N. H.,
whose death occurred recently in that place,
was born in North Berwick,
May fith, 1812,
He was educated at South Berwick Academy and took a partial course at Bowdoin
He commenced preaching as a
College.
Baptist minister at Brunswick in 1840. Subsequently he was located at South Reading,
now \\ akefield, Mass., and
Newburyport,
from which lattsr place he went to
Newport
in 1851, and was settled over the
Baptist
church in that town. Later he went to Brattleboro, Vt., and at the close of his pastorate there went back to Newport, where, as a
retired minister, he made his home until his
death.
He enlisted as a private in Co. E,
16th New Hampshire regiment, Nov. 22, 1862
was promoted to hospital steward and discharged for disability July 2,1863. For six
or more successive years he was elected department chaplain of the G. A. R. in New
Hampshire. He married Susan Linscott of
Brunswick, by whom he had seven children,
one of whom, Edgar E., was first Lieutenant
in the loth New Hampshire
volunteers, a
major in the 75th U. S. colored infantry, and
brevetted Lieutenant Colonel.
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One standing Top Phaeton, trimmed with green
cloth, etc.
One Turn Back Phaeton.
Three Top Corning Buggies.

a

few horses
board;
WANTED—Hones
would be takeu to board by the subscriber,

PROBATE NOTICES.

Mr. Noah Emery of Kittery Point, has
taken the contract to put in the stone foundation of the summer hotel at that place.
1 he new hotel is to lie similar in its architecture and features to the Garrison House
at York, with such improvements and alterations as experience has shown to be advisable.

yfllTTi

to know that J. D.
ami Organ tuner has a
CHENEY,
slate at Horse It. R. Station opposite Preble
House. P. O. address Decring Maine. Recapplng piano hammers a specialty._ 21> 4

265 Commercial St.

YOBK COUNTY.

ref'n

popular regenerative

public
WANTED—The
vT
Plano

received in lots to suit.

gnei.

f* A DT r D £5

agency to represent
a

lamp; equals electric light; Invention new
and meets with general favor all over the United
States. Address the Wasserutan Keg. Gas Lamp
Co., No. 1005 Arch at., Philadelphia, P^
8-4
gas

_

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

mm

active
WANTED—An
the manufacturers of

•

FRANKLIN COUNTY.
A pine tree furnished one of the rare and
beautiful spectacles of Friday night in Farmington. The water that splased on it from
the engine, prevented the boughs from catching fire, but the cones were lighted and
burned for a long time like so many tapers
on an immense
Christmas tree. After a
while the whole tree was ignited and went
down in a great pillar of flame.BISK,

those Little Fills, a

Oct.

1L2

FOR WINTER USE.
450 Bushels of Fine Stock

at Mart, Plum street, we

28,
Thursday,
ONshall
sell, to Close up this year's business, tlw
made by Maine State

following elegant

Shepherd pup, black
feet. Five dollars reii",,ar,y that

11

WANTED—The

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.
The subscriptions made in Auburn, Sunday, were for the Eastport sufferers, and not
for harmington.

nprl

SCKDKONS OFFICE, Custom House.

evening
LONT—Sunday
with tan breast and

__20-1

good Coatinakers
IT. H. NANSEN,

WANTED—six

THE STATE.

sores

MAINE PRISON CARRIAGES.

a
re-

or

thousand dollars at five per
cent, for five years ou real estate In Portland. Gilt Edge security. For further particulars enquire ofO. L>. RICE, 251 Commercial St.
12-tf

students than last year.

‘,1 have running

Inipariaai t.eliM **al# of

__22-1

Tailor, Comer of Congress and North street.

college library.
President Hyde has just returned from a
visit to New Haven, where he lias been interested in missionary work.
The college numbers some
twenty more

are

or

ED-Immediately
WANT
amt steady work at

gymnastic apparatus and will have it ready
for use in about a week.
The Memorial book of Prof. Packard,
compiled by Prof. Little, has been more successful than was anticipated, and the surplus will be devoted to buying books for the

for very few persons

to

and wife, a gensix rooms on
vicinity west of State St., Address

C, P. O. Box 1035.

LITERATURE AND ATHLETICS AT BOWDOIN.
F. N. Whittier has begun arranging the

ton papers

SACCABAPPA.

NOTES.

board of aldermen
held yesterday Charles F.
Mountford, Frank

Spring St.,

hereafter.
Oct. 24 Arthur Ilsley. Infant son of
peering,
Frank
E. and Nellie T. ltoss, aged 3 days. rBos-

The road commissioners are laying a concrete sidewalk from Mrs. Bean's store
on
Main street, some 700 feet, to connect
with
the plank walk near Prof. Geo. A.
Qulmby’s
residence, Cumberland Mills.
Mr. George W. Leighton is
erecting a fine
two story dwelling on Lamb
street, 23x36
feet, ell 24x16 feet, and stable 24x30 feet.
Hr. John Trafton is laying the foundation
fos a
stable on Main street,
livery
opposite
Brown’s
Hall, 40x00 feet.
Mr. John Knight is
reconstructing and enlarging his dwelling on Church street.
A large number of the French
population
started en route for Canada
yesterday morn-

F.O. BAILEY A (XL. AUCTIOXKEHM.

a

of funeral
[Notice
In

SUBURBAN NEWS.

afternoon, Oet. 21, 1888,
LONT-Thursday
child’s red worsted tobaggan cap. Please
turn

C11.EKKN

Bowdoinham

A

TIT
A NT ED—The man that carried away Mr.
"
Coolldge’s watch we think must have made
mistake, and he had better return It and save
further trouble, as he Is well known.
25-1
a

WANTED -Two or three experlenced Ketall Dry Goods Salesmen. Also, a
Only those of
young man to learn tne business.
excellent habits and character can secure a per20-1
manent positlun.
ltlNES BROTH hits.

gentleman
WANTED—By
teel sunny rent of five

In this city. Oct. 25, suddenly, Patrick Ford,
aged 70 years.

Treasurer-Miss May A. Muluix.

Contributions of clothing from the following persons have been received at the
City
Messenger’s office:
Mrs. E. E. Jordan, Mrs. G. F.
Talbot, Mrs.
Thomas Lynch. B. Bideout, Charles
J. Fairchild
Mrs.
L.
D.
M. Sweat, a
™end trucking
Mrs. "e. Davis, Mrs. M. L.
Deatt,
Mrs. Gliman Davis, Mrs. Sylvester
Marr, D
W. Stonekam.
One ease and two barrels of
clothing were
sent by boat last night.

the

Society

Secretary—Miss Annie C. Berry

WANTED—Ladies

the very large audience in attendance as
most interesting and successful.
Hon. Frank L. Noble (Bates, ’74) is to deliver a lecture on “Law and its Opportunities” before the Erosophian Society, at
their rooms, Nov. 5th.
H. Small and Sinclair of the Sophomore
class are teoching in Cherryfield.
Dunn, '88, has begun a term of school in

culms to

buy physicians

ami gentlemen to know
that I buy and pay cash for east off clothwhich I will pay
ing; also second-hand carpets for
f lease send postal
the very highest cash price
and I will call. Address MILS. 8., No. 168 r ederal St„ city.

Amherst.
The public meeting of the Polymnian Society last Friday evening was considered by

il'i^Adams*1118-M1SS

Yesterday’s contributions. * 112 on
Previously reported..0,'J4ii!5h
Grand

A missionary society has been formed
among the students.
Pennell and Whitcomb, of '90, have both
been obliged to leave their class for the remainder of the term on account of sickness.
The Freshman class has a new member—
Mr. Chapin, from the Freshman class of

President—Mrs. C. H Daniels.
Klnlna Cummings, Mrs.

L. A. Gray; *2 from a friend and *5 from a
lady, through the Bev. Mr. Blanchard. The
amount received to date is as follows:

plaintiff

BRIEF JOTTINGS

Portland

liiatl-

$10,000 for Eastpcrt.
Mayor Chapman yesterday received a
contribution of *100 to the Eastport fund
from John P. Squire & Co.,
through their
eastern agent. John Hancock Vose; $5 from

John A. Kennedy, the oarsman, is visiting
Portland.
Charles Day is negotiating for the store
on Congress street in
process of erection by
A. D. Sweetsir.
Deputy Crowell secured a quantity of hard
liquor and sixteen bottles of lager beer on
the premises of Robert
Peilow, on Commercial street yesterday
morning.
Prison Inspector H. S. Osgood made an
official visit to the jail in Augusta,
Saturday.
The condition of the jail is reported as
very

satisfactory.
At a meeting of

Young Ladies’ Aid Society.
The annual supper of the
Young Ladies’
Aid Society, connected with the Second
Parish church, was given at the
vestry last evening. A large proportion of the members
were present and one of the best
suppers in
the annals of the society was served.
The past year has been highly successful.
The Aids have paid the tuition of an Indian
boy, of a young girl in Turkey, assisted in
paying the salaries of teachers in Utah and
Alabama and sent one of our home missionaries a box of clothing and other articles
valued at one hundred dollars.
The newly elected officers are:

a com-

X1U1UCU,

Over

citsum,fcnhSstfffrromnne
Emery 8. Rldlon vs^uliiiy Vinnmttc
tlou
Interest,
services
to

recommitted to

-1 r.
«voc*o,

great

to old times but novel to us now.
In order
to avoid any expense Mrs. John DeWitt lias
very generously consented to surrender her
house lor Thursday and Friday of this week
for the
purpose of the exhibition. The exhibition will be interesting as well as a channel of contributing a small sum to a
worthy
We hope the exhibition will be
purpose.
well attended.

School to consider and report upon, and the
secretary was requested to furnish a copy of
the order to each member of the board.
An order introduced
respecting supplementary reading was referred to the committee
on text books and course of
study to consider and report upon.
Bills and pay-rolls for the month, amounting in all to *7872.11, were reported and approved.

•
claim.

eS!v6"r

its

McAlpine respecting the manner of keeping rank and
the assignment of honors in the
High School
was referred to the
committee on High

liaolol1' ifT
l'odcft‘udallt flfed account in set-off
'i. “'lowed would offset the plaintiff’s

plaintiffttnd
L. M. Webb for

brief time collected.
Notwithstanding
fire Portland is still rich in a great
variety of articles of ornament and use known
m a

and McGowan, to further consider.
An order introduced by Mr.

W. J. Knowlton for plaintiff.
E. 8. Rldlon for defendant.
,, ..
,,
Luther
Hanscom vs. Nicholas Hausou. Action
to recover a balance due for labor on
defendant’s
farm and for carpenter work and materials
fur-

,.

In order to commence its winter s work the society is now in need of a
small amount of pecuniary assistance.
To
obtain this aid the ladies have determined to
hold a Loan Lxhibition of such rare and
interesting objects of art, relics of the pastmementoes of old days of Portland and vicinity. and other curious articles—as can be

charts for the Peaks’ Island school.
The supervisors and superintendent
report
the various schools in good condition.
The matter of changes in the district lines

H. &

■

society.

School Committee.
The regular monthly meeting of the school
board was held last evening.
Present,
Messrs. Crandall, McGowan, Holden, Merrill, Bradley and McAlpine.
In the absence of the Mayor, Mr.
Bradley
W'as chosen chairman pro tern.
The records of the meetings of the month
were read and approved.
Voted, That the supervisor of the island
schools be authorized to procure a set of

v.*

sale

Mother's Meeting.
Tliis unpretending little charity is under
the direction of certain ladies of St. Luke’s
and St. Paul’s Parishes.
During the Autumn
and Winter seasons it holds
weekly meetings
at the society’s rooms, on
Spring street. Its
object is to administer to the relief and comfort nf the poor mothers of the two
parishes.
With this view these mothers are invited to
regular weekly meetings appointed for some
afternoon of each week. The beneficiaries
of the society are then furnished with
cut
and prepared materials for the
makiug of
garments such as they need for themselves.
At each meeting religious exercises are held
and refreshments are provided.
They are
furnished by those who have the charge of
the

—

and

now on

The

__

_

dcL|berat|

Miserere".
Verdi
Messrs. Innes and Liberati..
Quartette—Selected.

...

up

Mile. L’Allemand.
tiate” 1>olka

Duct—-11

home,

brought

The
few

days.

greatly

Quartette—Selected*?'.?*.*?™!!'.
St. Cecilias.

be

was

a

rn__it_

CCoDimerStO!Or“li0lde,‘

excellent entertainment and social exercises of a pleasing nature.
On the second
day, at 2 p. m., will be the first installment
of the dairy maids—the dairy maids’

mlffnn

W. Cutts has been elected manager.
editorial board will be announced in

Evening Express,

at

Excnaugeistreet._23-1

WANTED—To

We Invite every Man in want of Underweur to
examine the special lots we are selling at 50
and 75 cents, $1.00 and $1.25. Our assortment
is the largest in Portland. We sell only reliable goods and guarantee the best possible
value for each price.

BATES.
The Junior class ('88) have the management of the Bates Student next year. Chas.
NOTES FROM

first class

a

practice with
store with liltle or no opor without drug
position In city or village. Send full itemized
account of business and location with lowest cash
price and how much of It bonus. All communication strictly confidential. Address DOCTOR,
13 Cambridge 8t., Boston Mass._21-1

MEN’S UNDERWEAR.

will be at work again.

B'rt^aySong.Soehr

_

an

—--

Nearly every one of the suspended students
at the State College has returned, all arriving in Orono on Saturday, the time set by
the faculty. A very few of them are still
absent, but they have made applications to
return, lly the first part of next term all

..

la'

iiil

88

..

Song. | f

short time,

WANTED-For
Compositor. Enquire

END OF THE FRACAS AT ORONO.

Offlee.
23-1

a

fl???.

■

in progress. On Thursday, at 2
p. m., will
occur the opening exercises and
reception,
a welcome of friends and
patrons by the
dies, with music and addresses by prominent
citizens. Mayor Chapman will
open the fair
in due form. The first evening there will

ISC„Ze™!*b,ai22ceu0f

family preferred.

AUCTION HALM.

VOl'ND.

I.ONT AND

in the
WANTED-By
Address B. B. B., Press

THE COLLECES.

JMaiisneld

was

WANTED.
a gentleman ami wile, hoard
western part of the city; private

_

In connection therewith a dairy' maids’ festival
will be a leading attraction.
The following
is an outline of what will be offered the
pub
lie during the two days that the fair will be

L B. Dennett for defendants.
William ir
T. Kilboru vs. Setli Warren. At tlon to
and Interest from
for carpets. Defence,
January, 1883, due F’63
pay11
ment. Decision for the
plaintiff for *92.80
Enoch Knight for plalutlff.
E. J. Cram for defendant.
George H. Lord vs. John Stinclicomb. Action
dat<-d
October 23d. 1885.
?n aJ.,.r.0.“'18s?r>'“ote
for
*22.35. Defendant tiled an account ill set-off
as
claimed
on old grocery
f2r,ove.rWleDt»
bills. Dec Won for tlia plalutlff for
*24.22.
Frank & Larrabee for plaintiff.
A. W. Bradbury for defendant.
Mayhew C. Foss et als. vs. D. M. Needham.
Action to recover a balance of *591.02 for
groceries. Defence, that the
larger part of the
n
purchased of Foss & Deer lug, and
'J syed
&
who bring tins
Baker,
lnitul Defendants
rC3ISiJRS?4rlnt
suit.
ofteictl to be defaulteit f«*r the
sum purchased since March
1880, when
1st,
new
partnership of Foss, Deerlnc & Bak* r was
formed. Plaintiffs claim that tlie whole account

NKW ABVEBTMEBIBKfTS.

_

and wonders of today.
A number of merchants, end many of those representing the
various trades and industries of our community, will make an extra display of their

kitchen and ice house.
In the evening, at
7.30, will occur the dairy maids’ festival, one
hundred or more milkmaids appearing in
grotesque costumes, with pails and ornamental milking stools.
They will drill, march
and countermarch, perform intricate mauceuvres nnd sing appropriate
songs.
They will
SUPERIOR COURT.
be supported by literary and musical exercises, with a laughable scene from Sweet
BEFORE JUDGE BOXNEY.
Monday.—The following decisions were ren I Cicely, and an act from Longfellow’s New
dered In cases tried this term by the Judge with- I England tragedy in John Endicott’s
time.
out a jury:
The scene is located in Boston. The
cosd
and
°Uiers, executors of the
tumes and spirit of 1005 will be
"«<]?dd?1
estate of the late F. O. J.
displayed.
Smith, vs. Charles S.
At the conclusion there will be a
Noyes etal. Action of trespass quart clausum
grand
trees on land belonging to
.,1
promenade concert.
Glimmer’s orchestra
the F. O. J.l!«w'',aPPle
Smith estate. Defence, license
the
by
will
furnish
music both evenings, and hot
duly authorized agent of the executors. Decision
for the defendants.
dinners and suppers will be served each
day.
Goddard for plaintiffs.
won

the comedy

cials seem to think themselves schoolmasters
to teach business men care in addressing
their mail, putting them under penalties of
delay and expense if they make a slip. W.

On lhursday last Deputy Sheriff Ames and
the musical selections acConstable Blanchard made a raid on the
companying the action, and Prof. Grimuier’s
new music between the acts was
liighlv en- place kept by John Carson and Andrew Du
joyable. The piece was well staged' and
Boss, also on the place of the notorious Ancostumed
nie Eage.
They were all brought before
L’ALLEMAND CONCERT.
Judge btevens of Chelsea.
1 he following will be the
PENOBiCOT COUNTY.
programme at
the grand L’Allemand concert, to be
A scpool of instruction for the field and
given in ►
stall officers of the Second. Maine Regiment
the Stockbridge course tomorrow
evening:
Is to be held at Regimental
headquaitcrs in
Quartette—“Rise, Sleep No More”.Benedict
Bangor every Friday evening during the rest
St. Cecilias.
of the fall and winter.
Trombone Solo-”Sea Shells” Waltz.
Each night the
Innes
school is to be in charge of the senior officer
Mr. Innes.
Song—-Grand Valse”
and
is is proposed to study the tacpresent,
Venzane
tics, army regulations, etc., very thoroughly.
Quartette-Selected
‘.
The line officers are to be invited to be preSt. Cecilias.
sent when it is practicable.
Cornet Solo-Cavatina, "Der Kresscliuts".. Weber
Sig. Liberati.
/a
PISCATAQUIS COUNTY.
Quartette- Lcgendo”
The authorities of Dover and Foxcroft
.Moliring
St. Cecilias.
alarmed by the fate of Eastport and FarmTrombone Solo—"Ermlnle” Polka.Innes
ington, are looking for a steam fire engine.
Mr. Inned!

Church of the Messiah Fair.

goods, commodities

o{

heightened by

high order,

The annual fair given under the auspices
of the Ladies’ Aid Society of the Church of
the Messiah, will come off at City Hall,
Thursday and Friday of this week. In addition to the fair there will be an exposition
—a show of articles,
curiosities, inventions,

Alice E. Burnham vs. Charles D. Burnham. Libel dismissed.
Martha A. Aldrich vs. David W. Aldrich. Divoree nisi decreed for gross aud continued habits
of intoxication.
Strout, Gage & Strout for libellants.
Francis A. Lahane vs. James W. Laliaue. Dlvorcevlisi decreed for gross and confirmed habits
of Intoxication and cruel and abusive
treatment
Frank & Larrabee tor llblts.
o
D.
Emma Stewart
vs. James F. Stewart.
Divorce
nisi for gross and cruel treatment and ten
years
desertion.
Frank & Larrabee for libits.
George If Tliaxter vs. Sadie Tliaxter. Hearing
had. Libel dismissed.
Delphlara Sharon vs. John Sharon. Divorce
decreed for gross and confirmed habits of intoxication.
Geo. H. Wescott for libit.
Mary l. Barker vs. Frederick E. Barker. Hearaud continued.
Care and custody of
ing, l1*41
reU decreed to motiler
during pendency of
libel
Mary E. Loring vs. Walter B. Lorlng. Divorce
nisi decreed for extreme
cruelty and gross aud
confirmed habits of intoxication.
J. C. Cobb for Ublts.
.•
“ward Murphy vs. Fannie s. Murphy. Divorce
lllsl for tile cause of adultery.
Drummond & Drummond for pin.
Mary E. Kimball vs. C'hailes Kimball. Divorce
nisi decreed for three years desertion.
D. A. Mealier for libit.
Louisa A. Morton vs. William C. Morton Divorce nisi for three years desertion.
of
Custody
1
youngest boy given to mother.
J. A. Chandler,

.miss auco

uiooawBi

and she
was noted for her rich contralto voice.

Hearing

Mulberry, in pursuit of Jack,

Snap.Mr/c '.bBurbrtdge

setts taught music with much success in
several schools in the State.
Her musical

attainments

Chumley.

,,

Marcus Brutus
In pursuit rtf fame aud fortune
under
various legitimate aliases.
Mrs. Zantippa Babbitt.Mr. E. A. Eberle
1 rofessor of Conjugal
Management iu the
Professors household.
Nisbe
.Miss Helen Leigh
youngest imp of tlie household.
Angelica Damask, the eldest..Miss Kate Carlvon

uigniy esteemed both in tliat city and in
Massachusetts for her superior qualifications and accomplishments. She
formerly
served as school teacher in
Bangor, and
after the removal of her father to Massachu-

Kudora Hatch vs. Alonzo E. Hatch. Dismissed
for want of prosecution.
Florence G. Chase vs. Frank E. Chase.
Dismissed fur same cause.
Martha A. Aldrich vs. David W. Aldrich.
Dismissed tor same cause.
Edward E. Prand vs. Paulina D. Praud.
Divorce nisi.
Custody of two elder children
given to father; custody of youngest to mothThomas B.

the person of the leading man in the traveling theatrical company, who has had adventures, and these the husband fathers in
order to please his wife. Then there is n
►younger daughter of the professor’s who
falls in love with her brothcr-in-law’s chum
the actor. The amusing incidents evolv ed in
the ngick action of the piece are
many, and
the house rang with continuous
laughter,
ihe night ofp is the night the
professor
takes to see his tragedy
produced, and the
appearance of the manager when revealed
tn ins Roman costume was the
signal for
shrieks of mirth. It would have been
easy
last night for the actors to have
spoiled the

uuu

cause.

F,Rebd
had; libel dismissed.

to end if it had not contained
much bright dialogue and such excellent
situations. Its plot is simple. Professoi
Babbitt has written a play. A
traveling
manager lias come to town, discovers the
fact, and tempts the professor to let him
produeo the tragedy. The professor is a
man kept in leading-strings by his wife, a
He gives ear to the
severe female.
tempter,
who leaves behind him a picture of his wife,
an actress fitted for any role, taken in the
airy costume of burlesque. In order to keep
his wife away from home until after the
play
has been produced, the professor writes her
a postal full of falsehoods.
The wife and
daughter return unexpectedly and find the
professor out. The professor’s oldest daughter has married a physician and is continually tantalizing him to tell her of his past
escapades when the poor fellow never had
any. But an old chum of his turns up, in

so

among the arrivals at
the Falmouth Hotel yesterday: Gov. Frederic Robie, Gorham; E. C. Robinson, Island
Pond; Thomas P. Cleaves and wife, Washington : D. Tilliels, Dayton, O.; Hon. Fred
E. Richards and wife. Camden; Henry p.
Anthony. Providence; A. II.Terrell, Springfield, Mass.; L. C. Tavlor, Cincinnati; Mrs.
John Scliults, Mrs. John Nash, D. Brown,
J. M. Hodges, A. Reed and wife, John Ferguson, Brooklyn; M. A. Parker, J. J. Barron, C. II. Adair, Boston.
Mrs. Lawrence, the wife of Mr. William
H. S. Lawrence of Bangor, died at San
Diego, Cal., Wednesday, the 30th Inst., after
a somewhat protracted illness.
The deceased
lndylwas the daughter of the late John McLaughlin of Bangor, and was. well known

Liberty W. Plummer. Dis-

vs.
same cause.
vs.
same cause.

ObtpnuB Slierar

ginning

purchased
a new press which will
be delivered in ten
day. The Sentinel will resume publication
in the dwelling house owned
by the Buck

same cause.
William E. Hamilton vs. Ellen Matilda Hamilton. Dismissed for same cause.
George II. Smith vs. Rose Smith. Dismissed
for same cause.
Oliver Cook vs. Pamella A. Cook. Dismissed
for same cause.
Martha J. Bradbury vs. Charles K. Bradbury.
Dismissed for same cause.

missed for

Off,” and while no doubt a great deal of its
suceess last night was
due to the admirable
company that presented it, the play itsell
could not have been such a
delight from be

Mr. Fred Nutt, son of N. B.
Nutt, Esq., of
Eastport, and manager of the Eastport Sentinel. was in town last evening on his
way
home from Boston where ho has

SUPREME JUDICIAL COURT.

NIGHT OFF.

The most satisfactory, the most
amusing,
farce-comedy that lias been seen on the stage
of Portland Theatre is
Daly’s “A Nighl

J. L. Farmer.
Mr. Pitman Pulslfer.
the well-known
stenographer was in ttie city yesterday. lie
will pass a few weeks in Massachusetts before returning to Washington.
Arthur I). Little, son of Mr. T. J. Little of
this city, has received a patent for
lining for
digesters, which he has assigned to J. T.
Wheelwright of Boston.
Dr. S. W. Johnson of Belfast
posesses a
book entitled “The Works of Thomas
Chalkley,” which was printed by Benjamin
Franklin at Philadelphia in 1749.
District Commander Lane, G. A. R., was
at the Preble House last night on his
way to
Boston to meet the other New England department commanders to arrange for the
visit of Commander-in-Chief Fairchild to the
New England departments.

cific

_

A

yesterday.
Judge William B. Snell,formerly of Maine,
signs a call for Maine residents of Washington to scud relief to Eastport.
Dr. Bradley, U. S. N., and Mrs.
Bradley
are in tire city,
stopping with Mr. and Mrs.

AOVERTIMEmENTS TO-DAV

00118

MUSIC AND DRAMA.

CIDER BARRELS.

A ’'by^.^AN^ftrirj1 ForVstreet*

Portland.

sepgodtf

8. 8L Sleeper k Co., Faftory, IMoo.
J‘Y‘3
TuThftSly

wiesbuiey"

t l itj.i:

iTCcB.

The most delicious In Itavor; appetising lit
f.
uuil by liberal use enables Dvspeplle* to eat

feet;

■neats and

hearty

loud without

Kor sale by all Urocers.

Injurious

results

uettleodSm

,

